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Financing Key Question
Mather Hall Expansion Imminent
by Steve Kayman
Reginald Gibson
The Trustee Committee on
Buildings and Grounds voted last
Friday to recommend expansion of
Mather Campus Center by con-
structing a 77 by 30 foot extension
west toward Summit Street. The
proposal was endorsed by the
entire Board of Trustees Saturday
morning, contingent upon the
availability of financing. The
extension, Vice-president Thomas
Smith said, will be completed over
the summer, unless the builders
run into rocks or the college runs
out of money.
Gary Morgans '75, a student
member of the B & G Committee,
explained that under the existing
, plan, approximately $200,000 of the
$330,000 allocated will go toward
the expansion, while the remaining
funds will be used for physical
improvements in the present
dining facilities. The alterations'
within the dining hall, Morgans
said, include carpeting the main
dining room and relocating the
dishline to the present site of the
Calendar Office. Other changes,
Morgans added, will involve
significant improvements in the
food preparation facilities, as well
as partitioning off the redesigned
serving lines.
Under the proposed expaasion,
Mather Dining Hall will ac-
commodate an additional Hi!)
,iseath l'liib addition, members of
te committee felt, will largely
solve the dining hall's over-
crowding problem. The thirty foot
extension will also allow for a large
expansion of the bookstore.
The Buildings and Grounds
Committee rejected a multi-
million dollar plan to drastically
expand Mather in the direction of
Austin Arts Center because of the
prohibitive cost.
Though this more complete
expansion has been ruled out for
the present, the committee
members did not dismiss the
possibility of such a capital im-
provement within the decade. Riel
Crandall, Director of Buildings and
Grounds, pointed out that an im-
mediate solution was desirable,
and that a complete renovation
might take up to five years to
finish.
Nevertheless, David Lee,
Associate Dean for Student Ser-
vices, maintained that it is im-
portant to make Mather a genuine
"campus center," with a complete
array of service and recreational
facilities, rather than just the
"service center" it is at present.
Lee feels Trinity students are
missing out on the many at-
tractions that a campus center
could and should possess. He cited
the fact that many campus centers
have such facilities as a music
listening room, a bank, com-
fortable lounge chairs and a game
room.
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Hungry students form a long line as they take advantage of the new SGA policy, which
gives meal ticket holders credit at the Cave.
Seeking $12 Million
Fund Raising Campaign Underway
by Wenda Harris
and Adrienne Mally
"Campaign for Trinity Values"
is the slogan of a
n i
slogan of a national fund-
draising program seeking $12
million in endowments for the
College, according to President
Theodore P. Lockwood. The money,
will be used for faculty and for
academic programs, for
scholarships, for the library, and
for improvement of the campus.
Lockwood said that although the
school has managed to balance its
budget each year and increase its
•income yield from existing en-
Y*^ v, JULTA r+s
dowment funds, "if Trinity is to
continue to remain competitive
with the best educational in-
stitutions, and if Trinity is to
continue to make a significant
contribution to society through the
education we provide, it is im-
perative that we now increase the
endowment base supporting our
academic program and faculties."
He explained that the College's
salaries are not fully competitivej
the library -is- overcrowded,
maintenance costs are ever rising,
and scholarship funds are not
sufficient to aid qualified students
from lower, and middle economic
levels.
The president said the major
sources of annual revenue are
endowment income, tuition, and
annual gifts; the chief source being
tuition. Endowment allows Trinity
to maintain high-quality programs
without placing the ?.osl burden
beyond the students' reach, he
said.
Compared to other colleges'
endowments, Trinity's $26 million
is modest, Lockwood said. He said
"The new endowment we seek will
put Trinity in a better competitive
position" with other colleges. The
new finances will enable the
college to improve special
programs, increase academic
opportunities, jand pay higher
salaries to the faculty. Lockwood
cited expansion of the Trinity
College Library as central to the
academic effort.
"Trinity's needs are intractable
needs," Lockwood said, "and we
must act now to meet them. We
believe our goal is realistic in light
of its importance to trinity and, by
implication, to the community at
large." He said he recognizes that
present economic conditions are
not conducive for launching the
campaign, "But, in a real sense,
we have no choice."
Lockwood explained- that the
college held off as long as possible,
hoping for a March recovery in the
economy. However, there will be
/'no dramatic recovery of the
market in the near future," he
said, "and waiting another six
(Cortt, on Page.2)
SAGA Offers Dining Alternative
An extraordinary effort
to sustain the values
of a Trinity education
by George Piligian
"We at SAGA were looking for a
way to offer an alternative to
crowding and offer more menu
choices," said David Myers, Food
Service Director at Trinity. As a
result of a new initiative in meal
planning, the present meal ticket-
punch card system has been put
into effect. According to Myers, the
new meal ticket punch-card
system should attract more sub-
scribers to the meal plan and offer
those who'already use meal tickets
"more alternatives to dining."
The new system presents ad-
vantages for the food service
management. As one of the ad-
vantages, Myers mentioned that
the Cave and its employees assume
a more active role in the food
service program. One full-time
person has already been added to
the Cave's staff, while no positions
have been dropped from the
positions in the main dining hall.
The extension of lunch hours,
through the use of the Cave's
facilities, should attract people
previously alienated by the old
meal plan's restricted hours,
Myers added.
It is too early to gauge whether
the overcrowding at Mather during
peak hours has been substantially
alleviated, Myers said. He pointed
out that on days when a choice
menu is served there will be less
people eating at the cave and this
will cause confusion in meal
planning for the food service
management.- "The economy of the
meal plan is based on a certain
meal-miss percentage," Myers
said.
Myers recalled that on Tuesday,
the day before classes started, one
hundred and nine people were in
the Cave during dining hours,
though some were socializing. On
Wednesday, when the dining hall
menu offered roast beef, fifty-
seven people were counted in the
Cave during the same dining
hours, Until now, according to
Myers, ten percent of people
subscribing to the meal ticket plan
are in the Cave during lunch hours.
The price ceiling for eating at the
cave with a meal ticket helps to
balance the cost of providing meals
to students who might otherwise
miss a meal if they could not make
it on time to the Mather Hall.
Reimbursement for missed meals
is limited to lunch and dinner.
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Trinity to Host Descartes Colloquium
A two-day colloquium on the
philosophy of Rene Descartes will
be held on the Trinity campus next
weekend, Jan. 25-26, in Wean
Lounge. The colloquium, entitled,
"Cartesian Coordinates," will
include guest speakers from six
universities.
Saturday's program will begin at
10 a.m. with a presentation, by
Prof. William DeAngelis, of
Northeastern University, entitled
"Validating Reason: A Locked-
Room Mystery". DeAngelis will
carefully explain certain im-
portant points in Descartes'
Meditations, having to do with the
possibility of acquiring knowledge.
Prof. Margaret Wilson, of
Princeton University, will have as
her subject Descartes' dualism.
Descartes argued that a person is a
composite of a mind and a body,
which are two different "sub-
stances", and can thus exist in-
dependently of one another.
Fred Sommers, who is Harry
Austryn Wolfson, Professor of
Philosophy atBrandeis University,
will also speak on Cartesian
dualism at the evening meeting of
the colloquium, which begins at
7:30 p.m. on Saturday. Sommers'
homey examples of "hetero-
typical" entities include
Trinity College and the State of
Connecticut. In spite of Sommers'
title, "Dualism in Descartes: the
.Logical Ground", the paper does
not presuppose an audience versed
in logic.
Sunday's program will begin at
10 a.m. with a third paper on
Cartesian dualism entitled
"Descartes' Denial of Mind-Body
Identity". This paper will be
presented by Prof. Michael Hooker
of Harvard University.
Prof. Arthur Danto of Columbia
University is a philosopher of in-
ternational repute. His paper,
which he will present at 1 p.m. on
Sunday, is entitled, "The
Representational Character of
Ideas and the Problem of the
External World".
Trinity's own Prof. Richard Lee
is preparing a spirited com-
mentary on Prof. Danto's paper,
which Lee will deliver following
Danto's presentation,
The colloquium will finish with a
presentation by Thorsteinn
Gylfason, who holds a lectureship
at the University of Iceland.
Gylfason's paper, "The Beast-
Machine", also on Descartes'
dualistic conception of persons,
will begin at 4 p.m. on Sunday.
Gylfason has studied at Harvard
and Oxford universities.
Prof. Michael Marlies, of
Trinity's philsophy department,
who is primarily responsible for
the existence of the Descartes
colloquium, enphasizes that the
colloquium is intended, first and
foremost, for Trinity's students,
not for professional philosophers.
"Given the outstanding
philsophical talents of those who
have been invited, the colloquium
papers can hardly fail to be of
interest to professionals in the
field," Marlies remarked, "but we
have gone out of our way to see to it
that our students here at Trinity
can get a lot out of the papers and
discussions."
All meetings of the colloquium
will be held in Wean Lounge. For
any members of the Trinity
community who wish to talk in-
formally with colloquium par-
ticipants, there will be a sherry
hour at 5 p.m. on Saturday in the
Faculty Lounge in Hamlin Hall. In
addition, a banquet will be held for
the colloquium participants and
selected guests. On Sunday 3.4
p.m., a coffee hour, open to the
public, will be held in Wean
Lounge.
Fund Raising
(Cont. from Page l)
not make a dif-months will
ference."
When asked how the campaign
goal of $12 million was arrived at
Lockwood gave two reasons: l) a
somewhat arbitrary analysis of
need, and 2) a recognition of what
is a reasonable expectation for
Trinity College as based on a
feasibility study conducted by an
outside firm.
Ruling on Budget Committee Protested
Sandra Smith and Eric Wright,
student members of the Budget
Committee, presented letters of
protest to the SAC (Student Ac-
tivities Committee) at a meeting of
the SAC on Monday, Dec. 10.
The letters were written in
response to a directive from the
SAC to the Budget Committee
requiring that Budget Committee
members no longer authorize
check requests for student
organizations of which they are
members, and "that the committee
members sign an affidavit stating
acknowledgement of the directive.
Ivy Named 'Outstanding'
The Herd Jones Corporation of
Indianapolis, Indiana, has named
the imiVY of Trinity College the
•• most oute&ndingcdkge yearbook
of the Northeast United States.
The outstanding yearbook
awards are made annually on the
basis of originality of design,
execution of concept, and com-
prehensive content. The IVY was
chosen over 70 other college, and
university yearbooks in the Nor-
theast.
The award was- announced on
Jan. 7 at the Herff Jones annual
graphic arts convention in Atlanta,
Georgia. Similar awards were
announced for the GLOMERATA
of Auburn University and the
CHESTNUT BURR of Kent State
University, representing the South
and Midwest respectively.
Herff Jones is the publishing
division of the Carnation Company,
producing yearbooks for over three
thousand schools and colleges
throughout the United States.
A plaque was presented to Sarah
G. Detwiller, Editor of the 1974
IVY, in recognition of the award.
The letter.from Smith stated in
part;
"I do have an open mind and
while there may, indeed, be some
justifications for these amend-
ments, I question the insulting
implication behind these. Certain
members of this committee have
automatically assumed that
because someone happens to be of
the darker persuasion, then 1) they
are a member of certain
organizations 2) they will have
conflicts of interests in dealing
with check requests coming from
various organizations 3) they will
show favoritism to whomever they
please (as if whites haven't done
this all along).
I also question the integrity and
intelligence of an "administrator",
i.e., Ellen Mulqueen sitting on this
Committee. It is beyond my
comprehension how someone of
her supposed caliber could even
suggest that it would be wise to
restrict two students from running
in a "general election" because
they belong to a certain
organization. This is utterly
ridiculous and has proven to me
once again that wonders never
cease."
Larry Golden, chairman of the
SAC. questioned the "wisdom and
need of reading the letters at the
meeting."
Later at that meeting the SAC
rescinded the directive. Members
of the SAC felt they , were
"pressured" into such a move.
Golden noted that the ostensible
reason that the directive was\with-
drawn was that the exact
relationship of the SAC and the
Budget Committee was not clear.
As a result of the recent rewrite of
the SAC constitution, the
relationship was more clearly
defined, Golden noted, and he
hopes to reintroduce the measure.
He feels the measure is necessary
as a "checks and balance because
of the past history" of student
government.
Also at the meeting Norman
Luxemburg, member of MB0G
(Mather Board of Governors),
presented a proposal for "Spring
Week" activities, and a budget
request for approximately $5,000
from the SAC contingency fund.




The Trinity Outing Program, born two months ago,
will conduct a full program of activities during this
term. Sired by Michael Marlies, visiting assistant
professor of Philosophy, the program offers moun-
taineering, overnight camping and backpacking
trips. For the truly adventurous canoeing and
technical rock climbing are planned after the spring
vacation.
To bolster the outdoorsman^s .theoretical training,
the T.O.P. has arranged several classroom sessions.
Yesterday Marlies began a four-part lecture series
entitled "Introduction to Camping and Climbing in
Winter". This series will continue on Monday and
. Wednesday evenings at 7 p.m. in the Senate Room of
Mather Hall.
Mrs. Paula Robbins, Director of Career Counseling,
will give a two-part series "The Basics of Cross-
country Skiing," tonight and on Thursday evening at 7
p.m. in the Senate Room.
A complete schedule of events is posted at the
Mather Hall Front desk. T.O.P. will also issue a
newsletter, announcing updates or corrections in the
schedule on alternate Wednesdays beginning January
The program is currently funded by its individual
members, who decide expenses for given trips.
Response has been good, but the program is not yet
closed. Hiking anyone?
Moore
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January 30
SGA To Hold Elections
by Gary Morgans
The Student Government Association will conduct
elections Thursday Jan. 30 for twenty-three vacancy
positions on twelve college committees. Terms of office are
effective immediately following election, and end June 1,
1975. Nominating petitions are due tomorrow or Thursday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
The positions to be filled are as follows:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
(one position)
The Academic Affairs Committee, composed of three
students, faculty, and administration members, oversees
the application of the faculty rules on academic standing;
votes to require withdrawals for academic reasons and to
approve readmission of persons required to withdraw for
academic reasons; considers and rules on cases of
plagiarism and academic dishonesty.
COLLEGE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
(one position)
The College Affairs Committee includes four students,
faculty and administration in its membership. It makes
recommendations aimed at improving all areas of student
life, creates programs to facilitate improved faculty-
student relations, and acts as a student grievance com-




The Curriculum Committee is composed of four students,
faculty, and administration. It oversees and evaluates the
operation of the curriculum by exploring and recom-
mending changes and innovations. It is also responsible for
approving interdisciplinary majors and student-taught
courses, as well as being concerned with the status of the
college's departments as academic majors.
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
(one position)
The Financial Affairs Committee, composed of two
students as well as faculty and administration members,
receives and reviews analyses of past budgetary ex-
perience as well as current budget reports. It also serves as
an advisory body to the library, the athletic department,
and the Director of Financial Aid.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
(one position)
The Board of Trustees Library Committee is composed of
two students, administration, and Board of Trustee
members. It makes recommendations to the entire Board
concerning broad issues of library policy, including
physical development, resource allocation, delivery of
rary services, and. general matters of concern about the





MATHER HALL BOARD OF GOVERNORS
(one freshman position-only freshmen may vote for this—
•nd two upperclass positions-freshman may run for these
two places, but voting is open to any full-time un-
dergraduate)
MHBOG is comprised of fifteen undergraduate students,
and the Associate Dean for Student Services, an ex officio
member' who serves in an advisory capacity. It is the
responsibility of MHBOG to provide a balanced schedule of
diverse social a n d cultural activities to appeal to the varied
interests of the Trinity College community.
PARKING APPEALS BOARD
(three positions)
The Parking Appeals Board is composed of three students
and the Director of Campus Security, Al Garofolo. It acts as
an appeals board for parking violations.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
(three positions)
The Student Activities Committee is comprised of six
elected students, the Chairperson of the Budget Committee
(a student), the Chairperson of the Mather Policy Board (a
student), and three members of the administration. The
SAC is in charge of the overall allocation of the $110,000
student activities fund. It is also responsible for approving
new, and revised constitutions of student organizations.




The Student Government Association consists of 24
students elected at large, one student liason from each of
the ten faculty-student committees, and one student liason
from each Trustee committee with student members. It is
the genera] representative body on campus, and concerns
itself with all areas of student life. It is responsible for
conducting student elections.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON REAPPOINTMENT,
TENURE, AND PROMOTIONS
(two positions)
The Special Committee was formed last April to review
the procedure which the Faculty Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions follows in handling matters
relating to consideration of appointment, reappointment,
promotion, and the granting of tenure. There is a body of
opinion which holds that change in the present process is
needed to make the system fair and more responsive to the
wishes of faculty and students, and it is the province of this
committee to entertain suggestions as to the validity of that
opinion. To date, the committee has heard testimony from
faculty members concerning the issues involved, and ex-
pects to continue to do so for some time through the
semester, eventually culminating in a report at some future
time concerning the present system. The committee is
composed of three students and six faculty members,
meeting every Monday 4-6 p.m. The committee meets in
closed session, and faithful attendance by all members is
considered essential by the committee chairman.
Any full-time undergraduate at Trinity College, Hartford
campus, is eligible to run for any position, except for the
MHBOG underclass position, which is limited to freshmen.
This includes transfers, exchanges, and visiting students,
as well as regular Trinity candidates for the degree, but
excludes Trinity students not presently in attendance at the
Hartford campus.
To appear on the ballot, a nominating petition must be
submitted. The petition must contain the petitioner's name,
class, box number, phone (if any), and the position applied
for. Only one position may be listed on a petition. Students
desiring to run for more than one position must submit a
valid petition for each position.
All nominating petitions must also Include the signatures
of fifteen (15) full-time undergraduates presently enrolled
at the Hartford campus; that is, fifteen members of the
electorate. For the MHBOG freshman position, the fifteen
signatures must be those of freshmen. An individual's
signature may appear on more than one petition for the
same office, and may appear on one candidate's petitions
for a series of offices. Any petition that does not meet the
'bove criteria will be declared invalid.
Nominating positions are to be turned in on Wednesday,
Jan. 22 or Thursday, Jan. 23 between the hours of 9 a.m.-5
p.m., in the locked petition box at the Mather Hall Front
Desk. Absolutely no petitions will be accepted before 9 a.m.
Jan. 22 or after 5 p.m. Jan. 23, unless there are extenuating
circumstances. Potential candidates are advised as to the
inflexibility of this rule, and are strongly urged to meet the
petition deadlines.
Students submitting petitions will be notified by mail on
Friday morning (Jan. 24) as to whether or not their
petition(s) has been accepted. Appeals will be allowed on
that afternoon from l p.m.-5 p.m. in the Student Govern-
ment Office, second floor ofMather Hall (527-3151 ext. 367).
After 5 p.m. Jan. 24, no further appeals will be allowed.
The official (sample) ballot will be printed in the Tripod
of January 28. It is the responsibility of every accepted
petitioner to make sure that (s)he is correctly listed on the
ballot. If a mistake has been made, the Elections Com-
mittee must be notified that evening from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
the Student Government Office. No appeal will be allowed
after 8p.m. Jan. 28 regarding listing on the ballot.
Elections will be held on Thursday, Jan. 30 in the Main
Lobby of Mather Hall. Ballots may be cast by eligible
voters (undergraduates presently enrolled at the Hartford
campus of Trinity College) from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Students are entitled to vote for two-thirds to the closest
whole number of available positions for each office. Can-
didates receiving the largest number of votes shall be
declared winners; however, victory as a write-in candidate
shall also require a minimum of fifteen (.15) votes.
Absentee ballots shall be made available for those
desiring them. They may be requested in writing from the
Student Government Association, box 1388, or in person at
the Student Government Office. Though earlier requests
will be subsequently honored, no absentee ballot shall be
provided before 9 a.m. Wednesday, Jan. 29. Absentee
ballots must be received by the SGA no later than 7 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 30, and need not be delivered personally-.
The Elections Committee officially encourages cam-
paigning for those who wish to, and the following rules are
in effect: No campaigning for any candidate for a given
office may spend over $50 in its activities. No campaigning
or campaign materials will be allowed in Mather Hall lobby
on Thursday, Jan. 30; any campaign materials found will
be confiscated. The SGA will hold no candidate's statement
libel in the course of any campaign.
The Elections Committee recommends that each can-
didate submit a written statement of not more than 150
words to the Tripod for each position applied for.
Statements must be typed, double-spaced, and the total
words counted and written on top of the statement.
Statements will be printed along with the sample ballot, and
must be received by the Tripod by 5 pirn..'Saturday, Jan. 25.
'The results will be tabulated on Thursday, Jan, 30 in the
Student Government Office. Votes will be counted by the
Elections Committee and other disinterested parties. The
results will be announced to all candidates through the
(Cont. on Page 4)
'Rejuvenated' TWO Looks to Future
by Diane Schwartz
A meeting entitled "The Rejuvenation of TWO" was held
last Tuesday in Wean Lounge. Gail Mardfin, co-ordinator of
Trinity Women's Organization with Leslie Brayton, said the
meeting's purpose was to revitalize student interest in the
group. TWO received little student support last semester,
although it does receive funds from the student govern-
ment, and attendance and backing from many female
faculty members.
TWO originated when women first enrolled at Trinity. As
the number of females increased, their apparent interest in.
the organization diminished. Mardfin feels that there may
be several reasons for this change in attitude:
1) The female students are more involved with studies
and do not have time to devote to the group,
2) They are afraid that involvement would jeopardize
their social life. They associate TWO with being "anti-
men," and not "pro-women."
3) They feel that what goes on in college has no bearing or
No Surprises
Student Records Revealed
Students who had given the
required 45 days notice to view
their school records were given
access to them last week in ac-
cordance with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act of 1974, which went into effect
on Tuesday, Nov. 19.
Complete access, however, was
not granted. While vacationing in
Vail, President Gerald Ford signed
into law : an amendment which
clarifies certain ambiquities and
eliminates retroactivity. Whereas
the original law opened all school
records, under the amendment's
provisions letters of recom-
mendation dated piror to Nov. 19,
1974 will remain confidential.
What this means to most
students is that their records
contain few, if any, surprises.
School transcripts, admissions
material without letters of
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n , a n d
correspondence with the
registrar's office consists of the
bulk of viewable records. Special
instances notwithstanding, these
are all that will be available until
graduation nears and further
recommendations for jobs and
graduate schools are written.
According to Ralph Maddry,
registrar, less than ten students
have written his office requesting
access to their files. Forty-five
days after the initial request is
made, appointments may be
established and the records may be
seen. Recommendations received
before the Nov. 19 cutoff date are
kept in the file, but not shown to
students.
The act, according to President
Theodore Lockwood in a Nov. 15
memorandum to the faculty and
administrative staff, "gives
parents of students less than age 18
and students 18 or older access to
student records, including letters
of recommendation and other
documents, which under existing
laws were not open to inspection."
The act also protects past and
present Trinity students rights to
privacy by limiting the transfer of
their records without their consent.
The amendment denies studen'
access to specific documents,
including medical or psychiatric
records, private notes that in-
dividual College personnel may
have written, and financial records
of parents, as well as evaluative
materials received before Nov. 19.
relationship to "the real world."
4) They are content with the compus situation, and "fit
themselves into the male world, instead of making them-
selves equal."
Mardfin would like to promote cohesion among the
students and get them to realize that "in other women there
are sisters." She feels that they should regard TWO as a
place to meet others who think along the same lines. She
seemed optimistic as a result of the last meeting, which was
attended by a number of people who, she said, seemed
genuinely interested.
Beginning January 21, and continuing on subsequent
Tuesdays, informal meetings will be held in Wean Lounge
at 6:30 p.m. The meetings will involve discussions about the
scheduling of special events, instances of sexism that have
been encountered and possible solutions, and other topics of
interest. The meetings are open to all students. Mardfin
feels that males cannot be disregarded and that they, too,
have much to say about the roles and images that they must
maintain. Consciousness-raising groups will continue to
meet, and new ones aVe being formed.
TWO has planned several special events for the year.
Many of these are scheduled for the time between January
24 and February 4. An exhibit entitled "Women in the Arts"
will be displayed in the Widner Gallery of Austin Arts at
that time. On January 31, folk singer Frani Bell will per-
form in Hamlin Hall at 8 p.m. On February 4, dance per-
formances will be held at 8 p.m. in the Washington Room.
TWO has other plans for the future:
1) To find a place where people could go at anytime to talk
and discuss problems.
2) To investigate the feasibility of having the college
employ a female counselor.
3) To improve the gynecological services offered at the
school. There have been complaints that examinations are
not thorough or proper, and that the doctor is available only
one hour per week.
4) To achieve equality for women's athletics.
5) To institute a column in the Tripod.
6) To invite female alumni to talk about problems they
have encountered in graduate school, professions, and the
outside world.
7) To utilize the time that WRTC has offered them on the
air to broadcast either a special program or something of a
more regular nature.
Mardfin said that the channels are open, but to take
advantage of them would require the involvement of more
people. She said that even if women cannot give time to the
organization, she would like to heighten their awareness
and get them thinking about whether events happen to them
because of or despite their sex.
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Board Approves
Faculty Allocations
Tripod Has New Faces
by Jim Cobbs
At their meeting Ms weekend,
the Board of Trustees approved
increased faculty allocations for
economics, intercultural studies,
mathematics, political science,
and urban and environmental
studies according to Edwin P. Nye,
Dean of Faculty. They also ap-
proved decreases for education,
modern language, and psychology.
The college's other sixteen
departments and programs
remained unchanged from this
year. The changes were recom-
"mencTetrby the Educational Policy
Committee.
Faculty allocations are
measured in full time faculty
equivalent (FTE). When a
department has 6 FTE, six faculty
members are teaching full time. A
department whose FTE include a
fraction usually shares a faculty
member with another department
or hire part time faculty.
Five departments appealed
their FTE allocations according to
Frank Child, Professor of biology.
They are education, modern
language, music, psychology, and
religion.
Child said that only the music
department was granted an in-
crease. The modern language
department appealed for con-
currence on a new plan to
distribute their FTE allocations
between languages. Their appeal
was granted.
Child said the EPC worked all
fall on their recommendations, and
the appeals lasted into November.
Following is a summary of
year 1975-76 as approved by
the EPC's recommendations of faculty allocatfon for academic
President Lockwood. Current FTE strengths












































































































As The Tripod enters a new
semester, it promises to emerge
with a brighter and bolder image,
according to Adrienne Mally, '76,
the newly elected editor-in-chief.
A different five-coluinn format
will be established "to reflect a
more serious treatment of the
content of the paper" and to make
it more like a newspaper than a
magazine, according to Mally.
"This should also provide more
freedom and attractiveness of lay-
out," Mally continued. Other
changes will include a new
headline schedule in sans serif
style to produce a "cleaner look"
and experimentation with a new
presentation of the title. New
features are being planned, in-
cluding a weekly crossword puzzle
and more campus material.
The most important point in
plans for future publications of the
Tripod stressed by Mally is the
need for any kind of contributions
from Trinity students. The Tripod
welcomes campus material, in-
cluding columns, news stories,
special essays, commentaries,
feature stories, cartoons, art, and
photography, stated Mally. She
pointed out that it is Tripod policy
that all material submitted to the
paper must be subject to editorial
approval and that any news storv
must conform to journalistic style
although all types of contributions
are welcome. Also welcome are
responses to Tripod publications •
suggestions, comments, and
criticism.
Other newly elected editors
include Mark Henrickson, '77 as
managing editor and Brian
Crockett, '78, as news editor. Copy
editors are Wenda Harris, '76, and
Hank Merens, '78. Eileen Bristow,
'75, is the new assistant arts editor!
In addition, two new positions,
production manager and con-
tributing editor were established.
The production manager is
responsible for regular features,
writing headlines, and the basic
mechanics for putting together
news. A contributing editor serves
in an advisory capacity and is
responsible for in-depth reporting
and various editorial tasks.
Kim Jonas, '76 and Carey
LaPorte, '77, were both elected as
production managers. New con-
tributing editor positions will be
filled by Jeanine Figur, '78, Gary
Morgans, '76, George Piligan, '78
and Chip Rome, '75. It is behind
this editorial staff that the Tripod
will show off its new style and
"color".
Photo by Steve Roberts
SGA To Hold Elections
(Cont. from Page 3)
campus mail on Friday, Jan. 31, and they will be printed in
the February 4 issue of the Tripod. Potential candidates are
advised that the Tripod typically does not print the names
of the losing candidates.
The members of the Elections Committee are Gary
Morgens, Chairperson, Ishi Ishizaka, Mark Kupferberg,
- Jeff Mandler, and Sara Salter. Disinterested (non-
candidates) persons desiring to help with the elections
procedures should contact any one of them by writing to






































Write or call for information: Syracuse University, Division of
(315)"* a l P r o g r a m s A b r o a d> 335 Comstock Avenue, NY 13210
APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR ALL PROGRAMS: March 1,
The campus radio station,
WRTC, is getting underway this
term with several new features.
Among these are two regular
shows added to Special
Programming, including a
Broadway show and "Inside
Tracks," which will play new
albums.
The Broadway show, brought on
the air on a trial basis last term by
Jim Merrell and Ron Blitz, enters
two regular tirneslots. The show,
which features songs from
Broadway and off-Broadway
musicals, can be heard on Tuesday
evenings from 6 to 7 p.m., and on
Sunday from 5 to 7 p.m.
"Inside Tracks," which will be
hosted by Dave Cass and Ralph
Sinsheimer, will be on every
Thursday night from 6 to 7. One
new album will be played, ac-
companied with reviews. This
week's album will be Blood on the
Tracks, by Bob Dylan.
While the entire musical
program for the spring term is still
in the final stages, the early
evening shows have been deter-
' mined.
Tonight, Uncle Davy Cass will
present an array of music, ranging
from today's music to New York
City music to Dixieland, pop, rock,
and jazz: anything and everything.
Uncle Dave oftentimes puts
together long s~ets of listener
requests.
On Wednesday night, Don
Quixote and his Travelogue
returns to the air waves, although
without his faithful companion
Sancho, who died from the en-
slaving tasks he was made to
perform. Quixote offers three
hours of light music, with special
emphasis on progressive and
European progressive rock. Some
import albums will also be aired,
Sleazy easy Eric will be sitting in
for the Mad Hatter this week, and
can be expected to play an all
pervasive rock/folk show including
music between Ry Cooder and
Bruce Springsteen. The Mad
Hatter, who will return next week,
prefers a hard-driving country
rock format along the lines of the
Marshall Tucker Band and Kan-
sas.
On Friday, jazz is king, with
Aaron Thomas sitting in as host.
Thomas possesses a thorough
knowledge of jazz from its
beginning to now, which helps to
make this show thoroughly en-
Garafolo Calls for Crime Awareness
On Sunday, Jan. 12, thieves
forced open a door in section D of
the Ferris Athletic Center,
smashed the cage, of the equipment
room, and escaped with basket-
balls, footballs, and jerseys
estimated at $450.
Because of this theft and other
malicious incidents, notably "the
misuse of fire extinguishers,
Alfred Garofolo, head of Trinity
security, asks for an increase in
student security consciousness.
Garofolo said that FBI statistics
reveal a 16 per cent rise in the
national crime rate over the past
nine months. The Hartford area
has suffered a 20 per cent rise over
the same period.
To combat the 40 per cent rise in
campus car thefts since Sep-
tember, Garofolo urges the use of
on-campus parking. He points to
rising inflation and unemployment
as potential sources of the in-
creasing crime rate.
joyable as well as educational.
Some feel that this show is the best
jazz show in Hartford.
Andy Taylor is on Saturdays,
playing a different and innovative
rock show including the stranger
elements of rock. For trippers.
Dexter Peebles brings oldies to
the radio on Sunday night with his
hits direct from memory lane. The
emphasis is on all songs recorded
in the pre-1966 rock and roll era,
The request line opens at 7:30 p.m.,
and contests will be held
On Monday, Bruce Goldberg and
his blues shows can be heard.
Goldberg plays blues ranging
from Muddy Waters to Roy
Buchanan, with sprinklings ot
blues-oriented rock.
Ride Service
The ride board downstairs at
Mather has been computerized to
facilitate finding a ride. At least
once a day, an updated list of a
rides wanted and being offered will
be posted on the ride board; rides
will be grouped into I1
geographical regions. Each listing
will contain the name of the per-
son, box number, phone number,
the day he/she is leaving, and the
destination. ,
It is also possible to match up
with (or offer) a ride by using any
of the DTSS computer terminals at
the Hallden Engineering Building.
This is the most efficient way to
find the ride you want. Instructions
for use of the DTSS terminal are
posted on the ride board at Mather
and at the computer room.
To increase the efficiency of this
service, everyone who is offering a
ride should post it on the ride board
or put the information directly into
the computer as soon as P«™"jEach posted ride will be entered
into the computer daily and wm
appear on the list of rides.
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Trinity -AIESEC Representatives Go South
Sunny skies and. 85 degree
weather was the setting for the'
sixteenth annual AIESEC-U.S.
National Conference. Two hundred
students from throughout the
United States and Latin America
attended.
AIESEC-Trinity sent seven of its
members to the University of
Miami campus for this event.
These students were Stephanie
Boryk, Rebecca Dunn, Mark
Kupferberg, Roxanne McKee,
Holly Naka, Larry Newman, and
Michael O'Brien. Arriving on the
campus, the Trinity students found
their respective rooms and soon
became acquainted with their
roommates.
General session No. 1 began with
a welcome from AIESEC-Miami.
The Plenary session chairperson,
Dosie Drummer, was introduced,
and a preview of the Conference
activities was presented to the
delegates. Procedures on six of






committees, and business sessions
and seminars were explained.
After the introductory session,
the students moved to the
Flamingo Ballroom for a party
entitled "Meet your National
Committee." Here Trinity students
began meeting their fellow
delegates, with whom they would
be working, conversing, swim-
ming, drinking, and partying in the
following week.
Each of the delegates from,
across the nation had his own
stories to tell. One of the most
popular stories was told by
AIESEC-Houston. Their local
committee has latched on the
privileges of the Tenneco cor-
porate jets. They may fly virtually
anywhere in the country at no cost
to their local committee.
Perhaps the biggest event of the
Conference was the elections. A
new National Committee President
and the Advisory Councillors, who
together constitute the National
Auctioning A's:
Committee, were elected.
The third Advisory Councillor
selected by the delegates was
Trinity's Michael T. O'Brien. Mike
is presently Local Committee
President at Trinity and his new
term of office officially begins
February 1. Some of the respon-
sibilities of an Advisory Councillor
are: to attend monthly executive
meetings in New York City, to
account for and approve the budget
of AIESEC-U.S., to deal with
AIESEC-U.S.'s Board of Advisors
(members of some of America's
leading corporations), to
correspond and make visits to local
committees throughout the U.S.,
and finally, to attend regional,
national and sometimes in-
ternational conferences.
The Conference was a complete
success. Both new and old mem-
bers of AIESEC gained from this
valuable experience. There were
"help groups" designed to educate
the newer members about AIESEC
and also to exchange ideas and
methodology between the veteran
AIESEC members. There were
Students Bid for Grades
(CPS)-Come exam time, most
students throw away idealistic
notions of learning and bear down
on the real business of school:
grades.
An economics professor at
Denver University capitalized on
this competitive syndrome by
injecting some free market theory
into his class last quarter. He sold
grades to the highest bidder.
Professor Mike Rock raked in
almost $2000 in a grade auction
•vrt«re the average A went for $85,
B 1or $55 and C for $35.
Nearly 90% of the students
present in the class participated in
the auction of grades right up until
the day after the bidding when the
professor revealed that it was a
hoax.
In a recent interview, Rock said,
"In retrospect, I wish I hadn't done
it, precisely because it was so
depressing to see how easy it is to
manipulate students."
The bizarre tale unfolded like
this.
One day last quarter the
economics professor walked into
class and said, "Look, you people
have won. . . .I'm going to sell
grades. Grades will go to the
highest bidder. If you people are so
•happy with the market process,
why don't we just let the market
dictate who gets what."
Rock told the class he would sell
a certain number of A's, B's, C's
and D's, that payment was due
within three days and that those
who didn't want to buy grades had
tne option of taking a "withdraw
passing" (WP) grade.
An impartial auctioneer, another
faculty member, was brought in by
Rock as he told students that he
himself could not "in good con-
science" sell the grades. The
auctioneer stoodup in front of the
class and began, "What are the
bids for an A?" The first bid was
W5. The bidding went on and the
grades were all sold.
Several members of the class
objected to the selling of grades
and proceeded to go to the
department chairman, dean of the
Business school and acting dean of
student life.
Some objected to the proposed
grading system mainly because it
was not in the original contract of
"«J class. Others said that it was
twice aU t 0 P a y f 0 r t h e d a S S
One business student argued that
by paying the $300 tuition for the
class he was entitled to at least a C.
Another business major who
consulted a lawyer, said that he
was not opposed to the selling of
grades as long as it was "student
initiated," but was opposed to the
fact that Rock told them they had
to buy grades. That was "coer-
cion," h.e said.
One other shrewd business
student, noting that a number of
students were absent from the
auction, bought up all of the C's
and D's. He planned to advertise
them in the campus newspaper and
sell them at a profit.
While he didn't advertise, the
student did spend 15 minutes in
class the day after the auction
trying to sell the grades at a 300%
profit.
After paying $86 in cash for an A,
another student asked Rock, "Do
you think you're going to get
another teaching job in this
country? You're going to be black-
balled from every university in the
country."
Students in the class were so
convinced that Rock was serious
that many stopped studying for the
final exam and others tore up their
papers.
On the last day of class, Rock
explained that he had not been,
serious. "How could you be so
absurd as to believe you could get
away with something like this? " he
asked them.
When asked why he believed
Rock, one student answered,
"Look, you're an authority figure
and as an authority figure we take
what you. say at face value."
Another member of the class,
after hearing it was all a hoax,
tried to keep Rock to his contract
and force the money on him. "We
made a contract yesterday," he
argued. "Here's my $80.1 want my
A!"
Rock noted that no one at-
tempted to obtain a WP in the
class, that ultimately the' money
made no difference in the grading,
and all the money was returned.
Only $86 in cash was actually
collected. The remainder was in
the form of notes.
"It's so easy to convince students
of almost anything," said Rock.
"My God, if that's education, then
the educational system is more
messed up than I thought it was."
Explaining his reasons for
initiating the scheme, Rock said,
"For nine weeks I attempted to
engage the studehts in a dialogue,
which most of them refused to be
engaged in."
"I would have thought
everything I did for those nine
weeks would have led them to
believe that I'd be the last person
in the world to sell them grades."
The Church of Conservation
Invites You To Be An
ORDAINEDMINISTER
And Acquire The Rank Of
DOCTOR OF NATUREPEDICS
Our fast growing church is actively seeking environment-
conscious new ministers who believe what we believe: Man
shou Id exist in harmony with nature. We are a non-structured
faith, undenominational, with no traditional doctrine or
dogma. Benefits for ministers are:
1. Car Emblem and Pocket I.D.
2 Reduced rates from many hotels, motels, restaurants,
car rental agencies, etc. Our directory lists over 1,000
prestige establishments extending an automatic cash
discount.
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other,
ministerial functions.
4. Start your own church and apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for the minister's credentials
and pocket license. Your ordination Is recognized in all 50
states and most foreign countries. Church of Conservation,
Box 375, Mary Esther, Florida 32569.
also special committees that
worked hard into the night
throughout the conference.
Perhaps the most grueling of
these was the legislative com-
mittee that managed to pull an all-
nighter. It was concerned with
revising the constitution of
AIESEC-U.S. Probably the most
important committee was the local
committee status review. Each of
the 45 local committees from the
United States presented an account
of their past year's participation in
AIESEC. The local committees
were judged on such factors as
number of paid members, number
of internships raised to date,
number of students applying for an
internship, special projects, and
use of one's Board of Advisors.
This decision was crucial for
voting and exchange purposes.
There are four levels of status and
Trinity was placed in the chartered
(highest) category.
Other special committees were
the Planning Committee, which set
some.short and long run goals for
AIESEC-U.S., the Special Project
Committee, which granted extra
credits to deserving Local Com-
mittees and finally, the Candidate
Review Committee.
During the general sessions and
banquets, there were many guest
speakers. The most prestigious and
intriguing of the list was un-
doubtedly Colonel Bernardo
Loeffke, Chief of War Strategy-
Division, Pentagon, Washington.
He showed slides from one of his
many visits to China and discussed
such topics as acupuncture and the
underground tunnels that China
has been digging for the past
several years to prepare for
possible nuclear radiation blasts.
He explained that the Chinese
children spend a part of each day
in the tunnels learning how to live
underground. Colonel Loeffke
speaks seven languages fluently.
On the lighter side, there were
many parties. Bacardi Rum
sponsored one such party - open
bar, etc. On New Years Eve there
was a party in the Rathskeller
(situated on the campus). AIESEC
Houston sponsored the band. It was
the first nationally oriented New
Years Eve Party for many of us
and it turned out to be an ex-
tremely good time. Other social
activities were a beach party, a
visit to a Seaquarium, and a game
of Jai-alai (pronounced Hi-li).
Pot Rot
(CPS)— A man convicted in
Boulder, CO on charges of selling
200 lbs. of marijuana thought he
was off the hook when he received
a three-year suspended sentence.
But not so.
Instead, the IRS sent John Storr
a bill for $327,000, based on rarely-
used powers under the Marijuana
Tax Act, which provides for a tax
of $100 per ounce to be paid to the
government.
APT. FOR RENT
Hartford, South End: College-
Aged females to share rented





Regular Yale undergraduate term
Full-time or part-time study
Interdisciplinary curriculum
Programs in Interpretation and Criticism, The Family,
The Creative Process-Theory and Practice, Europe and America,
Values and Institutions, Public Policy and Decision Making
Environment and Natural Resources, History and Public Policy,
Genetics and Biochemistry, China, plus basic courses
For application information contact:
Christopher T. B. Murphy
Director of Summer Term Admissions
1502A Yale Station
New Haven, Connecticut 06520




wouldn't you rather come with us?
Last year over 200,000 students sumtaered in Europe, And the
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Civic Center's First Season Set
by Wend a Harris,
For years people have com-
plained of the lack of things to do
and places to go in Hartford. The
time to complain is over..
On January 9, 1975, dedication
and ribbon-cutting ceremonies
were held at Hartford's new Civic
Center, the largest entertainment,
sports, convention, and exhibition
center in New England.
The Hartford Civic Center has a
25,000-square-foot coliseum. It will
be used for a variety of en-
tertainment, including trade shows
and conventions. The assembly
hall seats a capacity of 1600 people
for public or private functions.
Catering facilities are available.
The New England Whalers
hockey team now finds its home ice
at the Civic Center. Upcoming
games to be played at home are
with Minnesota, Cleveland, and
Michigan, On Saturday evening
January 18, the Boston Celtics
basketball team defeated Houston.
Bushnell Offerings
Blood, Sweat & Tears featuring
David Clayton-Thomas returns to
the Bushnell on Sat., Jan. 24 at 8
p.m. After three years on the solo
concert route, David Clayton-
Thomas, the original lead singer
with the group, has rejoined Blood,
Sweat & Tears for their new album
and the Hartford engagement.
The River Niger, written and
directed by Joseph A. Walker,
comes to the Bushnell on Thurs.,
Jan. 30 at 8 p.m. The play won the
Tony Award for the Best Play of
1974, the Antoinette Perry Award,
Time Magazine, Critics Circle, and
Drama Desk Awards.
The play is set in the Harlem
home of a black family of three
generations: the grandmother
whose roots are still in the old
south and who resents being called
black, stumbling through an
almost permanent alcoholic haze
toward her vision of the waiting
arms of Lord Jesus; the young
grandson, a dropout from an Air
Force Officer's course he's come to
hate and who rather reluctantly
comes to the aid of his militant
brothers even though their in-
competence exasperates him; and
the father, whose two years of
college have left him with a thirst
for knowledge he can share only
with the next door neighbor, a
gently philosophical doctor.
As part of the Civic Music Series,
pianist Jeanne-Marie Darre
performs a concert of im-
pressionist and romantic music at
the Bushnell on Mon., Feb. 3 at 8
p.m.
In her recital at the Bushnell,
Jeanne-Marie Darre performs
Chopin's Ballade in G Minor,
Andante Spianato et Polonaise,
and six etudes from Op. 10 and Op.
25, Four Debussy Preludes, and
Alborada del gracioso and Menuet
and Tocatta from Le Tombeau de
Couperin by Maurice Ravel.
The Cleveland Orchestra, Lorin
Maazel conducting, performs an
all Beethoven concert at the
Bushnell on Thurs., Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.
Featured on the program are the
Leonore Overture ill, the Second
and Fifth Symphonies.
Folk singer Ludmila Zykina and
the Moscow Balalaika Orchestra
perform at the Bushnell on Fri.,
Feb. 7 at 8 p.m.
Little known to Americans the
Balalaika is a common Russian
folk instrument which somewhat
resembles the guitar. It is fretted,
three-stringed, three-cornered,
constructed of rock maple, and
comes in six sizes ranging from
piccolo to double-bass. Related to it
are the domras and gusslis,
droning instruments, which
together with accordians and
percussion instruments, give the
Moscow Balalaika Orchestra its
Dinner Theatre
HUNTZ HALL will be appearing
in "NORMAN, IS THAT YOU?"
The rafter-shaking, laugh riot,
comedy about a nice middle-aged,
middle-class, middle-western man
who gets zapped by the sexual
revolution at THE FOUR
SEASONS DINNER THEATRE,
Route 9, Exit 9, January 7-
February 2. Evenings, Tuesday
through Sunday, Matinees,
Wednesday and Sunday. For in-
formation and reservations, please
call 345-8515.
The more than 11,000 tickets to the
game were sold out a week in
advance, evidence of Hartford's
enthusiasm for sports at the new
Center.
The Hartford Civic Center will
host the world-famous Ice Capades
on the 85-by-200 foot ice rink,
January 21-26. An auto show will be
held in the exhibition hall January
22-26.
Several musical concerts have
already taken place at the Center,
and several others are upcoming.
Glen Campbell and Johnny Mathis
performed with the Hartford
Symphony Orchestra at the new
entertainment center, and Jimmy
Roberts, Irish tenor star of the
Lawrence Welk Show, sang there
last week. The next concert stars
Don McLean on January 21.
For tickets to any event, ten box
office sales windows are located at
the Civic Center and at G. Fox &
Co., main and branch stores.
The redevelopment of downtown
Hartford has been in progress for
many years. When the old
buildings on Trumbell Street were
torn down, city officials decided to
use the land as a civic center.
A committee to study the cen-
ter's feasibility was set up in l%6,
and Hartford Civic Center ar-
chitects were named in 1969. A
construction manager was hired,
and ground-breaking ceremonies
were held in April 1971. The city of
Hartford and Aetna Life and
Casualty agreed to co-develop the
project.
The activities at the Hartford
Civic Center will encourage people
to come to the city, and thereby
stimulate downtown business.
Those involved in the creation of
the Center are convinced that its
existence will change the at-





Ludmila Zykina, the soloist with
the ensemble, is Russia's most
popular folk artist and is known for
her interpretation of the Russian
style.
For more information contact
the Bushnell box office at 246-6807.
At The Atheneum
Photographers Bernd and Hilla
Becher perceive sculptural forms
in such unlikely subjects as silos,
water towers, gas holders and
transformers. An exhibition of
Symphony Society
"Grammy" winners Gunther
Schuller and the New England
Conservatory Ragtime Ensemble
open the Hartford Symphony
"Pops" series on Saturday,
January 25 at 8:15 p.m. at the
Bushnell Memorial.
The orchestrated versions of
Scott Joplin's ragtime music had
long been considered lost, but -in
1972 they were made available to
Mr. Schuller, president of the New
England Conservatory, and he
promptly formed a ragtime en-1
semble. Within months the group
recorded the now famous "Red
Back Book" for which they earned
their "Grammy". Since then they
have toured nationally and in-
ternationally, and have expanded
their repertory to include works by
Jelly Roll Morton, and by Eubie
their photographs will open at the
Wadsworth Atheneum on wea-
nesday, January 22, in tne
museum's Avery Court.
Bernd and Hilla Becher are
natives of Germany and have
found a wealth of subject matter in
the Ruhr Valley, one of the most
active industrial centers in tne
world. The photographs in tne
Atheneum exhibition include
several from the Ruhr as well as
pictures taken in France, Belgium
and England.
The beauty and glamor of dance.
Blake, whose "Charleston Rag"
they will perform in Hartford.
To open the concert Mr. Schuller
conducts the Hartford Symphony
"Pops" in a program which will
include his own arrangements of w ^ g ^ r m<£e7n~oFbaUet, depends
Duke Ellington's "Mood Indigo1 u p o n t h e a r t of t n e choreographer
as much as upon the talent of the
dancer. A lecture-demonstration
on "Choreography" will be





In addition to the Ragtime
evening, the Hartford Symphony
"Pops" orchestra will be heard in
three programs: with Michel
Legrand on Feb. 22, Enzo Stuarti,
April 19, and Ella Fitzgerald on
May 31. Series tickets may be
obtained from the Symphony of-
fice, 15 Lewis Street, Hartford, Ct.
06103 (203) 278-1450, Tickets for the
January 25th program are at the
Bushnell Memorial Box office,
(203) 246-6807.
Hartford Stage
Claudia McNeil, one of Ameica's
legendary black performers, will
be featured in the Hartford Stage
Broadway and film versions of
Lorraine Hansberry's much-
acclaimed drama, when "Raisin"
t HSC
on
Wednesday, January 22. Members
of the Wadsworth Atheneum and 01
the Friends of the Hartford Ballet
are invited to attend the lecture at
10:00 a.m. that morning, witn
admission free to those who how
membership cards in eitfter
organization. At 8:00 p.m jnat
evening the public is invited to
attend the same lecture and tickets
are $1 each. ..
Susan Sontag's latest, film,-
"Promised Lands," is J
documentary "of unusual and
original impact", according to «ie
New York Post's film critic, Ar-
cher Winston. The film focusseson
the complexities of the AraD^
Israeli war of October,^
will be shown at the  ill    tne ; n* ^
Company's upcoming production opens a   on Friday, January Atheneum Theatre on i %
of "A Raisin in the Sun". 31. Previews start January 24, and Friday, and Saturday, Janu J ̂
She will rprrpato Mama 1h« -«1« tU* ̂ Um ill ™.- *i «unj__«un t/i -.«,} r>K at 7'SI anu »."« rec e e , t e role
she made famous in the original
the show will run through March 9.
For information, phone 525-4258.
M"and'ffi,"at"7:30 and
each evening.
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Restaurant Review
High-Class Robbery at THE BANK
by The Dining-Out Duo
The Last National Bank is one of
Hartford's unique restaurants.
Located at the corner of Main
Street and Farmington Avenue,
this eatery has taken over the
previously vacant vaults below the
CBT. These vaults have become an
important part of the new decor
and have been combined with
artifacts collected from many
banks around the country. From
the menu which is designed to look
like a bank deposit book (offering
"Main Transactions'" from a
"Chairman of the Board" steak to
"Excess Profit" stuffed shrimp) to
toilet paper printed in currency,
the atmosphere that existed in the
bank of the '20's and '30's has been
quite successfully recreated.
We began our meal with "Clams
casino" ($2.25) consisting of "fresh
chopped clams and red and green
peppers topped with bacon and
baked in the shell". Highly spiced
with garlic, the three clams proved
to be quite a delicacy. The ap-
petizer was followed by hot fresh
bread and an excellent salad.
Large chunks of lettuce were
topped with bits of cheese, cherry
tomatoes, crutons, and bacon bits.
The LNB's "Chairman of the
Board" ($7.50) lived up to its
name. A tender charcoal broiled
boneless New York strip steak was
of the highest quality. The
"Teller's Turn In" ($5.75) was a
breast of chicken covered with a
slice of ham and baked en
casserole with a mornay sauce.
This was served piping hot and is
an excellent choice for a more
moderate price. The tasty rice
pilaf ($.75) which accompanied the
chicken was prepared with fresh
mushrooms, red and green pep-
pers, and was accented with a
chicken broth.
The desert portion, or as the LNB
puts it "CashingOut", proved to be
quite a finish. We had the Bank's
"Final Deposit" ($1.50), a hot
fudge sundae with the richest
fudge possible smothered with
fresh whipped cream, and "Bank
r ONSTAGE BOOGIE
Photo by Margie jonnson
Radio King (playing the drums) and his Court of Rhythm started off another semester of
worthwhile boogies in the Washington Room.
MQWSE
Roll" ($1.35), delicate hot crepes
filled with cherries and brandy
sauce and topped with a scoop of
vanilla ice cream.
Our only criticism of the Bank is
the amount of money you must put
on deposit in order to make your
food withdrawals. For a college
student the price at the Last
National Bank is steep. The food,
however, is excellent and the at-






15 South American boa
16 Catholic nine days
devotion




























51 Type of vegetable
53 Tavern










1 Of the visi tat ion
rules in a dorm














12 Free from sin












32 Great warmth of
emotion
34 That can be endured
36 La (opera)
37 Bring into being
38 Meat quality
40 "The Cat in the Hat"
and "The Grinch Who
Stole Christmas"
42 Famous reindeer
43 Brooks Robinson, e.g.
44 Arrested
48 A purgative
49 Pay out money
51 Mexican slave










, a rare treat, funny and sad al the samelime
LONG LIVE THE KING! • H
LONG LIVE THE PEOPLE!
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Responsibility to Vote
Student gtnrernrrront can be either a farce or a func-
tional reality. Because of its very nature, student
government is what the students make it.
In the past, the SGA has been subject to criticism for
its seeming inactivity, and bureaucratic foul-ups. Many
of its committees and subcommittees still exist in name
and position, whereas they have, in fact, been non-
functional for years.
The only way to improve student government is by
taking action. An opportunity to do so presents iself in
the form of the upcoming students elections. The
decisijns made in student government affect the daily
life of every student at Trinity. The College's own
history demonstrates that student government is viable
way of changing conditions in and around the college
community. However, it is only through widespread
student participation that such changes can become
reality.
It is the right and responsibility of every student, to
vote in the elections of January 30. The Tripod urges
candidates who are submitting petitions this Friday to
recognize their responsibility to the college community,
and to be aware of the accountability of their actions.
Hew Year, New Term,
New Tripod
Feiffer-
Moving forward into a new term with still sharpened
pencils, unsullied notebooks often inspires fresh
productive and optimistic outlooks. Such positive and
creatively ambitious sentiments have not evaded the
new Tripod editorial board. In an effort to best fulfill
the needs of. the college while at the same time
presenting an attractive and readable format and in
keeping with the highest standards of journalism, the
Tripod has made several innovations in this issue. Aside
from the new headline schedule, 5 column format, and
banner presentation, we have adopted a policy of more
mature, responsible, and creative development of
journalistic ideals. In the future, we intend to ex-
periment with new kinds of features; essays, and in-
depth reporting.
Because the Tripod is a campus paper we strongly
welcome contributions from ANY member of the Trinity
community and require only that the submissions be
signed. We also wish to make it clear that the editorial
board reserves the right to edit all things submitted for
publication and will do so with the consent and
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Mindinch Lauds Big Brother
by Peter Mindnich
Last spring in the Tripod Tread
an article concerning the nature of
the Big Brother Program. It is a
program offered to students
through the Community Affairs
Office here on campus. It basically
entails giving of your self to a
young boy or girl and spending
time together each week. It is a
very simple one to one situation,
but the benefits and satisfaction for
both individuals go far beyond the
simplistic structure of the
program. Let me recount my
experience.
After discussing the program in
depth with Jim Finkelstein, '74, I
attended a couple of organizational
meetings and applied for a little
"brother". Since this was in early
May I decided to wait until the fall
before I began seeing my man,
Mark Bassett. Mark is eight years
old and lives near St. Francis
Hospital in Hartford. His father
works about 14 hours a day and his
step-mother works a full day at a
local bank. All of his real brothers
and sisters are older and do not
spend, much time with him, while
Mrs. Bassett is often busy with her
own children first. Being caught in
the middle, Mark has a place in his
life for an older friend with whom
he can identify. So far I have begun
to fill his need successfully with
beneficial results.
The first few weeks were spent
, getting to know Mark. He was very
quiet and barely said a word for a
while. It was hard trying to un-
derstand his situation. However,
quickly his mouth began working -
it laughed, questioned, and told me
the things he liked to do and would
like to do in the future. Most of the
kids request a big brother or sister
themselves with aid from parents
or a teacher. However, they make
the move on their own mostly.
Spending time with Mark has
merely emphasized to me his need
for someone. He is simply happy
being with me. All these kids need
is some love and attention. A buddy
is what they want. Wrestling with
him, putting a hand on his
shoulder, or giving him a piggy-
back ride really helps make the
bond closer. There is in all of us at
any age a need for physical con-
tact. Any relationship demands it.
What someone specifically does
with a little brother or sister is
unimportant. The time spent is
what matters: Mark and I exer-
cise, playing football, soccer, or
basketball, attend the Trinity
sporting events, go to McDonalds,
see a movie, or just watch
television (Mark has no T.V. at
home). I feel Mark likes to spend
time in my roon and meet my
friends. Perhaps it gives him an
even greater sense of belonging.
Snowball fights or a simple foot
race to my car serve as recreation
just fine. I look forward to the
spring anxiously when we can be
outside more and go to the
reservation in the Farmington
woods.
The benefits from such a
relationship are so important to
both Mark's and my development
as individuals. Mark has become
more extroverted and laughs a lot
more. The way Mark runs to the
car when I pick him up is all I neecl
to see that he is benefitting from
our time together. For myself, the
benefits are rewarding. Giving of
yourself allows one a better per-
spective on one's own life and-lPce
in it. The satisfaction of giving
makes one's personal experiences
much richer, much broader, and
much more real.
Within everyone is the desire to
care and be compassionate. Many
of my friends have gotten little
brothers or are in the process
Everyone's interest is pricked fora
moment when I tell them about the
program. You can just feel the
need in all of us. To me, it's all in
the giving that makes you what you
are. There can be no other criteria.
Certainly there is no better way to
fill your need than to give to a little
brother or sister and help fill their
need also. Your time simply cannot
be better spent with something
more worthwhile.
If you feel so inclined, talk to me,
Brad Addis, Gino Barra, Foo Jim
Lenahan, or Peter Donovan. These
are a few people on campus who
have taken or are presently taking
part in the program. My situation
has worked out very well, oui
surely every match is not going to
work out. You must work at it to
get some results and benefits.
Some may be disillusioned by tneir
experiences, but it is well worth me
try. If you are interested, contact
Terr! Collado at 527-9828 or Ivan
Backer at ext. 310 or in his office on
the. third floor of McCook.




There comes a time when
someone airs an opinion that
shakes up the established calm of a
relationship. This someone does
not wish to antagonize others, but
his views may be taken in the light
that he is seeking vengeance. The
specific gripe concerns a minority
of professors who put themselves
out of contact from their students.
There are various means by
which a professor may isolate
himself from students: making
himself difficult to find, even
having posted office hours; using
teaching assistants to handle
administrative chores, such as ^
marking research reports; not
being at about one-third of the
classes, so that the teaching
assistants must lead most
discussions. These are only a few
methods of avoiding students
which are the most obvious.
Specific examples are given only to
clarify my point, not to pin down or
confront any individual.
The major complaint is not
against the use of teaching
assistants in various courses, but
rather against the abuse of them.
There are some courses in which
the teaching assistants have the
major responsibility in dealing
with the students in the class. One
of the more attractive aspects in
applying to Trinity College is that
the professors were supposed to
teach in the classroom, not
graduate students. After all, we
students are paying for professors
to teach us, not other students. As a
generalization, a professor is more
experienced and better informed
about a subject than any student.
Teaching, or laboratory,
assistants often have the job of
marking lab reports or papers. If a
faculty member does not wish to
correct five papers from each of
his/her fifty students in one class,
then those five papers should not
have been assigned. Professors
should take the time to go over
each paper to let each student
know where he/she was incorrect
in their thinking. It is from
mistakes that one learns.
Automatic parroting does not
enable a person to learn how to
think-which is very important
especially in the light of all that has
been happening politically. Facts
can be found in books and tables,
but the usage of facts comes only
through thought and application.
Recycling Program Halts
The Committee on the En-
vironment and Energy, which
introduced a recycling program
for newapapers and magazines on
the College campus this past fall
has reluctantly decided to
discontinue the program for the
balance of the school year.
One of the many unfortunate
consequences of the declining
economy is the lack of demand for
virtually all kinds of used paper.
The situation is so acute in the
Greater Hartford area that
recylcing centers are refusing to
accept, even at no cost, any paper
materials except from
municipalities with existing ser-
vice contracts.
At Trinity, the unavoidable
result is that a program that was
begun to aid student scholarship
funds and was initially profitable is
now a liability. The recycling
containers located on campus will
be temporarily removed; students
and staff are requested to discard
their newspapers and magazines
with other disposable waste.
In the meantime, the committee
will continue to monitor the market
for recylcled paper and reinitiate
the program as soon as conditions
permit.
The Tripod, however, has
pledged to institute their own
recycling plan for this term. Ac-
cording to Adrienhe Mally, Editor-
in-Chief, a boxwill be placed at the
campus post office for students to
deposit any announcements or
"junk mail" received which has at
least one blank side. The paper will
be used for notes and typing
stories, she explained.
Mally expressed the hope that
other campus offices and
organizations would do likewise in
trying to utilize all available
resources to their fullest capacity.
To the Editor:
Having a first year law student and a first year med
student relate their ideas about the experiences of their
grad schools was a good idea. However, I do not believe
Matthew Moloshok's "article" was particularly useful in
giving prospective law students an idea of what to expect in
their first year.
When I was scouting law schools, absolutely everyone I
spoke to reported how much they'd hated their first year.
As a result, I was prepared for the worst when I entered law
.school.
The worst did not happen. Or has not, anyway. Instead, I
have truly enjoyed my first semester. And I attend the
same school as does Matthew—GW. In case you're thinking
I'm the exception, I'd say over 1/2 the class, while worrying
at times (doesn't everyone?), have pretty much enjoyed
their work so far.
Yes, there's a lot of work to do, more than in college. And
there's a different philosophy behind doing it, too. (The
work, that is.) If an undergrad is shooting for grad school,
grades are important. As a result, when pressed for time,
you can cut corners on what you're learning as long as you
get a decent grade.
If you cut corners in law school, all you're doing is
lowering your chances of passing the Bar. Grades are
probably as important here as in college, but Knowledge is
more important, so most people don't have the time to
worry about grades.
The schedule here is full. Classes 9-3 with 2 or 3 hours for
lunch (during which time you study) three days a week. The
other two days have classes only 9-11. Then there's about 3-6
hours of studying on your own per day, more on weekends.
As you see, there's a big time commitment. If you're
dubious about whether law school's for you, forget it. It
probably isn't. People who aren't sure are pretty much'the
ones who drop out.
But I've found the challenge stimulating. So here's
probably the first thing you've heard from someone who
enjoys the Law trip. And I don't think Matthew dislikes it as




I am responding to an article which appeared on Dec. 10
in this column concerning the Pass-Fair option. The
suggestion was made that a student opt for a Pass-Fail at
the end of the semester after final exams. The article stated
that when a student elects the Pass-Fail option at the
beginning of the semester (and I quote)'' there is no reward
or incentive for the student to continue learning."
I take this remark as~an insult t&tny integrity-as a student
who enjoys learning for learning's sake and not for a letter
grade. This attitude regarding grades is the fault of the
American educational system where such great im-
portance is placed on getting high grades, that cheating is
accepted by students and expected by far too many
teachers. Perhaps we should take a fresh look at our
educational system and re-evaluate the importance of
grades as a measure of learning.
TrinityStudent
To the Editor:
•I would like to again thank all. the students who completed
the course evaluation last semester. However, some
students have still not done it, and I'd like to invite their
participation in the project. There are still blank forms in
Mather.
Also, where are the -horror flicks?
Gary Morgans
































It has happened that way often in the past. Many of the col-
lege graduates who join us decide to build satisfying life-
time careers in our organization.
Why this decision?
• Perhaps because of the relative stability of Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft over the years. This has resulted from
a talent for providing continually more powerful-engines
for the majority of commercial aircraft operated by air-
lines of the free-world.
• Perhaps a significant factor has been the planned diver-
sification into non-aircraft fields. For example, we have
developed jet engines that now provide power for
utilities, high-speed trains, marine vessels, chemical
complexes and other applications.
• Perhaps the emphasis on new products with exceptional
growth potential. Fuel cell powerplants that do not pol-
lute the atmosphere and are far more efficient in produc-
ing energy from scarce fuel typify this aspect.
• Perhaps an important plus has been a competitive salary
structure- anci increasingly more important assignments
that lead to attractive futures in management.
D Perhaps most important, for many, has been the chal-
lenge of working at the frontiers of the art in virtually
every technical and scientific field. Certainly, ability is.
tested to the utmost in improving powerplants that can
lift their own weight plus additional thousands of pounds
of plane, passengers and cargo. This ability is tested,
too, in the development of new and better ways to utilize
the world's energy resources.
We have attractive career opportunities for engineers,-sci-
entists and graduates in a variety of
other specialities such as account-
ing and business administration. So
see your College Placement Office
for our descriptive brochure, re-
quirements and interview dates. Or
write to Mr. Len Black, Professional
Placement, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
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Facilities in East Hartford, Connecticut and West Palm Beach, Florida.
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News Notes
Alum Aetna VP
Wilson H. Taylor (Trinity
College, class '64 valedictorian)
has been appointed vice president
and actuary at Aetna Insurance
Company.
In his new position Taylor will be
responsible for Aetna's ac-
counting, actuarial and corporate
planning functions.
Taylor joined CG in 1964, was
named an actuarial assistant,
reinsurance department, in 1966,
and senior actuarial assistant,
actuary's department, in 1968. He
"was appointed assistant actuary in
1969, associate actuary in 1971, and
actuary in group insurance
operations in 1972. A fellow of the
Society of Actuaries, Taylor is a




The 23rd World Vegetarian
Congress will be held August 16 to
28 at- the University of Maine-, at
Orono campus.
The congress will concentrate on
a how-to-do-it, public education
approach in workshops, classes
and seminars which will augment
evening lectures. Some of the
programs planned for the first
week are natural childbirth and
infant feeding, homesteading,
balanced program for natural
living, vegetarian cookery, raising
a healthy family, decentralization
An original worship service
will begin this Friday, Jan. 24
at 4:45 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
The service was compiled by
two Trinity students to en-
courage personal questioning
and reflection. The sharing of
original passages is jux-
taposed with representative
traditional prayers for the
cetebration of the Sabbath. All
are welcome. It will be
followed by an informal
Sabbath dinner. (If you desire
kosher food for dinner please








and simple living, protein,
vitamins and minerals, organic
gardening methods, and natural
eye care and eye exercises. Many
of the-programs are scheduled to
be presented more than once
during the week.
College Affairs
The College Affairs Committee
will be throwing a series of student-
faculty parties in various areas on
campus this semester. According
.to committee chairman Prof. Alan
Fink, the gatherings are aimed at
improving student-faculty
relations and there will be free
beer and snacks for people at-
tending.
The committee, Fink said, would
also like to remind students that
faculty may be invited to dine at
Mather for free. A number of
faculty members, Fink added,
have expressed an interest in
dining with students at Mather.
Fink also said that he would be
glad to hear from any students or
faculty with questions or





Theater will be taught by the well-
known Spanish author and Hart-
ford College faculty member,
Alfredo Gomez Gil, and will in-
clude readings, discussions and
interpretations of such authors as
Rene Marques, Arrivi, Luis Rafael
Sanches and Isabel Cuchi Col.
Direct contact will be established
with Puerto Rican authors. The
class will be conducted in Spanish
and will meet on Monday evenings
from 6:30 to 9:15.
Oceanography will be taught by
Prof. Rudolph Haffner, Director of
the Hartford College Science
Department, on Monday evenings
from 7:00 to 9:45. In addition to
studying the science of the seas,
the class will investigate such
specific problems as mineral and
oil resources, tidal power, weather
modification, fishing rights, and
"freedom of the seas" in relation to
international relations and
agreements. Both courses begin
January 27th.
Also a course in Geography will
be offered in the late afternoon,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, from
4:35 to 5:50, beginning January 28,
taught by Prof. Thomas- Lewis.
When Charles Dickens, writing for +he London Chronicle, risked life and Hmb in order to beat the Times for a
feature article, he unknowingly set a precedent that was to be followed by each and every Tripod member since
the birth of this newspaper almost three quarters of a century ago. For those of you who are imbued with the un-
dying and unquenchable-thirst for the thrill of Ir all, you and the Tripod are destined to form a most unholy union.
If you write, photograph, draw, or simply feet compelled to take the journalistic pulse of the nation, the Tripod
wants you!!
PHIL'S 99" 11 A.M.
2 P.M.
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Week of Prayer for Christian Unity
On Tuesday, Jan. 21 at 9:00 p.m.
in the Chapel, Dr. Colin W.
Williams, Dean of Yale Divinity
School, will speak in conjunction
with the week of Prayer for
Christian Unity, which runs from
January I8th-22nd.
Williams was born in Melbourne,
Australia, and is a minister of the
Methodist Church of Australia. He
completed his doctorate at Drew
Theological Seminary in 1954, and
wrote his dissertation on
"Methodism and the Ecumenical
Movement." He has served as
Executive Director of the Central
Department of Evangelism, and
later as Associate Secretary of the
Division of Christian Life and
Colin Williams, Dean of Yale Divinity School, will speak at
the Trinity Chapel tonight at 9:00 p.m.
(Cont. from Page 9)
To the Editor:
As an alumnus of the class of '49, I wish to congratulate
the black student who was able to transfer his rowdy con-
duct at the Amherst game to the black peoples and to a
"black cause." He will find this a pyrrhic victory, a
triumph demeaning, in effect, to one who protests so
vocally for equal treatment under the law.
As long as people choose to consider themselves "black"
and involve their blackness to cover irresponsibility for the
freedoms for which they so yearn, equality will not be forth-
coming.
Responsibility is the key to freedom. Anarchy is not
freedom; and a naughty student, no matter what his color,
is still a naughty student.
We outside our'beloved and ivied Trinity are waiting for
you. Come on, Brother!
Frank La mbert, Jr., '40
Mission of the rational Council nf
Churches. He is a member of the
Faith and Order Commission of the
World Council of Churches.
Williams will be joining Trinitv
students and faculty at an informal
supper before the service spon
sored by the Chapel. Members of
the Hartford Community: have
been invited to the service The
service is one of a monthly series of
such services begun on student
initiative.
Crossword Solution
Involvement In Community Affairs Increases
by Jeanine Figur
"Involvement in community
activities is a valuable part of the
Trinily educational experience,"
satcf I van A. Backer, director of the
Office of Community Affairs at
Trinity.
Community Affairs offers








as well as independent projects
and internships in career-oriented
fields.
Community Affairs was initiated
in 1969. It was designed as a type of
vehicle for students who desired to
participate in the activities of the
Hartford community. At that time,
the Trinity curriculum was
revised. The revision provides
several channels for more, student
interest in,the community with the
adoption of such programs as the
open semester, independent study,
and some courses requiring an
option for field work. For example,
the Educational Psychology
Course required three hours of
work in the Hartford public school
system. Through these options,
students also received credit for
their involvement.
The three most popular
programs have been Project Goya
(Big Sister and Big Brother),
tutoring at community
recreational centers, and hospital
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many students have worked as
psychiatric aides at the Institute of
Living.
Other opportunities of the Office
of Community Affairs include
working with the legislative
process-researching, lobbying, and
assisting consumer complaint
offices and civil rights groups.
Involvement in community
organizations such as the youth
drop-in centers are also available.
Correctional and educational
opportunities are also offered, and
students can work with prisoners
and their families by visiting and
corresponding with them on a one-
to-one basis. The educational
options give students opportunities
in instructing classes for Puerto
Rican farm workers, working in
day care and eqrly childhood
advisory schools, and assisting
teachers.
Other educational electives are'
viewing films, working as library
aides, and tutoring. Students can
also work in health related ac-
tivities—assisting drug addicts,
Now that your academic career
is almost behind you...
Why not let CBT put a great
business career in front of you?
If you are looking for a stimulating, rewarding career. ..And you have an
interest in banking... you should explore the exciting career potential
at CBT.
At CBT you'll find that innovative financial techniques have been combined
with progressive management philosophies. ..a major reason why CBT
is one of the leading banks in the U.S. as well as the largest commercial
banking organization in Connecticut. We have achieved this rank with the
help of outstanding career candidates who want to focus their abilities on
tomorrow's accomplishments—candidates who want to play significant
roles in our future planning and growth.
Our campus representatives will be happy to tell you more about the
exciting career potential and excellent salary and benefits program you






PEOPLE PLANNING BANKING OF THE FUTURE
An Equal Opportunity Employer, Male/Female
AT PHIL'S
from
alcoholics, the elderly, and the
emotionally disturbed.
The Office of Community Affairs
list 33 possible internships in
various career-oriented fields. The
internships are categorized under
eight areas: arts and culture,
criminal administration, economic
development, education, en-
vironment, health, housing and
commercial development, and
social welfare. Examples of some
internships include working for the
Better Business Bureau, Common
Cause, or the Connecticut En-
vironmental Protection Agency.
When asked about how many
Trinity students are involved ji*
community work and independenl
projects, Backer said:
"It would be impossible to
estimate the number of students
participating because some
students pursue work projects on
their own without the assistance of
Community Affairs."
Backer noted a decline in the
number of students asking for
volunteer work, but an increase in
students pursuing career-related
field work.
"This permits the students to try
out a possible career. • Pre-med
students can work in a hospital
emergency room. They can see
various aspects of the work first
hand. This is an excellent op-
portunity," he said.
Backer said, "The projects and
programs offer students new
contacts, expose them to the real
needs of the community and how
they can personally contribute to
soeiety. Trinity as an institution
places a great emphasis on values,
and community should be stressed
as an important aspect of the
Trinity education."
He added, "I do not want to
appear overly confident, but I can
definitely assure a student of
getting a volunteer job or in-
ternship in any field he desires.
Beer License
On February 24, at 7:30 p.m. a[
the City Hall, the Hartford Town
Council will hold a hearing on tne
issue of awarding a beer license to
Trinity College. The meeting,
originally scheduled for Jan 13.
was postponed as a result of tne
need to reword, the two amend-
ments pertaining to the ordinance
change sought by the College. V®
hearing will be open to the public
& up
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With Special Guest Fantasy Recording Artist
Michael Dinner
mother campus center — trinity college
Tickets.- $2.50 with Trinity I.D. • $3.50 Public - Advance
AH Tickets $4.00 at the door
Tickets On Sale Daily - 1-5 In Student Government Office
For Information Call 527-3151 Ext; 367
Philippine
Semester
Any student interested in an
Open Semester project for the
period late June through early
November 1975 (replacing the
Christmas Term at Trinity
College) carrying out a research
project in the Philippines under the
auspices of our "exchange program
there should consul]. Dean Winslow
1 by 7 February 1975.
China lecture
.The U.S.-China People's
Friendship Association is spon-
soring two events for Trinity
students. The first is a lecture,
"Doctors and Barefoot Doctors"
on Jan. 23, 7:30 p.m. in Mather, by
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Rosen, who
have made three trips to China and
have traveled widely while
studying Chinese medical prac-
tices.
The second event is an overnight
tour to Washington, D.C. for the
Chinese exhibition at the National
Gallery of Art, for Trinity, Yale,
and Wesleyan students. The bus
leaves Mather at noon, Feb. 7, and
returns around midnight on Feb. 8.
The fee of $30 includes round-trip
transportation and lodging in
Washington, but does not include
food. For information and ap-
plications, contact Prof. Oxnam by
Jan. 28.
Togo Classes
The Integral Yoga Institute of
Connecticut is now conducting a
new open class in Raja Yoga,
which deals with the theory and
practice of meditation, held on
Fridays at 5-.15 p.m. The classes
ore held at. the Meeting House, 50
nioorftfield Avenue, Hartford.
Beginners classes in the Yogic
physical postures are • held on
Monday and Thursday at 7:25 p.m.
For more information call the
Institute at 224-3220.
"Yogurt Contest
Art students are invited to take
part in the Second Annual Poster
Design Competition, sponsored by
the makers of Dannon Yogurt, the
object being to design a poster that
reflects the "natural and fresh"
qualities of Dannon.
Top prize in this year's contest is
$1,000 and there will be nine other
cash awards., including $750 for
second place, $500 for third, $200
for fourth, and six honorable
mentions of $50 each. Last year,
students from over 100 colleges and
universities entered the com-
petition.
In all cases the Dannon container
must appear in the poster, and the
poster must reflect the theme of
"natural and fresh". Additional
details on the contest and in-
formation regarding yogurt, are
available a t the colleges' Art
Department offices. Deadline for
this years entries is February 10,
1975.
THAP
. On Wednesday January 22. the
Trinity Hunger Action Project will
meet in the Cave at 10 p.m. We'll1 be
planning activities for the
semester. Anyone interested in
helping is welcome to come.
Health Job Bonk
The Health Job Bank is a new
placement program in the Greater
Hartford area matching in-
dividuals seeking jobs in the health
field with vacant positions. This
centralized registry and referral
service is coordinated with the job
bank. of the Connecticut State
Employment Service, and is free to
employers and applicants.
The Health Job Bank also
provides a free health-.career in-
formation service.
For more information contact
the Health Job Bank at 00
Washington St., Hajrtford at the
side entrance, or phone (203) sfifi-




Hillel invites you to an open
house tomorrow night, Wednesday
January 22 at7:30 in Wean Lounge.
Refreshments, music, and a
chance to discuss Jewish activities
for this semester. All welcome!
RA Program
Applications are now available
for Resident Assistant positions for
the 197S-76 school year. The ap-
plications may be picked up in the
office of Elinor Tilles, Assistant
Dean for College Residences,
which is located in Hamlin Hall or
at the Mather Campus front desk.
All applications (including
references) must be completed
and returned by February 7th.
The RA position entails coun-
seling and advising for social and
academic problems, knowledge of
Trinity College requirements and
procedures, familiarity with the
Hartford area, and acting as an
administrative liaison between the
faculty and the administration and
students.
Rising sophomores, juniors and
seniors are welcomed and en-
couraged to apply. There will be
approximately 3,')-,'ifi positions
available contingent on the size of
the class of '79. Last year there
were approximately 100 ap-
plications for the Resident
Assistant position. All applications
will be reviewed and candidates
will be interviewed between
February 17 and March 5 and
notified on March 14.
If you feel that you would like to
apply for a RA position, please pick
up the application forms at your
earliest convenience.
Interfaith
On Thursday January 23, there
will be the first organizational
meeting of the Society for Jewish-
Christian Interaction at 7:15 in
Wean Lounge.
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)
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Service (on a non-profitable basis)
is offering jobs to students for
Germany, Scandinavia, England,
Austria, Switzerland, France,
Italy, and Spain. The jobs consist
of forestry work, child care work
(females only), farm work, hotel
work (limited number available),
construction work, and some other
more qualified jobs requiring more
specialized training.
The purpose of this program is to
afford the student an opportunity
to get into living contact with the
people and customs of Europe. In
return for his or her work, the
student will receive his or her room
and board, plus a wage. The
working conditions (hours, safety,
regulations, legal protection, work
permits) will be strictly controlled
by the labor ministries of the
countries involved.
In most cases, the employers
have requested especially for
American students. Hence, they
are particularly interested in the
student and want to make the work
as interesting as possible.
Please write for further in-
formation and application forms
to: American-European Student-
Service, Box 34733, FL 9490 Vaduz,
Liechtenstein (Europe).
Stydbnt Gov't.
A Trinity delegation to the
Connecticut Intercollegiate
Student' Legislature is being for-
med. If you think you may be in-
terested or want more information,
contact Andrew Te.'hune at Box 884
or 524-5671.
Telethon
The United Cerebral Palsy
Association of Greater Hartford
needs students to answer phones
during the 19-hour telethon to be
held from 11 p.m. January 25 to 7
p.m. January 26. This telethon is to
raise money for a variety of ser-
vices which the UCPA provides in
the Hartford area, including an
Adult Activity Center which
provides social and recreational
programs and help in daily living
skills, a generic transportation
system, and a summer camp.
If interested, please call Laurel
Landon, the volunteer coordinator





International of Belmont, Mass., is
administering a national Ex-
ploration Scholarship Program for
students between the ages of 16 and
21, on January 1, 1975. National
winners are invited to join field
research expeditions to serve as
apprentices to professional
scientists. Basic research ex-
peditions, which are working
experiences will include teams of 5
to 20 members, and will usually
stay in the field from 2 to 4 weeks
this summer. In 1975, the majority
of projects will involve archaelpgy,
ecology and earch sciences. Most
of the expeditions will take place in
North America, with a few abroad.
Deadline for application is
February 7th. Further details are
available in the Career Counseling
Office, 70 Vernon Street, 3rd floor.
ixchung®
Students wishing to apply to
spend next year (or either term
next year) on the 12-College Ex-
change should obtain a Procedure
Sheet and an application blank (in
Juplicate) from Mrs. Kidder in
Dean Winslow's office. The
deadline for submission of the
application is Monday, 3 February
1975'iast Anglia
Students wishing to be con-
sidered for this program in
England should consult with Dean
Winslow during January 1975,
Applications will be due on 7
February 1975 and places are




The Trinity chapter 'of Conn-
PIRG is currently compiling a
directory of Hartford area doctors,
including useful information about
prices, hours and specialities. Any
students interested in working on
this directory are urged to attend a
meeting at 6:30 Tuesday night in
the Student Government Office.
ASiera Report
James E. Smith, District
Director of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service for Con-
necticut, advised today that the
annual Alien Address Report
Program is again under way.
The address report requirement
applies to all aliens admitted for
permanent residence who have not
yet been naturalized, as well as to
aliens in the United States tem-
porarily.
The immigration official pointed
out that the address reports are
required by law, and willful failure
to comply with, this requirement
may lead to serious consequences.
Forms 1-53 with which to make the
reports may be obtained at: any
United States Post Office of. Im-
migration and Naturalization
Service Office. The report is
required even though the alien has
not changed his address since the
last report.
Fellowship .
Students interested in a career in.
public administration inay apply
for a fellowship to study at two
Southern state universities-
Fellowships for single fellows have
a total value of $4600.
- The program consists of a ten-
week summer internship in a state,
local, or federal agency in ne
South, followed by spending we
Fall semester at The University 01
Alabama and the spring semester
-at the University of Tennessee or
the University of Kentucky.
Fellows who complete the program
satisfactorily will receive a cer-
tificate in Public Administration.
Candidates must be American
citizens who have completed
will complete a bachelor's degree
with any recognized major by June
of 1975. Fellowships are awarded to
those students who demonstrate a
combination of high academic
achievement and a real interest
a career in public administration
in the South, /
Applications should be $•"?
mitted by March 1, 1975. For»
formation and applications wn«
to: Coleman B. Ransone, <>'••
Educational Director, Souther"
Regional" Training Program i«
Public Administration, Drawer 1,
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At The Civic Center
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New Scoreboard: An Electric Marvel
One of the country's most ad-
vanced solid-state, four-sided
scoreboards is being installed at
the Hartford Civic Center. It is an
electronic marvel that will not only
bring a new dimension of accuracy
to timing and scoring of all spor-
ting events but create new interest
and excitement among fans and
players alike by providing a
continual flow of information.
It is designed to time and score
every possible indoor sporting
event; hockey, rodeo, basketball,
track, boxing, wrestling, etc. In
sporting events such as track and
rodeo where split-second timing is
all important, it will time up to
1/100 second with absolute ac-
curacy. The time base is a crystal
oscillator that is used in all
precision timing devices
throughout the world.
A unique feature for hockey is
the synchronization of the penalty
timers with the main timer. It will
accurately time two penalties for
each team and also show the third
or upcoming penalty. The hockey
10,000-POUND Hartford Civic Center Scoreboard nears readiness. One of country's most
advanced solid state, electronic marvels, it is programmed to time and score every con-
ceivable indoor sporting event. The Scoreboard complex also includes a computer-controlled
message center, tied-in with six satellite message center display banks located in key lobby
and traffic areas. The system includes 15 miles of wire, plus.
goal lights are synchronized with
the main timer which will
eliminate any question of a goal
being scored after the time has
expired.
When timing boxing, it will
accurately time the rounds and the
rest periods, sounding the bell and
ten-second warning buzzer all
automatically.
One of the most exciting features
of the Scoreboard complex is the
computer controlled Message
Center. Utilizing a keyboard
console, it permits instantaneous
posting of pertinent information
about players, other team scores,
statistical information, coming
events, etc. The Message Cent? • is
a lampbank of light on all four
sides. Messages 7 lamps high can
be displayed on the Message
Center. The messages can travel
or alternate or remain static. *
Another exceptional feature are
the six Message Center lampbanks
spread throughout the lobby and
traffic areas of the arena. This is a
stand alone computerized system
that can display one message
simultaneously on all lampbanks
or six differentmessages on the six
lampbanks. It can also turn itself
off and/or on at pre-selected times.
For the statistically inclines,
here are some interesting facts
about this ultra-modern scoring
and information system. The four-
sided board is 17' 3" high and 19'
11" wideat the top. It weighs 10,000
lbs. and has four lifting cables that
can lift the Scoreboard from floor
level to the ceiling. Normal height
for use during events is 30' to 35'.
The scoring section has 1,066
lamps on each of the four sides
forming 42 scoring and timing
numerals with a total of 4,264
lamps. The message section on the
board consists of a solid lamp
matrix, 7 lamps high and 110 lamps
long for a total of 3,080 lamps. The
total system has an excess of 15
miles of wire ranging in size from
tiny #30awg logic signal wires to
#3awgAC power wires. The six
lobby displays have nearly 4,000
additional lamps, and another 5
miles of wire.
Power consumption is minimal
because the special mounting and
manufacturing methods allow a
small lamp to make a relatively
large and clear spot of light. Each
lamp is individually housed in its
own cylinder, and the entire
system operates on 80% of line
voltage to further reduce power
use.
Put it all together and it is one of
the most reliable, accurate, in-
formative -and exciting
scoreboards ever designed. See it
in action at the next sporting event
at the Hartford Civic Center.
This ultra-modern Scoreboard
was manufactured, installed and
maintained by American Sign and
Indicator, Spokane, Washington,
the world's leader in visual
communication systems. In ad-
dition to being the world's largest
manufacturer of Time and Tem-
perature Displays and one of the
leading firms in the Scoreboard
industry, they have installed visual
information systems at Disneyland
and the American Stock Exchange
as well as the Animated
Scoreboard at Cincinnati.
Baby B-Ballers Remain Unbeaten frosh Squash Trip Taft
by Bob Rosenfield
At Trinity, the basketball season
is divided into two distinct parts,
separated by a month-long
vacation lay-off. The freshman
team played three games in the
first part of the season, and the fact
that all three were convincing
victories gave the squad great
confidence when they started their
"second season" Saturday night
against MIT.
Before vacation, the frosh played
Yale - which might stand as their
toughest contest of the year. They
put together a fine performance
and gained a 68-60 victory, despite
the efforts of two fellows with
striped shirts and whistles. It was
only the third time in eighteen
years that Trinity had defeated the
Elis.
Twodays later, Amherstcame to
the Ferris Athletic Center to face
the Bantams and the game was a
laugher. The score was 36-14 at the
naif, and the final margin of vic-
tory was in the forties. Once again,
Trinity displayed their offensive
Power, seemingly able to score at
will,
So the first part of the season was
°ver, and the team was 3-0, but
they still had to show that they
could perform as a team after
{"ore than a month apart. The
freshman hoopsters did just that -
and blew the MIT squad right out
ol the gym Saturday night, by a
score of 92-40.
The team did nothing wrong -
'ley controlled the boards at both
ends - led by Brent Cawelti and
Wayne Cooke. They ran a set of-
tense, and they fast-breaked. They
P'ayed excellent defense, and were
especially successful at double
Naming the ball which brought
•joout many steals and subsequent
easy breakaway lay-ups. Trinity's
obvious board supremacy allowed
">e guards to head downcourt
earlier than usual, and this also
resulted in many breakaways,
'-arry Wells paced the attack with
f P°in» - many of those coming on
such breakaway lay-ups.
The freshman play again next
Saturday night against Coast
Guard, the first of six games in two
weeks, and if they play as well as
they have been playing, there is no
reason why they shouldn't be 10-1
after that period.
V. Squash Set For Army
By CHARLIE STEWART
Well squash buffs, the team is
refreshed from a month of rest and
recreation. While some have been
getting their lessons from local
squash pros and others have been
enjoying the advice of equally
cagey fathers and brothers,
everyone seems to be in the
required fighting spirit.
Army will be the first of the post-
vacation opponents, but un-
fortunately the match is away.
Rumors of a thousand cadets per
court singing choruses of the Army
fight song after every point they
win are not to be discouraging
however. The Trinity team is going
down to Annapolis with previous
knowledge of governmental
running ability (Navy match, Dec.
5) and' may easily win with
patience and finesse.
The lineup will be almost the
same as before except for one
major change. The Howard
Hughes of the squash team, our
very own Lance Maid, it is
believed, has decided to play "hard
to find" this term. He apparently
pushed the senior year panic
button and is stalling graduation.
Reliable sources report that he's
alive and well and licking labels at
the Jack Daniels factory. Others
contend that his mother has him
locked in his room writing one
hundred times, "I will never leave
Trinity and the squash team
again."
With the void now filled at
number 3, the team, barring any
upsets after press time, is Charlie
Stewart at 1, Mai Owen at 2, then
Tom Ricks, Carl Torrey, Hebie
Porter, Blair Heppe, Tim Cross,
Bill Ferguson, and John Gates,
who is preparing to send a year's
supply of pencils, paper and
Carnation Instant Breakfasts to
Mrs. Maid so she'll keep Lance
where he belongs"
Following Army is another Away
match at Amherst (Jan. 29) and
two days later will begin a round
robin at Trinity with Bowdoin,
Colby, Hobart and Wesleyan (Jan.
31-Feb. 1). See you then.
Fencers Nip Concord
On a dreary Saturday afternoon,
the closest fencing match in
Trinity history took place. A single
point enabled Trinity to edge by
Concord H.S. by a score of 14-13.
Despite their deceptive high school
status, the Concord fencers have
won the National Championships,
and defeated Harvard and Brown
Universities this year.
The outcome of the match wasn't
decided until the very last bout,
when Jeff Martin of Trinity and Ed
Glover of Concord pitted points and
parries. In a spectacular per-
formance, Martin recovered from
a 1-3 deficit to capture the bout 6-5,
and win the match single-
handedly. • • • •
In the first round of the match,
Trinity fell behind by dropping the
first 3 sabre bouts. Dave
Weisenfeld and co-captain Mark
Farber salvaged the only two
sabre victories of the day.
The Trinity foil squad made up
for most of the sabre losses. Lucien
Rucci and co-captain Rick Dubiel
were the only two Trin fencers to
go undefeated. Dubiel further
distinguished himself by being the
only fencer to decimate his op-
ponent 5-0.
The epee squad carried Trinity
through at the last moment. Rookie
Richard Elliott was denied an
undefeated record by a single
point. Jeff Monaghan did equally
well. i
Tonight the important Holy
Cross match will be held at 7 p.m.
in Unit D. Trinity will also take on
Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania this
Thursday at 4 p.m. Spectators are
encouraged to attend both mat-
ches. . .
by Trip Hansen
The freshman squash team
upped their record to 2-0 last
Saturday with a 7-2 win over Taft
on away courts. Although the final
match count was decisively in
Trinity's favor, many of the in-
dividual matches were much
tougher than they were expected to
be.
The most exciting contest of the
afternoon was fought out of the
number one position between
Charley Johnson, an alumnus of
Taft, and his opponent. Both were
very evenly matched in ability and
experience. Johnson took the first
and third games, while losing the
second and fourth ones. In the
deciding fifth game, he fell behind
by scores of 9-4 and 12-9, but on
both occasions he fought back to
even the score. Then, down once
again at 14-12, he won a furiously
contested point and went on to
capture four of the next five points
and the match.
The only Baby Bantams who had
no trouble in disposing of their
adversaries were Doug Thorn and
Trip Hansen who both won 3-0 in
the number five and number seven
slots respectively. The Brooks
brothers, number two man Mike
Muto and number three man Fred
Gardner, each had difficulty Tffthe
beginnings of their contests but
went on to win by identical match
scores of 3-1. Number six player
Andy Vermilye lost two games
before figuring out his tenth grade
opponent's weakness, but when-lie
did, he exploited it for a come-
from-behind 3-2 victory. Rounding
out Trinity's win column was Bill
Fanning who came through with a
3-1 win in the number eight
position.
Coach George Sutherland said
thathe was extremely pleased with
his squad's performance, ex-
pecially since they had had only
four days of practice before the
match. He noted that the team will
strongly miss Alec Monaghan, a
fine raquetsman who broke his leg
while skiing over vacation. Much
work is needed before the team
meets Yale on their next match on
£he'24th, Sutherland added.
Results
Charley Johnson won 15-11,11-15,
15-13,9-15,17-15.; Mike Muto won 9-
15, 15-8, 15-6, .15-4; Fred Gardner
won 11-15, 15r8, 15-7, 15-10; Ty
Tregellas lost 5-re, 15-12, 15-11, 15-
8; Doug Thorn won 15-13,15-4,15-8;
Andy Vermilye won 10-15,14-16,16-
13,15-7,15-8; Trip Hansen won 15-9,
15-10,15-5; Bill Fanning won 16-13,
15-8, 9-15, 15-9; Ed Lichtig lost 15-
12, 7-15, 15-7, 15-8.
P,E, Note
In the hope of removing a
deterrent for students who
desire to register for classes in
golf, tennis, or squash, the
Physical Education Depart-
ment wishes to announce that
it will henceforth issue clubs
and racquets for these
courses. Heretofore students
have been required to furnish
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Topple Amhersf, MIT
Cagers Rebound With Two Wins
by Neil Theobald
"We had to adjust after the first
'three games. Our offensive
thinking was not correct. We
needed to change our style and get
more discipline. The discipline has
paid off," explained Coach Robie
Shults after his cage squad had
rebounded with two consecutive
Clockwise, Bantam cagers Wayne Soykollosky, Jim
Sumler, and Mike Mistretta are seen in action in Trinity's 61-
45 win over MIT.
wins after opening the season with
three straight losses.
"We had only shot 39 percent
from the field in our first three
games and had been outreboun-
ded," said Coach Shults. "We
decided we couldn't run and shoot,
so we played a different type of
game against Amherst."
To gain their first win of the
season, the Bantams had to come
from behind to defeat previously
unbeaten Amherst 64-62. Down 58-
53 with five minutes to go in the
game, Trinity scored the next eight
points in the contest to take a lead
which they never relinquished.
Wayne Sokolosky led the Bants
with 19 points, with Jim Sumler
and Mike Mistretta adding 14 and
12 points respectively. Coach
Shults credited Sumler with
"playing outstanding defense"
against Jeff's star Peter
Rehnquist.
Trinity returned from a long
Christmas vacation to defeat the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (51 -45. The Bantams
were in control of the contest all
(he way grabbing a 34-19 halftime
lead on the way to improving their
season mark to 2-3. Wayne
Sokolosky again led the team in
scoring with 18, with Jim Sumler
adding 13 and Mike Mistretta 12.
The game also saw the return of
Glen Woods, a starter from last
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Wrestlers Down UConn, 26-17
by Ken Feinswog
The '74-'75 Trinity College
wrestling team has gotten off' to an
impressive start, winning two out
ol their first three matches. In
their season opener, on.Dec. 4, the
Bantams downed U. Conn, by a
score of 26 to 17. It was a combined
team effort with nearly everyone
who wrestled contributing to the
team's point total. •
The Bantams followed by
splitting a grueling tri-meet. After
losing in a tough match to W.P.I.,
the Bantams rebounded in their
second match of the day with a 27
to 25 victory over Tufts. This
match hung in the balance until the
very last wrestler, where it was up
to freshman heavyweight Brian
O'Donoghue to pin his man.
O'Donoghuc in his first collegiate
match rose to the occasion to
overtake and pin his opponent and
subsequently add the needed points
— to win the match for Trinity.
Certain individuals have been
instrumental in aiding the team in
its attainment of its High level
performance. Two of them are
junior, co-captain Mike O'Hare
and sophomore Dave Coratte who
are the only wrestlers on the team
with perfect 3-0 records. Coratte,
at 190 pound weight class, is a
cautious but extremely over-
powring wrestler. O'Hare's suc-
cess can be attributed to his ability
to make moves with quickness and
power.
Another wrestler who has done
well is sophomore, Bob Friedman.
He has a 2-1 record in the 167
weight class. He is a powerful
wrestler who will take advantage
of his opponent's slightest mistake.
Freshman wrestlers Chip Meyers
and Scott Goddin both possess a
very respectable 2-1 record. .
Other wrestlers who have
worked hard and contributed to the
team are freshmen, Nick Benson,
142, Pete Bielak, 177, sophomores,
Phil Meister, 142, Steve Kayman,
134, Rich Maurer, 142, Carrie
Doyte, 177, and junior, co-captain
Dave Katzka.
Coach Richard Taylor is ex-
tremely pleased with the progress
and hard work of the team. He
stated, "It is a real pleasure to see
growth and a 2 and 1 record." His
hope is that the second half of the
season will be just as rewarding to
the wrestlers as the first half has
been. Both the coaches' and the
players' goal is for a winning
season, even though Brown,
Amherst, and Central Connecticut
are real hurdles for the Bantams.
In the upcoming week, the
Bantams will face Rhode Island
College tomorrow and Wesleyan on
Saturday; both away. The lack of
home meets stems from the lack of
time available for the use of the
gym. Coach Taylor's hope is that
for next year the Bantam wrestlers
will have half their matches home
and half away.
Coach Taylor stated that the
match with Rhode Island will be a
difficult test. They have a group of
outstanding wrestlers, but Coach
Taylor is confident that if the
squad performs as well as they did
against Tufts, they can beat Rhode
Island.
The Bantams next see action
Saturday night when they attempt
to even their season record against
Coast Guard in a home contest.
According to Coach Shults the next
two contests against Coast Guard
and Williams are both critical.
"I think we have a shot at
finishing over .500 but it's going to
be really, really tough," said
Coach Shults. "After the first four
games. I thought we would be 3-1
and iastead we were 1-3, so we're
really going to have to fight, scrap,
and hustle in every contest." •
Trinity's hopes for the year were
dealt a crushing blow when it was
learned that Othar Burks, the
leading scorer on last year's team,
would be out for the season with a
herniated disc, According to Coach
Shults, "Othar has been hurt, but
Photo by Stove Roberts
has tried to play and he has played
pretty well. We didn't realize how
badly hurt he was. His loss is one of
the big reasons for the change in
our offensive style."
Wayne Sokolosky and Jim-
Sumler have been the two big
scorers for Trinity this year with
Sokolosky averaging 15.4 and
Sumler adding 14.4 points per
contest. Mike Mistretta has added
12 points in each of the last two
gqmes.
In looking ahead to the rest of the
season Coach Shults noted, "We
have to keep from turning the ball
over. Peter Harris and. Steve
Weselcouch have each done an
outstanding job quarterbacking
the team. We've got to play really,
really tough defense and improve
our rebounding."
Skaters Win 6-1
The Trinity hockey team put on
its best performance of the season
last Thursday, trampling the
Falcons of Bentley College 6-1.
"The team played together well
for the first time," commented a
Trinity player. Defenseman
Richard Huoppi opened the scoring
on a power play with :35 left in the
first period, knocking in a perfect
shot past Bentley goaltender Ch-
walizewski. Tom Lenahan and
Mark Cleary picked up the assists.
In the second period, Trinity
bombarded the Bentley net with
five goals. Chip LaLone centered
the puck for Al Plough, who
backhanded it in with just :49 past.
Bentley's sole score came less than
a minute later when goalkeeper
Ted Judson fanned on a shot from
outside the blue line. With 1:35
gone, Sam Gray scored his first
goal of the year in front of the net
from passes by Doug Hamill and
Jim Lenahan.
Three minutes later, Tom
Lenahan slipped the puck to
LaLone in front of the net, who
knocked in a short-handed goal to
make it 4-1. The first line of Sandy
Weedon centering for Mark Cleary
and Tom Lenahan came through
again at 8:22. Trinity powered
through Bentley's weak defense,
and Weedon scored in front of the
net on a beautifully executed pass
from Lenahan.
About 20 seconds after an
altercation between Mark Cleary
and a Bentley player, Jim Lenahan
and Cleary'skated through four
Bentley penalty killers and Cleary
powered through for the final goal
at 11:29 to seal the game at 6-1.
Trinity's defeasive unit ot •>•
Lenahan, Huoppi, Nick Brady,
Duffy Shea and Bill Dodge'was
effective, as Bentley's weak pt-
fense only got off 7 shots on goal m
the first two periods. Rudy Mon-
tellas, taking over in goal for •tne
third period, was hot, making
sharp, quick saves. ,
Before Christmas vacation, ins
Bantams split a pair of games,
slaughtering MIT 10-1 and drop-
ping an 8-5 decision to New Haven.
Plough led the MIT contest w.itn
the first hat trick of the year.
Cleary and Tom Lenahan eacn
chipped in two goals, and Huoppi,
Jim Lenahan and Nick Brady eacn
scored singles. ...
Trinity took an early 2-0 lead in
the New Haven contest on goals Dy
Plough and Cleary before W
scored four straight times to talced
4-2 lead. Cleary scored his second
of the evening in the second penoa,
and Jim Lenahan. tied it up at 4-»
with three minutes gone by in tne
third. NH scored with 15:45 len,
but Tom Lenahan tied it up again
at 5-5. NH added another goal, and
the Bantam defense fell apart
allowing two more goals in: toe
closing minutes to drop the contest
"The season's record standsi ali 2-
3 Trinity faces a tough Division 3
opponent, Fairfield, Thursday^t
7 30 at the Glastonbury Aren^
Tickets are available for i
the game in Mather Hall
meal hours.
Colloquium Attracts Area Philosophers
Philosophers from Northeastern,
Princeton, Brandeis, Harvard, and
Columbia universities joined
Trinity faculty and students last
weekend to. discuss the thoughts of
Descartes, the 17th century French
philosopher and mathematician.
The material discussed was
drawn primarily from the
Meditations in which Descartes
seeks to obtain certain knowledge
about the work around him.
Initially doubting everything but
one fundamental belief, the famous
Cogito Ergo Sum, "I think
therefore I am," Descartes, at
least assured of his own being,
attempts to scientifically prove the
existence of the external world.
His quest for certainty attempts
to furnish philosophy with the
absolute certainty which he at-
tributed to mathematics, thereby
encountering many problems
which eventually cause one to
question the method itself. The
visiting professors attempted to
tackle these problems in various
ways.
William De Angelis ap-
propriately opened the program
with a paper entitled "Validating
Reason; A Locked-Koom
Mystery", which examined
Descartes' dilemma by alternating
sequences of a story of a man
locked in a room seeking to learn of
the outside, with Descartes' search
for certain knowledge. The man in
the room hears a voice which
describes things to him both in and
out of the room—his dilemma is
whether to believe the voice.
Descartes, by contrast uses
method and his reason to deter-
mine the truth of the outside.
Though at times the analogy
seemed shaky (since the man must
trust an external voice, while
Descartes must, at least initially,
trust only his own reason), it
served to illustrate the
problematic situation Descartes
places himself in.
Subsequent lectures dealt With
"Cartesian Dualism"—other times
coined the "mind-body Problem"
and the nature of Descartes' clear
and distinct ideas. Margaret
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Campus Experiences
Rise in Crime
About midnight one night,. an
unescorted girl walks from the
library to her North Campus room.
A large figure steps out of the
shadows by the Vernon Street
gates, and in a moment she lies
helpless on the ground, too
terrified to scream.
About half an hour later, a
solitary figures hurries back from
a fraternity party to her Quad
room. She also does not notice the
shadowy figure, and in moments
she too becomes another statistic.
No one is around to hear her
screams.
Even though for many students
these are hypothetical incidents,
for some Trinity undergraduates
they are terrifying realities. On
Friday night, 24 January, two
unescorted women students were
assaulted in separate incidents on
campus by an unidentified man.
Although neither of the students
were seriously injured, Earl
Moffit, Assistant Director of
Security noted that there was no
way of telling how many related
unreported incidents had occurred.
In other recent incidents,
Saturday night a Trinity security
guard discovered that Ferris
Athletic Center had been broken
into once more. In spirt of the fact
that Hartford police were called in,
no intruders were found, although
several door locks were found
jimmied. Rumors that gunshots
were fired proved unfounded. The
full extent of the damage has not
been determined. •
Since the beginning of the
semester, according to A. A.
Garofolo, director of security,
there have been three dormitory
rooms broken into. In two of the
three cases there were no apparent
signs of forced entry. Articles
stolen include jewelry* speaker
systems, and televisions. Other
incidents involving stolen goods
took place at Mather Campus
Center. A large rug was taken from
Wean Lounge, and a timer was
removed from the darkroom. In
neither case was entry noticeably
forced.
On the other hand, there were
definite sigas of damage on the two
BMW cars which were broken into.
In addition to these two break-ins,
Wilson's (Princeton) paper dealt
with the relationship between
intellectual thought, what
Descartes called "pure thinking"
and sensory thought, as in the
perception and memory. Whereas
sense perception may be directly
correlated with brain waves that
can be physically determined, it is
unclear how free thought is related
to brain activity.
One problem of the colloquium
arose due to the nature of the
Cartesian enterprise, which,
because it aims at scientific cer-
tainty, raises questions as to the
existence of the external world—a
doubt most find unreasonable. A
tendency of the discussion, in fact,
seemed to be limited to ab-
stractness and topicality, resulting
in the complaint that the sym-
posium did not draw out the more
general relevance of the specific
problems, dealt with. While the
papers were well received and
appreciated, it was felt by some
that subsequent discussions at
times revolved around linguistic
problems, thereby detracting from
the philosophical importance of the
problems at hand. These dif-
ficulties were attributed to the
dominant conceptions of
philosophy present. Nevertheless
photo by Steve Roberts
exposure to these philosophical
viewpoints enhanced the un-
derstanding of Descartes.
The lectures were each followed
by a commentary and a discussion
period. Sherry hour on Saturday
and coffee hour on Sunday
 althougys br
n ah te sym,o related t8o4sg
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MHBOG Anticipates Spring Weekend Return
by Michael Muto
This year, Mather Hall Board of
Governors will attempt to revive a
tradition dead at Trinity for a
number of years: The Spring
Weekend. The Weekend amounts
to a three-day campus party, but
its plans are made tentative by
financial considerations.
According to Norman Luxem-
bourg, Concert and Dance
Chairman for MHBOG, the goal of
the weekend is to get the entire
school community "out and ac-
tive."
A sample tentative schedule for
events over the three-day .period
offers excellent proof for the
potential of this enterprise. On
Friday evening the weekend will
be inaugurated by an all-school
dance in the Washington Room,
with a band that, according to
Luxembourg, will be "better than
usual!" The dance also offers all
the beer you can drink.
Only early risers and non-
drinkers will be up to see the start
of the Vernon St. block party at 10
AM on Saturday. With the street
blocked to traffic, the hill will
become a soap-box derby track.
Other features will be water slides
on the soccer fields, volleyball and
Softball games, hamburgers,
hotdogs, and thirty kegs of the
foamy stuff. The evening activity
is an outdoor concert on the quad.
For those who indulged too
heavily the night before, MHBOG
offers the perfect remedy. Sunday
will be a mellow day on the quad,
including touch football, taped
music, and Bloody Mary's by the
gallon.
There are, however, a number of
problems that must be overcome
before any plans can be finalized.
The obvious consideration is
money. According to Luxembourg,
the three days must be ac-
companied by a price tag of "$4000
least!"
MHBOG has already submitted a
budget request for this sum to the
Student Activities Committee.
"MHBOG is also considering
asking the fraternities for financial
help," said Luxembourg. A second
economic variable is the success of
the March 15 Donald Byrd concert.
Sponsored by MHBOG in con-
junction with the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks, the concert, to be held in
the fieldhouse, will hopefully draw
3000 people.
The availability of Vernon Street
as the location for the block party
is also in doubt, but Luxembourg is
confident that, if supported by the
administration, MHBOG could
obtain permission from the city to Winter and Spring weekends but
divert Saturday traffic. the rearing of inflation's ugly 'head
Luxembourg said that further has put an end to the triple feature
suggestions for the Saturday block This year the undertaking fc
party are welcome. ambitious but, if cooperation is
Trinity College once had Fall, displayed, very feasible.
SAC Examines Policy
New Professors Look at Trinity
by Kim Jonas
"Marxists seem to be a
vanishing species at Trinity," said
Raymond Barglow, visiting
assistant professor of philosophy.
Barglow, who is replacing
assistant professor Michael Lerner
while he is on leave of absence this
semester, expressed concern over
the possible departure of Marxist
professors from several depart-
ments, and over the gap between
students and the outside world.
Barglow said that, while Ler-
ner's program last fall was very
successful, the program was not
certain of receiving approval tor
this tall from his department or the
administration. He said that
Lerner's "tenure situation is
problematic," adding that "if
Lerner doesn't come back next
semester, there is no intention of
replacing him with a Marxist."
Barglow compared Trinity to a
supermarket, noting that students
could consume a little Aristotle, a
little Kant, a little Marx, but stay




Are you the victim of an un-
scrupulous businessman, an un-
sympathetic landlord, or possibly
an inhuman computer? Have you
been ripped off? If so, come to the
ConnPlRG Consumer Complaint
Center, located downstairs in Cook
(next to the laundry room). Office
hours are Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday from 2:30-4:30, and
the phone number is 527-3151, ext,
292.
At the center, trained Trinity
students will be available to offer
assistance and advice on how to
obtain redress , or otherwise
straighten out difficulties.
If you are interested in working
with ConnPlRG on the Consumer
Complaint Center or any of
ConnPIRG's many other concerns,
please attend the meeting to be
held in Alumni Lounge on Thur-
sday, Jan. 30 at 7:30. ConnPlRG
needs volunteers for the Complaint
Center and for the following:
1) Compiling a doctor's directory
for Hartford, providing valuable
information such as prices,
specialties, and office hours on
area physicians.
2) Collecting signatures for anti-
nuclear power plant petitions.
3) Conducting a comparative
price survey of area supermarkets
and drug stores.
Any students interested in
working with ConnPlRG, but
unable to attend the meeting,
should contact Steve Kayman at
Box U&8 or 246-3405.
"Students do not learn how to
learn," he commented, pointing
out that it was difficult for students
to help plan their own education
when they were given little ex-
perience in doing so.
Still, Barglow, who has been
teaching at Berkeley for the past
several years, said "faculty seem
to be a bit more concerned about
students here than where I've
been."
Trinity students face con-
tradictions between grades and
professional aspirations on one
hand, and their desire for genuine
learning about the world on the
other, said Barglow. He said he
feels some of his students want
philosophy of art to be a set of
propositions that they can
memorize, while the others want to
know the subtle ways and variety
of levels at which art expresses
society.
"I 'm interested in doing
something about the role of women
in the economy," said Mary Mc-
Nally,instructor of economics.
McNally, who came to Trinity this
semester after a year of teaching
at the University of Connecticut,
said she would probably deal with
this subject in her freshman
seminar next fall.
McNally said she found the
students here "bright and uppity",
and that having contact with
people outside her own department
was enjoyable after UConn, She
remarked that she was "scared
stiff" of Trinity's student
evaluations.
McNally sees economics as a tool
to enable people to do things they
want to get done, citing instances
where she had done community
organizing on issues such as land-
use planning in Tolland, Ct, where
she lives.
On Monday, Jan. 20, the Student
Activities Committee held its first
meeting of the new semester.
Three important items were
discussed:
1) the Mather Hall Board of
Governor's request for additional
monies to fund the proposed Spring
Weekend;
2) the question of ticket sales and
money collection by recognized
students organizations;
3) publicity for regular meetings
of all organizations.
The committee decided to table
the MHBOG request until the
Budget Committee has completed
its annual mid-year budget review,
The SAC felt it would be better to
get an accurate picture of
available finances before deciding
MHBOG's request, since the
student activities' contingency
account is depleted.
Through observation and par-
ticipation in ticket sales and ad-
missions collection for various
student organizations, the SAC felt
it was necessary to improve,
clarify, and enforce the ticket sales
procedure outlined in the Student
Activities Handbook. A letter was
sent out to all organizations in-
forming them of the SAC's
decision.
The committee also felt publicity
is lacking for regular meetings of
organizations on campus. To
remedy this problem the SAC will
require all organizations to notify
the student government office
secretary by 2:00 on the Friday
before the meeting is scheduled. In
this way, a notice of all
organizational meetings can be
published weekly in the Tripod.
The SAC holds meetings every
Monday at 4:00 in the Senate
Room. The next meeting is
scheduled for Jan, 27. Larry
Golden, chairman, noted that all
interested people are welcome to
attend; he noted that attendance at
past meetings has been "disap-
pointing".
The ABC's of Sex
(EARTH NEWS)—What may
turn out to be the most con-
troversial book of 1975 is a
children's book called "Show Me,"
Its editor, Paul De Angelis of St.
Martin's Press, describes it as a
sort of "Joy of Sex" for children.
The book, which features large
and elegant photos of lots of naked
kids, is designed as a serious sex
education manual. The big dif-
ference between it and other at-
tempts is that the photos depict
children engaged in what some
folks will almost certainly consider
pornographic activities.
In a style written for children,
the text discusses the entire range
of human sexuality in blunt, no-
nonsense • language, De Angelis
admits that the book will stir
controversy when it's released in
May. But he says the publisher is
confident that it will pass all legal
tests, and major retailers are
already beginning to order it. The
book originally appeared last year
in West Germany where it
weathered a serious court
challenge as obscene. It went on to
become a strong best seller there
following dismissal of charges.




Association (SGA) last Wednesday
elected Gary Morgans '75
president. Morgans, who was vice-
president last semester, has also
served as Editor and Managing
Editor of the Course Evaluations
Book and is currently a member of
the Trustee Committee on
Buildings and Grounds.
When asked about his goals for
the upcoming semester, Morgans
said that he hopes to "expand the
scope of the SGA's concerns" to
include political issues. He also
intends to delve into areas which •
reflect the interests of the various
minority groups and factions on
campus, not only those of the SGA
membership.
Morgans feels that the SGA's
first priority, however, is to reform
the structure of student govern-
ment at Trinity. "Only via a
centralized, well-informed student
government," Morgans said "are
we ever going to get some real'
control over student affairs here at
Trinity."
In the election for vice-president,
Jeff Clark '75, last semester's
president, emerged as the victor.
Clark said that he hopes the SGA
will continue the momentum of last
semester and evolve into "a r̂uly
responsible, representative
governing body,"
In a highly competitive race,
with four candidates in the run-
ning, Steve Kayman '77 was re-
elected treasurer. Kayman, who
will also assume the duties of
student government office
manager, feels that it is essential
for the SGA to assume "the true
function of a student government,"
including the dispersement of
funds and the supervision of social
events.
There was, however, one new
face on the SGA Steering Com-
mittee. Sarah Salter '78 was
successful in her bid for secretary,
the only freshman elected to office.
In addition to officer elections,
the SGA also formed a Committee
to Improve Security on Campus.
Rand Foreman, the committee's
chairperson, said that the group
will work in conjunction with Al
Garofolo, Director of Campus
Security, to make security more
effective,
Jim Essey, Chairman of the SGA
June Gloom Faces Grades
(EARTH N E W S ) - J u n e
graduates are going to have a
worse time than ever getting jobs,
according to the College
Placement Council's annual winter
employer poll.
The poll shows an unexpected 4
percent drop in job openings this
June as compared to a year ago.
It's the first overall drop in four
years.
While engineers will probably
have 7 percent more job offers than
a year ago, the poll predicts that a
total of only 4 percent of the
graduates in the humanities and
social sciences are likely to find
jobs in their own fields.
Rock Warns Whales
(EARTH NEWS)—Live rock
music and even a moog synthesizer
will be used this spring by whale
conservation groups to drive en-
dangered whales away from Soviet
and Japanese fishing fleets.
"Project Jonah" and Canada's
Greenpeace Foundation are co-
sponsoring the campaign, to be
called "Stop Ahab." As many as
five boats and ships will sail out in
front of whaling fleets this spring,
playing rock music—much of it
live—to warn whales away before
they can be killed. A spokesperson
for "Project Jonah" notes, "Just
like humans, whales prefer live to
recorded music."
Rathskeller Committee, reported
that the Court of Common Council
will be holding a meeting at City
Hall on Feb. 24. to consider
granting Trinity College a permit
to serve beer on campus. Tne
committee, Essey said, is also
concerned with determining the
best possible location for tne
Rathskeller, with whom the
management should be entrusted,




freshman class is less liberal ana
more middle-of-the-road than any
in the past decade. At least, that s
the finding of an annual poll by the
American Council on Education.
Based on responses from 190,000
freshmen at 364 colleges, the
council reports that the percentage
of first year students who call
themselves liberal has dropped
from 32.6 to 28 percent during the
last year. The percentage ot
conservatives remains the same as
a year ago, tt.9 percent. But the
middle-of-the-road group jumpea
from 50.7 percent to 55.1 percent,
the highest it has been in the .nine-
year history of the survey Sui-
prisingly, the survey also founa
that enrollment of black freshmen
has continued to decline after
peaking at 8.7 percent in 1972. This
year's figure is 7.4 percent, l"
percent below the 1972 figure.
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Student Government Reorganization Called For
by Jeanine Figur
Peter Mindich, president of the
Mather Hall Board of Governors
(MHBOG) recently called for a
"general reorganization of student
government and a centralization of
funds."
Mindich continued, "As it stands
now, the money is split up too
many ways and there is not enough
for any organization to program
sufficiently for the entire school."
The purpose of MHBOG is to
provide a schedule of diverse
social and cultural activities for
the varied interests of the Trinity
community.
MHBOG is comprised of 15
students (elected by the Trinity
student body) each having one
vote, and the Associate Dean of
Student Services, an ex officio
member serving in an advisory
capacity.
Mindnich said, "The board,
basically, is the main social-
planning body on campus," MH-
BOG consists of individual com-
mittees, which include concert and
dance, small activities, lecture,
and publicity.
Norm Luxemburg, head of the
concert and dance committee said
he did not feel the board was
meeting its goals.
"There are not enough funds for
a full scale program of diverse
activities for a full year." said
Luxemburg.
Mindnich said MHBOG could
solve its problems by in-
corporating into the student
government a plan similar to one
recently proposed by Steve
Kayman.
Kayman's proposal designates
that the Student Activities Fee (to
which each student contributes
$65) would be more centralized in
the control of student government.
This means the board would have
control of the funds now being used
by smaller groups such as the
Trinity Folk Society, Jesters, etc.
Mindnich said, "As it stands
now, the money is going out in too
many directions.
Under such a proposal, there
would be about three times as
many people on the social com-
mittee, and individuals could
pursue their specific interests in
planning activities," continued
Mindnich.
Mindnich said with the cost of
entertainment and the board's lack
of funds ($15,000 budget per year-
$2,000 for capital expenditures) it
has been difficult to program as
fully as needed. He added, "With
the available money, time, and
Help, I feel the results have been
notable."
"As it "stands now, students on
the board interested in cultural
events and lectures have no means
or money to see some results. We
don't have the time and money to
do it all," said Mindnich.
Luxemborg said, the board is
doing the best job it can.
He attributed some of the
Board's problems to a lack of in-
terest on the part of the student
body.
"Many people complain about
our social and cultural programs,
but they never aid us in doing
something about it."
Luxemburg said many of the
groups students would like to see
on campus cost a great deal of
money and the board does not have
the money to sustain such en-
deavors.
Luxemburg said that most
Trinity students were probably not
aware that only about $10.00 of
their student activities fee goes to
social life.
"We need a definite budget
request for more money so we can
satisfy the requests for more
events. The constitution should
also be changed and the board
enlarged, so that we can have one
centralized program," said
Luxemburg.
A member of MHBOG for two
years, Luxemburg said, "The
Trinity community tends to be too
conservative. Events like speaking
engagements, art exhibits have
had bad turn-outs. People do not
take advantage of the various
diverse opportunities open to
them."
Mindnich added, "The board
needs people who are responsible
and willingly to spend some time in
planning and running events. The
energy required of officers is
immense. Also the board needs
more money - I'd say at least
$22,000.
First Woman Coun selor
Lytle Assumes Counseling Post
by Martha Cohen
"It's important to have women
as well as men in college coun-
seling positions," explained
Carolyn Lytle, Trinity's new part-
time counselor. "Often it is easier
for women students to talk with a
woman counselor regardless of the
problem, "she said.
A graduate student at the
University of Connecticut in
educational psychology, Lytle is
excited about working at Trinity.
Along with individual student
counseling three days a week, she
will help Dean Tilles with the
training program for the Resident
Assistants.
"I like to work with students and
I like the college atmosphere,"
said Lytle, when asked why she
chose to become a counselor at
Trinity. "I also wanted a change
from the Storrs area," she said.
As an undergraduate at the
University of Connecticut, Lytle
majored in rehabilitation services,
which she described as "sociology
and pyschology courses with a lot
of field work."
This semester is Carolyn Lytie's
first comprehensive counseling
experience, and she is especially
looking forward to working with
women at Trinity.
"Women have always had male
role models in counseling, and it is
healthy for women to have the
opportunity, now, to relate to other
women, as counselors," explained
Lytle. "I'm happy I can try to fill
this role for women at Trinity," she
added.
Lytle also said that men
students, as well as women, are
welcome to talk with her. Perhaps
some men might find it easier to
relate to a counselor of the opposite
sex, she said, or they might like to
hear a female perspective of
certain problems.
As part of her graduate
program, Lytle works with the
Center For Personal Growth at the
University of Connecticut. She has
taught several workshops over the
past two years on various aspects
of inter-personal relations between
students. Some of these workshops
were specifically for women and
some were offered for both women
and men.
In the spring, Lytle will teach a
workshop called "Women With
Women". The workshop will deal
with how women relate to, live
with, and work with other women.
Issues such as bisexuality and
intimacy will also be considered
over the four-week session.
Lytle feels that workshops and
group programs outside the
classroom are important personal
growth experiences in which
students can learn more about
themselves.
In the short time she has been
here, Carolyn Lytle has found
people at Trinity to be friendly and
enthusiastic, and she looks forward
to meeting more students. She will
be available on Mondays and
Tuesdays from 9:00 to 5:00 p.m.,
and Thursdays from 9:00 to 4:00
p.m. in Williams Memorial, Room
303. Appointments can be made
through the College Counselors
office.
Black Experience To Air Commentary
A 20-year-old North Carolina
girl, who killed her jail guard as he
attempted to rape her, may soon be
put to death, A fund raising
campaign has been instigated here
on her behalf by Adron Keaton,
president of TCB and station
manager of WRTC, as a part of a
nationwide campaign sponsored by
Julian Bond.
Planned Parenthood Training
Group Provides Sex Information
Tables will be set up at 10:00
a.m. from today until Friday in
Mather Hall to collect money for
the girl's defense, according to
Keaton. A tape explaining the
incident has also been made, he
added, and will be played in-
termittendly on WRTC.
Joanne Little, a black inmate in
the Beaufort County jail being held
by Sex Information and Counseling
Alternative
There is a Sexual Information
and Counseling Alternative (SICA)
on the Trinity campus. We are a
dozen students trained to provide a
peer alternative for information
and referral related to sexuality.
We have been trained by Planned
Parenthood to provide aid in the
areas of contraception, venereal
disease, menstrual problems, and
human sexuality. The advantage of
our group is that we are available
at any time.
We were lead in an intensive
From top to bottom, I. to r., Katie Poole, Debi Kaye, Sue
Grey, James Merrell, Amy Weinrib, Judy Brillman, Scott
Smith, Kent Allen, and Deborah Fillion. Not available for
Photo were Lifi Ward and Gail Mardfin.
training weekend by Selma Lobel,
Chapter Director of Planned
Parenthood of Greater Hartford.
Required reading for the weekend
was Our Bodies, Ourselves, a book
on women published by the Boston
Women's Health Collective.
We began our weekend Friday
evening by confronting our own
feelings about sexuality in order to
deal comfortably and frankly with
the material. After becoming a,t
ease with the ins and outs of
homosexuality, heterosexuality,
and masturbation, we considered
the problems that might arise in
such encounters. We then reviewed
in detail the male and female
anatomy focusing on the menstrual
cycle. Later we saw films of an
abortion and a birth.
A review and supplementation of
specific information followed
concerning:
• Venereal Disease, its symp-
toms, its dangers, clinics in the
area which provide treatment and
prices.
* Contraception, types, ef-
fectiveness, relative merits;






















































questions were handled in role-
playing exercises. We became
more at ease with our information
and received constructive
criticisms about our responses.
Ongoing training sessions are
planned to build counseling
techniques and to update in-
formation.
"Wewouldlike to say thatwe are*
merely people who are readily
available and have some in-
formation which you might need.
We neither claim to be problem
solvers or to have all the in-
formation you might need but we
know our limits and also know
where to send you for the most
professional advice. We can assure
you that any conversations are
strictly confidential. We are
available by phone, mail, or a
knock on our door. Why not save
this section of the paper. Other lists
of our names and numbers are at
Mather Hall front desk, with other
counselors, RA's, and the Medical
Office."
Any feedback on this program is
encouraged and may be sent to














awaiting action on her appeal of a
breaking and entering conviction,
was alone in her cell block on the
night of August 27, when Clarence
Alligood, her jailer, entered her
cell with an ice pick and began his
sexual attack. During the ensuing
struggle, Little stabbed AlJigood to
death with his ice pick. He was
found nude from the waist down in
her empty cell.
Little fled, became a fugitive,
and later gave herself up, She is
now being charged with first
degree murder, facing capitol
punishment. She is to be tried
within the next two weeks by a jury
from the neighboring counties, a
region, according to Bond, where
"many white people hold the worst
sort of prejudices against black
women."
Keaton hopes to raise "as much
money as possible" for her
defense. Costs for hiring a
criminologist for her defense have




(EARTH NEWS) - If you're one
of the many students dissatisfied
with the lirnited hours most
campus libraries are open, you
might be interested in a new policy
at the University of Wisconsin
campus here.
Many students work, and have
widely varying schedules,
especially on an urban commuter'
campus like UW-Mihvaukee,
Roselle explains.
The campus library is'now open
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
University Library Director
William C, Roselle, who is
responsible for their round-the-
clock operation says that students
should be able to use their library
to study, read a magazine, or listen
to records "any time at all."
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Candidates' Statements
Academic Affairs Committee
(vote for one; elect one)
Jim Essey
Many times, it is difficult for an administrator, or faculty
member to judge a student In an unbiased way.
Traditionally (though this may not be true in all cases) they
tend to vote in favor of their colleagues' recommendations.
Therefore, the presence of students on this committee is
mandatory and the students must be ones who are willing to
stand up for what they believe, and not buckle under from
faculty andadministration pressures. I feel that I am such a
student, and if elected, I'll give everything that comes up for




The Academic Affairs Committee needs a student member
who is not afraid to express student viewpoints or demand in-
dividual due consideration of each student's case. Having had
the opportunity to sit in on some Committee meetings as a
Tripod representative I've been made aware of the need for
responsible and effective student input info Important policy
decisions. I believe my experience both on the Tripod and on
various student-faculty committees has given me the necessary
experience in dealing with faculty and administrators to
qualify for such a position on the Academic Affairs Committee.
College Affairs Committee
(vote for one; elect one)
Adrienne
The College Affairs Committee Is primarily concerned with
Improv/ng Student-Faculty relationships on campus. Such
relationships are, for the most part, rare and offen less than
satisfactory.
In my opinion steps should be taken to Increase opportunities
for student-faculty contact, especially on a social and Informal
basis outside the classrooms. If elected to the committee I
Intend to work for the following proposals: 1) small, Informal
get-togethers between students and faculty In various areas of
campus; 2) providing readily accessible college housing for
faculty, close to campus? 3) setting aside various dates when
students are encouraged to invite faculty members to dinner In
the student dining hall.
Curriculum Committee
(vote for one; elect one)
Marc Blumenthal
Student representation on the# Curriculum Committet is of
major importance to all students at Trinity. The Committee
helps determine policy in an area which directly affects the
nature of the education which we here at Trinity receive.
I will not makebroad or sweeping promises, but I will fell you
I know that I will serve you ,in the best possible way. Ac-
cessibility to Curriculum Committee members as well as
general knowledge,of the Committee's method of operation is
. severely lacking. This problem must be' remedied so that
members of the Trinity community may take full advantage of
the commiffee"s existence. .- ' • '
The Curriculum"'Committee; though it officially has the
authorlty:"f6-recornrnend curriculum1 changes on Its own, and
often does so, does not serve Its purpose if it does not receive
feedback from the college community.
With your vote and help, I know! will facilitate that feedback
-VOTE •BLUjyiENTHAL.
Betsy Breglio
Having been a part of the Trinity community for.four years, I
feel I have acquired my own speciaisense of perspective about
Trinity and what a Trinity education may or may not mean.
The Curriculum Committee is the place where these kinds of
concerns areconsidered, formulated and acted upon. That is
•where I feel I can do the most good for the students.
• The wrjole ripfion.of a "higher education" is changing. The
.kinds of things students aredemanding from that education are
...-changing as well. AtTrinlty in particular, the Dance Maior as
• --..'Wfll as lov/ering the course requirement for graduation to 32
;;;;cred.1ts.ar;evtwox6ncerns UP for consideration by the Trinity
. .xornmunify that I Intend to back. The Curriculum Committee is




The Curriculum Committee is probably the most Important
committee on which students have a voice. While serving as
Chairman of the S.A.C. ( Student Activities Committee), I
believe that I have developed an insight Into some of Trinity's
problems and deficiencies. If elected to the Curriculum
Committee I hope to solve some of these problems by im-
plementing this three point platform: I. Investigate the
possibility of increasing the maximum allowable number of
gym credits from one to two. 2. Initiate the procedures
aimed at lowering the amount of credits required for
graduation from 36 to 34 while maintaining lab courses with I 1/4
credits which probably would be abolished if the credit
requirement were dropped to 32. 3. Serve as liason fromthe
Curriculum Committee to the Student Government
Association.
In my opinion, it is especially important for students to be
aware of the proceedings of a committee as important as the
Curriculum Committee. If elected. I pledge to assume the role
as liason to the S.G.A., which no other committee member
has so far been willing to accept.
I earnestly hope to have an opportunity to Initiate these
needed Innovations in the curriculum • an opportunity only your
vote can provide.
Maureen Healy
By being elected to the Curriculum Committee, I hope both to
accurately reflect student ideas and desires and to keep the
entire college informed of the issues before the Committee.
We need discussion on changing graduation requirement
from 36 credits to 32 (with the option of taking a fifth course
withoul additional fees).
I would like to examine the possibility of granting credil in
areas of study which are currently not departments at Trinity,
such as communications.
Guidelines for Interdisciplinary maiors must be reviewed,
clarified and amended. .
The improvement of existing courses should be of prtme
concern. Perhaps a way can be devised whereby students can
participate in determining the syllabus of a course and
periodically evaluate the course throughout the semester.
Topics before the Committee could be reviewed in the Tripod
or in a newsletter so you can be familiar with what is going on In
a committee which represents you.
Student input is vital. Anything else that is on
your mind should be discussed. Only this way can we
improve Tr in i ty 's curr iculum.
William Levy
Though I feel it is a primary responsibility of a liberal arts
college to develop one's thinking processes, his talents and his
skills, Trinity's present curriculum is insufficient in terms of
providing the means for a practical, career-oriented
background. No longer Is a college graduate guaranteed a good
iob or acceptance at his chosen graduate school.
With today's fiercely competitive |ob market, Trinity should
expand its practical business curriculum, while en-
couraging work-study and internship opportunities. This would
not require drastic changes, and seems feasible.
I see this as a key issue for the Curriculum Committee, and
would like to represent the student body in the decision making
process. Thank you,, William R. Levy.
Donald Romanik
The Curriculum Committee needs responsible and viable
student input, if it Is to be truly effective. As a member of this
committee, I would be open to new ideas and be as innovative as
possible, while remaining committed to achieving and main-
taining academic excellence at all costs. The Curriculum
Committee must serve the needs of the students, and be geared
to their changing needs and interests.
Chip Rome
I would appreciate your support in the upcoming election. As
a major In both economics and theatre arts I am aware of the
complicated and often contradictory problems of determining
which departments merit additional courses while maintaining
theoverall balance necessary for a liberal arts college.
As a President's Fellow, I am involved in the struggle to
identify what Trinity's values are, before rhe campaign to
support them has concluded; I feel that by participation on the
Curriculum Committee I can take an active part in the effort to
define Trinity's values as they are reflected by the course of-
ferings.
Susanne Tilney
Curriculum Committee controls the most vital aspect of
college life - educational opportunities offered for credit. On
such a powerful committee a student has the chance to express
not only his own ideas and opinions, but also those of his con-
temporaries in a situation in which they can carry great weight.
I don't propose to make any great "campaign' promises".
That's unrealistic and absurd. But I would like to express a
sincere Interest in the curriculum and how it Is chosen," and
state that I stand for the greatest diversity of material offered
within Ihe practical limits of funds available and the quality of
pre-existing departments.
Financial Affairs Committee
(vote for one; elect one)
The financial structure of Trinity Is probably the single most
important underlying factor of the college. Without a strong
base, we would be unable to afford all the items that we desire,
here at Trinity. It Is my wish, that if elected to this cornmittee, I
will be able to assist the financial heads In helping the college to
function better at its present financial level.
To give you an example, Trinity's present endowment figure
rests at $2.4 million. The yield on that last year was a mere Jl.5
million, representing just a 5.7% return. I would like to find out
why the college is not looking for more beneficial modes of
investment, such as 10% municipal bonds, or 7.75% savings
certificates.
I hope you will help me to help Trinity's financial future by
circling my name on the ballot.
Deborah Smith
I, Deborah Smith, wish to hold a position on the Financial
Affairs Committee because I am interested in how Trinity funds
are allocated. I am currently a member of the Budget Com-
mittee which distributes the $110,000 Student activities fund to
various student groups and organization. I feel that my ex-
perience on the Budget Committee will help me in evaluating
past and present budgets. So, please vote for me, Deborah
Smith. '
Library Committee
(vote for one; elect one)
George Stiffler
Of crucial importance to the Trinity student body at this lime
is the proposed addition to be made to the Library. In v l e w°
the tremendous problem of overcrowding now existing ^ ln
Library, the utility and practicality of the proposed addition i
of great importance. Since Trinity does not have a genuio
student center as such, the Library remainsthe only alternativ
to studying in one's own room. The addition and the Library
a whole must be viewed in this light. The available and prop. _
osed space must be utilized to the benefit and comfort of tn
Trinity student. • ' • the
I have worked at various Student Assistant positions in tn
Library for a year and a half and am acquainted with both tn
procedures and staff of the Library, I feel fully qualified form





(all students vote for one; elect two)
Mary Clare Desmond
Having familiarized myself with the workings of the Mather
Hall Board of Governors, I feel adequately prepared to assume
the duties of an MHBOG member. AAy main concern is the
propose allocation of the approximately 15,000 dollars ap-
propriated for the MHBOG, with respect for the preferences o
the student body. I bring to this committee a willingness to
work for the benefit and Interests of the general college com-
munity, .
There should be a more efficient use of the budget to enrich
the activities on campus. For example, about 6 years ago
Trinity college had a band in the field house almost eVery wees
and every so often they had a concert with a first rate ro *
group. I feel that we can repeat these activities if we reaiiy
wanted to. Many promoters run a few concerts a montri or
have a.much higher overhead than we do, and they still con
out with a profit. So I can;I see why Trinity College can t do ™
same and become a center of activity and not a deaa P
during ihe weekends.
\ Z.'-Ji-.J':-: X*. i'Alcy-'.-'-U'.&y-i; C.'-J-
For Student Elections













From my observations5of and conversations with people, in
the past half of a year that I have spent at Trinity, I have come
to the conclusion that many people are not pleased with the
amount and quality of concerts, dances and other social and
cultural events that are held on campus. What is needed Is the
utilization ofthe Mather Hall Board of Governors to supply the
Trinity community with a much wider and much more ex-
tensive lineup of events than are held right now. I believe that
Trinity has the potential and'the facilities to expand their
programs, to having many concerts a semester and more than
a handful of other events. I will always be willing to hear
suggestions from anyone at anyime. I can be reached at North
Campus 134, 249-4624 or P.O. 722. Most of all, I will work
dilligently to fulfill the goal of making Trinity a more enotyable
place for everyone who goes here.
measure up. Sure, I know that there are sometimes excellent
reasons for such seemingly inexplicable happenings (e.g. - a
ceiling on the number of faculty tenure, gifts for specific pur-
poses), but my point is that students should be better informed.
Hence, if elected, I will try my utmost to Implement the
following 3-point program aimed at direct student participation
and a more equitable system of evaluating faculty: 1) A
revision of the present tenure system which often allows poor,
uninterested teachers to spoil what might otherwise be ex-
cellent courses. 2) A clear and open accounting of the
mechanism of faculty evaluation. 3) Standardized course
evaluations administered during classes, which will be used as
the basic criterion for faculty evaluation.
So if you can find it in your heart to circle "Steve Kayman"
on the ballot-well, I won;t fight it.
Mike Leverone
Henry Merens
Early in September I began sitting in on SAC meetings as a
non-voting member. I have been interested in the workings of
Student Government for the last few years, and had previously
been involved with Student Government in high school.
In November, the SGA appointed me to fill a vacancy on the
SAC. I have since been serving on the SAC as a voting member.
I am now running for what I would term re-election.
While working with the SAC, I have served on the Constitution
committee which was created in order to review constitutions
of various student organizations. I have also reqritten the SAC
constitution which is to be submitted for approval to the SAC
this week. I hope to be able to continue the work I have been
doing with the SAC for the past four months. Thank you, Henry
B. Merens.
Fred Lahey
The reason that I am running for M.H.B.O.G. is simply to
promote a sense of fiscal responsibility in that organization, a
characteristics I have found missing in all M.B.O.G. activities
that I have encountered. I have also noted that there would
seem to be a lack of discriminatory taste in the selection of
bands in the various social functions undertaken by M.H.-
B.O.G., a factor Inseparable from the above mentioned fiscal
irresponsibility. Thus my platform is simply one of careful
evaluation of proposed programs, coupled with a fresh per-
spective of priorities in the hope of creating a healthy at-
mosphere' at Trinity.
Jonathan Sendor
"As our representative to the M.H. B.O.G. I feel that I will be of
great use to the student body. With my experience as chairman
1 •*< my high school's social committee, I planned and executed
numerous dances, concert trips, and invitatlonals. I hope that I
may bring,new ideas and impetus to an already finely
. motivated organization."
The special committee on Reappointment, Tenure, and
Promotion is a very important interval of student government
here at Trinity. To date the present system has been criticized
for its many flaws and shortcomings, especially in the area of
student voice. The system must reflect the opinions of the
students more responsively in a way that equity is maintained.
The result of committee deliberations will be a critical report
on the present system of Reappointment, Tenure, and
Promotion. I would like to be part of that report which would
give us, the students, adequate representation in the matter.
Deborah Smith
I am running for the Committee on Reappointment, Tenure,
and Promotions because 1 feel the present tenure system is
inadequate in that It does not .-put any check on professors who
are given tenure. I would j|k"# to review both student and
faculty opinions on this matter and hopefully come up with a
workable solution. Please vote for me, Deborah Smith for the
Committee on Reappointment, Tenure, and Promotions.
H. Conrad Meyer
The SAC is responsible for the allocation of over 100,000
dollars worth of student funds, or almost 100 dollars per student.
Many of the students i have talked with do not feel that they
have received one hundred dollars worth of free benefits from
student activities. I have familiarized myself with the workings
of the SAC and if I am elected I hope to spend activity funds in
close harmony with student preferences. To this end, I propose
that students at large, be given a louder voice in fund
allocations. Perhaps this could be best done through a
preference poll. The money spent on student activities Is your






(vote for two; elect three)
William O'Brien
The Student Activities Committee (SAC) is primarily in-
volved with the student organizations on campus, one of which I
am presently involved in. In serving on this committee I hope
to become involved in, and understand fully how priorities are
set for the organizations (in terms of budget requests) and be
representative of the ideas and concerns of the students I know
or come in contact with.
If anyone has any questions or comments about me or why
compaign, a note In P.O. Box 826 would be appreciated.
(vote for one; elect two)
Mimi Baron
The secrecy and lack of student involvement that are now
included in Trinity's faculty hiring decisions need to be
abolished if Trinity is to maintain a varied and excellent
faculty. I believe that these improvements are possible at
Trinity. My dedication to the committee willbe strong because
any improvement of faculty hiring policy will have a real and
positive effect on the education you and I will be receiving at
Trinity, if you value a-good education, vote for me.
Sheila Driscoll
A way has to be found to insure that the best teachers at
Trinity are always rehired and encouraged to stay. The quality
of a professor does not depend on how much she of he publishes,
or how well she or he gets along with the department head, but
on how well^he can teach. Therefore, the students are by far
the best iudgesof a teachers' abilities. The outcome of a fair
and representative student evaluation should be one of the most
important criteria in determining whether to rehire a par-
ticular professor. This is the policy that I will work for if I am
elected to the Reappolntments and Promotions Committee.
Steve Kayman
Jim Essey
Each year, every one of us must pay a fee, the student ac-
tivities fee, to the Student Acitivtties Committee (SAC) to
support the various student organizations on campus. Those
are allocated in the form of budget payments by the SAC, with
the assistance of the Budget Committee. It seems that over the
last year, at least, the allocations have been slightly less than
fair, and it is for this reason that I am running for the SAC, I
feel that it is our duty to assure an equitable distribution of
funds, so that all that need them, at least have a fair chance of
getting them, if elected, I will scrutinize the present policy, and
see in which wayswecanalteritto provide for a fairer system.
After all, everyone should be able to see how their money is
working for them.
Ramsay Gross
The goal of the S.A.C. should be to see that the greatest
number of students benefit from the available funds allocated
by the committee. The officers must be aware of the various
opportunities offered by different organizations to the Trinity
community and view them without bias. The individual In-
terests of organizations with which an S.A.C. member may be
• affiliated must not be shown favoritism. Each activity's budget
request should be judged on the activity's merits, and how its
plans may benefit the student body when compared with .those
of others. I enthusiastically offer myself as a representative oi
the students who will see that the funds available will be
distributed in a just fashion.
For students, the hiring and promotion of faculty is a
Mysterious process, often culminating In somewhat unexpected
decisions. Certainly, far too many good teachers are lost - and
we all know than an awful lot of faculty members simply don't
Peter Pieragostini
The name's Pieragostini. My ontylqualification to become a
member of the SAC is my concern. The SAC is perhaps the
most powerful student organization on this campus. It is
assigned the responsibility of appropriating over $100,000 in
student monies. It acts as the overseer of more than 30 student
organizations. I believe It has been slipshod in facing the
responsibility of its authority.
Beyond Its clearccut administrative responsibilities the SAC
must assume an even greater responsibility to the college In
the form of a social consciousness. As the overseer of the ex-
tracurricular life on this campus It must ensure that,a proper
level of understanding is maintained between students and
organizations on this campus. Its actions must be conducive to
such understanding. I believe that In the past the SAC's actions
have not been such. My feelings, allegations, and recom-
mendations are more fullyspeliedout In a flyer 1 have posted in
various parts of this campus. I hope the students of this in-
stitution will take note and read it.
Peter Wolk
I am presently serving, by appointment and confirmation, on
the SAC and am proud to announce a few of our ac-
complishments since my loining. The Trinity Hunger Action
Proiect proposal was considered and approved of by the
Committee, thus supporting their drive for hunger relief funds.
The World Affairs Association's application for recognition
was favorably reviewed, and it is now another club activity
open to all students. I have taken part in an SAC all-inclusive
inventory of student material and possessions purchsed by the
Student Activity Fee, fn order to promote proper, and more;
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Security Precautions Needed
Two Trinity women were assaulted in separate in-
cidents under Cook Arch while walking back to their
rooms—ALONE—between one and three a.m. Saturday.
\ There is no reason why a student, male or female,
should walk across campus alone at night. To do so is
just inviting trouble.
An on-campus escort service is available at any time
by simply calling Mather Front Desk, at 527-3151. This
service has been in effect at least two years.
Alfred A. Garafolo, Director of Campus Security,
strongly urged that students adopt a "buddy system"
when walking across campus at night. As social and
economic conditions have worsened under the
recession, crime has been rapidly on the increase.
In the event students do run into trouble, they should
report it immediately. Garafolo said he won't know
where and when to increase security unless students
cooperate by reporting all incidents.
Security cannot be held entirely to blame for the
recent upsurge in crime on campus. Students them-
selves must exercise the necessary precautions for
living in an urban environment.
As for complaints about faulty security, the Tripod is
waiting to see some proposals or actions come from'the




Essentially, I would like to say
FUCK YOU 10 those students I
have observed driving over the




. Dear Tripod People
Thanks for the articles on the
Descartes colloquium and the
Outing Program. I especially
enjoyed Al Moore's photo of
Sunday's day hike. Only one
comment - one of your headlines
refers to the Outing Program as
the "Outing Club". Strictly
speaking, this is incorrect, since
the program does not, and
probably won't, have the status of
a club. Administratively, the
program is run out of Dean
Mulqueen's office, and it is
referred to as the Trinity Outing
Program (or T.O.P.). You might
keep this in mind for future
reference. Again, thanks for the
coverage. We will keep the Tripod






How is the Vietnam War Over?
Have we stopped paying for it?
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Will Theiu ever give them true
democracy?
Do ya know how we destroyed
their land for the next thousand
years?
Are Yellow People endlessly
dying in Asia Garbage? Was the
war only wrong when you college
students could have been involved?
Don't be on the side of the mur-
derers by being apathetic. Write to
your legislators and tell them how
you feel. Let them see that the
Commentary
American People want one thing
while they are pursuing another.
Perhaps your paper could take a
poll on this matter so that all men





Students should be aware that
the 50,000 books stored in the
depths of Life Sciences (recently
moved out of the Library) are not
gone forever, By filling out a
"Storage Request Form" ob-
tainable at the Circulation Desk in
the Library, anyone can get any
volume that's stashed away down
there. The books are retrived once
a day, Monday through Friday.
Anyone who wants the grand
tour of the forbidden stacks should





Partisanship in Middle East?
by George Pilogian
There remains little time for partisanship or idle
speculation in the Middle East. Events of the past
several years have pushed tension in the area to the
edge of a dangerous precipice.
At no time, have the issues to be resolved in the Mid-
East lent themselves clearly, and in plain view to be
resolved by global consensus. To those whose position
is sufficiently distant avoid the general myopia
pervading the combatants, the crisis in the Middle
East resembles a Greek Tragedy
Tragedy. e *'
A Greek Tragedy is one in which the parties assail
each other with fierce, self-righteous motives which
are understandable and even noble on both sides. A
tragic ending is one in which a character flaw in the
protagonist brings about his downfall.
The great majority is aware of the parties involved
and the general grievances on either side. A neutral
observer could discover the Arab argument for a
Palestinian homeland to be as convincing as one for a
Jewish homeland on the same piece of land. The
seasoned neutral observer, would not put forth
proposals for a "fair" or "just" settlement since this
would only draw criticism from both sides.
The outstanding question, in respect to the
"Greek Tragedy" aspect of the Mid-East conflict is
who is the protagonist and what is his tragic flaw?
In a recent ABC news special, SADAT: ACTION
BIOGRAPHY, Egypt's president Anwar El-Sadat was
interviewed by two ABC newsmen. In the culminating
question of the interview, conducted for a television
audience of millions of American viewers, Sadat told
his interviewers that, frankly speaking, the United
States holds the trump cards in the Middle East
conflict. This view has been reiterated countless
times by Arabs and Israelis alike. The fact of
American leverage on Israelis, Arabs, and even the
Soviets is already established. In effect, America is
the protagonist in the Middle East conflict.
What is the nature of the tragic flaw? The American
conscience is myopic. The American public and many
government officials have a phantasmagoric view ot
events in the Mid-East, not to mention the motives ot
the peoples involved. There is a feeble attempt, on the
part of policy makers in our government to .find a
magic formula which will forever rid us of the nagg'n8
problems of the Mid-East dilemma. They attempt to
balance economic considerations against P°1'T£'
lobbying, instead of acquainting the American pup"
with all sides of the conflict. Can America reacn-
decisions that stem from thoughtful debate of what is
closest to the facts? Unfortunately man is more often
ruled by political, economic, and emotional factors
than by determined moral, intuitive, and rational
considerations.
Is it possible to solve a problem if you do not
recognize the nature of the problem or do not take an
sides of the problem into account? Two immediate
questions come to mind, in lieu of this question. First,
when will the Americans come to find and recognize a
legitimate representative of the Palestinians, whose
diaspora is the root of the problem. Second, when wi"
Americans, ALL Americans, decide what they really
intended for the Jewish people in creating the State ot
Israel and what they intend to do about the future
welfare of this state? Obviously, such questions are
considered too profound in view of the more pressing
problems which threaten to envelop the world now -
economic collapse, and renewed warfare. Is there a
way the present conflict can be solved without
seriously reflecting upon essence of these questions.
For the present, divisions of marines are reshuffled,
ambiguous statements are made by high government
officials, and speculation everywhere runs amucK. u
seems an explosion must occur to cleanse the ai-
mosphere of the building fog and atmosphere or
"strangulation". In what frame of mind and iri *n*1
state of consciousness will the protagonist maKe
decision to act in the Middle East tragedy?
maam
Commentary
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And Who Will Pardon Ford?
by Jon Bach
Jon Bach is a 27 year old Hartford resident who has
served 35 months in a succession of federal prisons for war
resistance.
In war, wrote Aeschylus, the first casualty is truth. Sanity
and humanity - these are what follow. Then come the
children.
On Monday, 27 January 1975, this nation celebrated the
second year of peace in a war which hasn't heard that news.
It rages on, the weight of 25 years of death upon it, and
decimates everything, both flesh and hope, that gets in its
way. This country continues to fuel that conflagration m
peace as it has done in war for the past two decades. There
were many victims in that war; there are just as many
victims in that peace. Our ground troops were withdrawn in
favor of the more efficient automated battlefield and the
more expendable Vietnamese. Our money and our
technology and our puppet stayed, and the daily death toll
stayed, all intact.
Truth was the first casualty; its slaughter continues, both
cause and effect of the continuing war. The Big Lie came in
with Kennedy. The Pentagon Papers have brought us up to
date, supplying all the names and places and details -
assassinations, the complicity, cheapness of life, contempt
for the American public - all the news eventually deigned
"fit to print" which was ignored for so long, and today is
ignored agajn, a horrible past revisited.
Language was murdered soon after truth. Mercenaries
were called military advisors. Liberation struggles were
called insurgency. Foreign intervention was called
defending freedom. The rape of an entire culture was called
winning hearts and minds. Monsterously vindictive
retaliation was called protective reaction. Forced
relocation and death camps were called strategic hamlets.
Unprovoked aerial bombardments were called preemptive
strikes. Barbarous crimes against humanity were called
reality. Genocide was called policy. The land of the burning
children was called Vietnam.
Truth and language dead, the next casualties were our
sanity and humanity. The insane became the definers of
sanity -- Lyndon Johnson told us. Abnormality became the
norm -the Pentagon told us. And our humanity was folded,
spindled, and manipulated by a technology gone mad and
by the principalities at the controls. We saw the daily body
count, like boxscores on the sports page; we all lost friends.
We knew about antipersonel weapons; Honeywell's legacy,
new and improved with plastic pellets to better elude x rays
and treatment. We heard new words like ecocide: the use of
herbicides and defoliants to attack the foundations of life
producing sterile land, mass starvation, genetic infirmities
and stillbirths. Conditions to spread malaria were pur-
posely created. On the birthdate of Christ we stayed the
most intensive bombing forays in the history of the world,
programmed specifically at hospitals, orphanages, schools,
and workers' quarters -- designed to convince pur allies to
negotiate. Indochina was used as a testing ground for new
weapons conceived to permanently maim and not kill,
development of torture techniques, chemicals and bacteria,
napalm and white phosphorus. The American Goering was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. And we watched, as
spectators and participants, the inexorable dissolution of
sanity and humanity.
Sanity and humanity perverted and dead, the next
casualties were the children.
Our judgment will be reserved for those we've reduced to
victims. Never has such a country had so many. Never have
so many citizens had to deal with the moral consequences of
genocide. Richard Nixon will be known as one of the three
major war criminals of this century. Gerald Ford has made
no changes. Massive starvation, intensified fighting,
hundreds of thousands of political prisoners, the assault
upon humanity are this country's responsibility. Only now
we call it "peace" and then it is normal.
The scope of victims is compounded daily. Statistical
contagion. Further down the list come the Vietnam Vets
who returned with nightmares or with addictions and who
couldn't receive treatment. The unemployed, the widowed,
the exiles: all victims of the same process. The inflation
rate, the disenfranchisement, the cynicism: all by-products
of this war and this peace. The only winners were the
politicians or businessmen who became more powerful or
more wealthy.
To complement the peace there would have to be an
amnesty. For many of us the proffer of amnesty had a
cheap and hollow ring to it. The country was trafficking
heavily in amnesia, a deadly effort to not remember, and
amnesty would be decreed only to those who agreed to
forget: forget about the last 25 years of war, forget the war
continues, forget our culpability. Amnesty for those who
agreed to resist no longer.
Here there was a great and sad corollary to the war itself.
Words, again, would take on new meanings. As war would
be called "peace," retribution and extracted obedience
would be called "amnesty." For those Indochinese willing
to forget and cease all resistance, there would be American
Peace. At home, those resisters willing to forget and cease
all resistance, there would be American Amnesty. There
was a murderous rhythm to it. Non-cooperation was met
with further violence.
What peace has become for the Indochinese, amnesty has
become for American war resisters: predicated sub-
servience to stiffle dissent.
And truth is made a casualty. And the fossilization of
sanity and humanity increases. And more children die.
But yet the times are good for those who would redeem
them. There are those who still do resist. We are afforded
the opportunity to tell the truth, to resurrect sanity and
humanity, and to save the children. Can't we begin talking
about such resistance and jeopardy? Can we begin to share
serious, open dialogue about non-violence as life style and
tactic? Can't we begin to recognize ourselves as brothers
and sisters and form communities? Can we - for truth, for
ourselves, and for all others?
by Melissa Everett
SNET Asks Additional Rate Hike
The Southern New England
Telephone Company (SNETCO) is
asking the Connecticut Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) to
authorize $74 million in rate hikes,
according to a SNET brochure.
Sources of added revenue would
be intrastate toll services ($20
million), the 20$ coin call ($3.5
million), and optional services
such as Princess and Trimline
phones. $32 million would come
from increases in basic exchange
rates and $7 million from
miscellaneous sources.
Residence rate increases of $1.55
to $2.00 a month are included in the
package. Higher installation
service charges are also
requested.
In-state toll call rate hikes were
requested, but SNET's proposal
also includes greater discounts for
evening and weekend direct-dialed
calls. A newly proposed charging
system features a one-minute
initial period instead of the present
three-minute base.
"We are not requesting a
directory assistance charge at this
time," the pamphlet stated.
In a message to customers,
SNET President A.W. Van Sin-
deren said the proposal is "to
maintain our ability to provide you
with good service, which is
threatened by the impact of in-
flation on our operating budget."
He said SNET's rates have risen 18
percent in the last fifteen years,
compared with an overall 69
percent jump in ,the consumer
price index.
The changes reflect SNET's
philosophy that "those who incur
the expenses should bear the cost",
Van Sinderen said. He cited pay
phones and the paperwork
associated with installation as
services that don't pay their own
way.
A SNET spokesperson said the
proposal was filed with the PUC on
Jan. 13, 1975. Public hearings will
begin no later than sixty days after
that date, and a decision will be
handed down within 150 days of the Housman. More information is
filing. available from the Connecticut
Interested parties are invited to Public Utilities Commission, State
testify at the hearings, according Office Building, Hartford, Ct.,
to PUC Chairman Howard E. 06115.
WRTC Begins "Surprise Programming'
WRTC classical programming,
from 3 to 5:30 on weekdays, has
established a new schedule which
will be revised monthly. A new
addition, "surprise programming,
will provide an opportunity for
classical disc jockeys to alter-
nately present an extemporaneous
program of their choosing.
The week of Jan, 28 to Feb. 3,
according to music director
Wheaton Wood, will be a typical
one for classical programming.
Andrew Terhune will begin the
week with his surprise program
this afternoon. Last week, Terhune
did a show on Brahms' German
Requiem.
On Wednesday, Wood will
present a program on the sym-
phony in the post-Beethoven era,
ranging from the classicism of
Brahms to the iconoclasm of
Mahler.
"French and Russian Im-
pressions of Spain" will be the
theme of Thursday's show. Amos
Roe will be the host, presenting
music of Russian and French
composers who visited Spain,
reflecting their ideas and thoughts
generated by their visits.
On Friday, the birthday of Delius
will be celebrated, although two
days late, with music presented by
Robyn Weinstein. Music by French
expressionists will also be aired.
The birthday show will be a
regular feature, although ob-
servances may come several days
late to allow a DJ more proficient
in the musical era to present the
show.
On Monday, as every Monday
this term, David Kilroy and Amos
Roe will alternately present
listening assignments for Music
112.
Feiffer
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Arf Exhibits Opens 'Women In The Arts'
trinity Women's Organization is
sponsoring "Women in the Arts",
beginning Jan. 24, An all-female
art exhibition, musical concert,
and dance concert will be featured.
The art exhibition opened Friday
evening in the Widener Gallery of
the Austin Arts Center, Show hours
are from 1-5 p.m. daily. Various
works of 22 Trinity-affiliated
women are displayed in the
exhibit. The majority of the con-
tributions are Trinity students,
although pieces have also been
submitted by members of the
Trinity staff.
The show gives room to artistic
expression in various visual and
textural mediums, including
watercolor, acrylic, and oil
paintings; pastel crayon, char-
coal, pencil, and oil drawings; cut
paper; freeform and wheel
ceramics; photography and
jewelry.
The less conventional pieces in
the show are those represented by
the traditionally "feminine"
crafts. Nancy Moore's original
needlepoints and Sally Weber's
innovative appliqued quilt entitled
"Tribute to Georgia" (after a
painting by Georgia O'Keefe) were
* . -
O.
photo by Nina Meledandri
acclaimed by the viewers.
While there is no sculpture in the
exhibition (traditionally a "male"
art field), Carol Steiman's hand-
carved pine chess pieces reveal a
proficiency and craftsmanship
with which women commonly have
not been credited,
The nude female is often
represented in the drawings and
paintings and in introspective self
portraits by the female exhibitors.
Gail Mardfin, Lisa Roth, and
Debra Pillion entered exceptional
works in these realms.
One female spectator com-
mented that these renditions of the
female form are more sympathetic
• and sensitive than those usually
portrayed by male artists. This
same spectator said she felt
women understand women and can
therefore treat them realistically
and/or erotically without either
debasing or unduly elevating them.
The exhibition was favorably
received by the opening crowd.
Particular mention was made of
Gail Burn's frontwall landscape
painting, Janet Dickenson's color
photography, Nancy Grosjean's
tree pastel and jewelry entries. Pat
Seibel's unusual usage of
mediums, and Robin Landy's
outstanding ceramic pieces were
also commended.
Spectators were pleased by the
variety of styles and techniques
demonstrated, the high quality of
the art, and the selection and
professional gallery arrangement
executed by Gail Mardfin.
Criticisms dealt with the lack of
powerful innovation, the basic
question of what separates this art
show from a mixed sex exhibition.
For example, is it necessary to
justify this being an all-female art'
show, other than the fact that it is
part of TWO'S attempt to recognize
women's participation in the arts?
Jan. 31 at 8 p.m., female
folksinger/guitarist Frani Bell will
perform in Hamlin Hall. Ad-
mission, wine and cheese are free.
A dance concert will be held in
the Washington Room, Feb. 4 at 8
p.m. The all-female dance
department faculty and guests
from the Roxanne Dance Company
and the New Haven Dance En-
semble will perform.
TWO hopes its appreciation of
women in the arts will be con-
sciously felt by all.
Book Review
All The Presidents Felons
by Jeff Brown
All the President's Men. By Carl
.Bernstein and Bob.Woodward.
Warner Paperback. 368 pages.
$1.95.
All the President's Men is an
incredible narrative that relates
Che detection of the Watergate
scandal and associated illegal acts.
What reads like an exciting fiction
of espionage is a true account of
the over eighteen months of in-
vestigative reporting by two young
Washington Post journalists, Carl
Bernstein and Bob Woodward,
following the Watergate break-in
of June 1972, The then novice
reporters played a major role in
the discovery of illegal acts by
members of the executive branch
of government.
The activities of the "President's
Men" (Nixon's aides and advisors)
as they were uncovered by the Post
reporters leave me dismayed and
appalled. The 1972 campaign was
treated as if it were military
conflict. Insignificant political
pranks of the past were warped
and expanded into unethical and
criminal acts. The men surroun-
ding the President, from the
despicable aide G. Gordon Liddy to
the impervious White House Chief
of Staff H. R. Haldeman, waged
war in quest of political power. As
portrayed in All the President's
Men, the perverse mentality which
prevailed at the White House is
frightening.
Woodward and Bernstein
present an interesting look at
newspaper reporting and the
subtleties of obtaining and, utilizing
sources of information. The dif-
ficult decision-making required of
the Post editors'and their related
emotions are important aspects of
the story. The authors also provide
insights into the "word game"
between the White House and the
Post as both sides deftly played
with semantics.
Included in the narrative are
honest members of the executive
branch and of the Committee to
Re-elect the President. Their
idealism and anguish is in striking
contrast to the pragmatism and
arrogance of the "President's
Men."
The reporters, at one point
fearing for their lives, nervously
watched the Watergate story grow
to critical importance. Their
courage, not to be denied, was
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several times offset by their own
ethically questionable and even
legally dubious acts. The most
notable and distasteful example is
the reporters' attempt to obtain
information from grand jurors.
Was the Washington Post out "to
get" the President? I think not. It
appears that the Post attempted to
be fair in reporting the Watergate
story even while under attack by
the Nixon Administration.
Woodward and Bernstein do not
directly implicate the President in
the Watergate scandal. However,
with indictments having been
handed down to top aides
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson,
and Mitchell, and nearly all of the
other "President's Men" in jail or
under indictment, Richard Nixon
is left conspicuously alone. The
book ends with an ironic, rather
tragic quote from Nixon's State of
the Union message, 1973: "I have
no intention whatever of ever
walking away from the job that the
American people elected me to do
for the people of the United
States." „
All the President's Men is a well-
written summary of the key issues
of Watergate that offers a per-
spective on government and the
press that should not be
overlooked.
Kenneth King to Lecture
In these times of high-powered
telecommunications networks,
some artists' are approaching the
question of communication at its
very basis. Kenneth King, a well
known choreographer, who will
present a program at Trinity on
January 30, is concerned with the
foundations of language - both
verbal and physical. He explores
the connecting signals between
words, sound, and movement. His
ten years as a choreographer in
New York City have produced a
substantial body of works
characterized by their whizzing
motion of body and thought. King
himself is equal parts dancer,
philosopher, inventor, and writer.
His on-stage persona slips in and
out of all these and more.
King's dancing, fast and fleeting,
is a strange and beautiful com-
plement to the fracturing of spoken
words and shifting metaphysical
postures. An excerpt from one of
his program notes states:
"The atomization 6f in-
dividual words ("word, sp.
Blite") and zooming into the
many ongoing layers of
speech and dialogue supplies
the impetus for the dancers
to reflect, engage, explore,
and extend these vital (im)
pulses. . . .
Impulse --• Pattern --
Configuration -- Phrase
Kinnetically these engage
attention as do bodies
transacting simultaneously
in space."
Mr. King's lecture will take
place Jan. 30, at 7 P.M. in the Lite
Science Auditorium. The lecture ib
entitled, "Time Capsule " a n d
includes both speaking and films.
Peace .of Hours
PEACE OF HOURS: A dance
concert of works by Ms. Kathenne
Gallagher and Ms. Stephanie
Woodard. Crowell Concert Hau,
Center for the Arts, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, con
necticut, February 15, ^5>.8n™
PM Admission $2.00 students
$1.00. Tickets on sale at bo*: office
after February 3rd, Monday
Friday, 12-4 (347-9411 ext. 807)
Movie Review
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GONE WITHOUT THE WIND
by Rick Hornung
It is hard to be fair when
reviewing a movie in which Clark
Gable portrays one of the screen's
greatest male heroes. The dif-
ficulty increases as one realizes
that the movie occupies a cor-
nerstone in the heirarchy of
Hollywood filmaking. Despite
these biases, Gone With The Wind
still fails as a movie.
The major problem stems from
the flaws of Margret Mitchell's
novel. A confused work, the book
never allows the reader to grasp
the reality of the "old South" that it
tries to portray. Instead of pic-
turing the South as an agrarian
society struggling against the
industrial Norm, Mitchell's novel
shows the South as a dying attempt
to maintain an aristocracy based
on gentilty, honor, and manners.
Whereas, seccession and the Civil
War were issues steeped in
economic differences, the reader
and viewer of Gone With The Wind
are led to believe that the war
came about through Northern
insults to the extreme pride and
dignity of the southern gentleman.
southern honor, rejecting them in
favor of his free enterprise at-
titude. He is only interested in
bettering himself financially and is
able to see the same in Scarlett. He
likes that in her, the savvy and the
prowess to seize upon the ex-
pediency of moment and use it to
her advantage.
After this scene tne major
conflict of the movie is set up. The
viewer can easily see that the
problem will be Scarlett's in
having to decide between the two
men. Each one represents an
entirely different system of values,
so that Scarlett by making the
choice will be deciding on the
broader issue of what type of life
she will lead. Rhett is a hustler
with all the charm and
sophistication of the big city. He is
the true capitalist, employing any
means to get a return on his in-
vestment - a phrase used with
Scarlett many times. On the other
"The struggle between landed
and industrial interests reduced
into a conflict between love and
desire."
Thus, any screenplay true to
Mitchell's novel begins with this
distortion of reality. The opening
scenes of the movie show young
beaux clamoring for war, desiring'
a chance to show off and defend the
honor of the south. At the twelve
oaks barbecue, all the gentlemen
are gathered - sipping brandy and
smoking cigars, talking about the
possibilities of war. The "noble"
(and classicly tragic) sentiment is
expressed, i.e. the south must fight
to save face. Even Ashley Wilkes,
who does not really want war, will
lead troops into battle for the glory
of the south. The pride and em-
phasis on glory disgusts Rhett
Butler, the outsider from the big
city. He refuses to believe the
argument that a southern gen-
tleman can fight better than a
"northern swine". Rhett counters
with a short speech on the in-
dustrial capacity of the north, then
walks away from the den of good
brandy and fine cigars.
The discussion in the den
illustrates a key issue in the movie,
specifically the aristocratic Ashley
against the profiteering Rhett,
When Scarlet corners Ashley in the
library - declaring her love for
him, the issue solidifies. Ashley is
clearly torn between his station (as
exemplified by his love for the
quiet life of twelve oaks) and the
vivacity of Scarlett. He can not
however, overcome his sense of
propriety and place, meaning that
he chooses Melanie over Scarlett
because his life belongs to the
gentlemanlike qualities of, twelve
oaks. Melanie will allow him- to sit
in the library and read books while
sipping sherry. Scarlett threatens
this desire for gentility; she
demands more,
When Ashley leaves - having
decided to protect his honor,
Scarlett, in a fit of frustrated
Passion, throws the vase on the
wall, waking up Rhett, In the en-
counter with Rhett - perhaps the
most entertaining scene of the
movie - exposes Scarlet to her
male equal in cunning and op-
portunism. Rhett sees through all
w the manners and routines of
hand, Ashley is the model of virtue,
valor, and chilvary. Despite his
weaknesses as a man, he is a total
representation of what is con-
sidered to be the best of the "old
South." Therefore,'this scene takes
a complex social problem - the
struggle between landed and in-
dustrial interests -- and reduces it
into a conflict of love and desire.
Though Scarlett is deciding on a
life style by choosing one over the
other, the movie - in placing all the
emphasis on the conflict within her
- imposes on the viewer the
argument that Scarlett's choice
has immense impact on others.
An analysis of Scarlett clearly
illustrates the contradiction
inherent in character. One can
divide her role into three stages: 1)
Vengeful against Ashley, 2) As
capitalist interested only in money,
and 3) As a consumer, the wife of
Rhett devouring up new clothes
and houses.
In the first stage of her
character, Scarlett does all she can
to hurt Ashley and make him feel
wrong for marrying Melanie. The
first wedding, her attitude towards
Melanie, her dancing in public, are
actions that show her disgust with
the way she was treated by the
southern gentleman. This shows
her ardent selfishness, her
willingness to punish others just to
get her way. In short, this stage
exposes the witch that Scarlett can
be. As the war situation becomes
grim, Scarlett - without losing her
selfishness -- helps out as much as
she can. Her duty as a nurse is
performed reluctantly very much
like a being nine to five job. Her
need for revenge subsided, the war
and .the worsening condition in
Atlanta make her very much
aware of the problems of mere
survival. These episodes provide
the transition into her second
stage.
Being forced to deliver a baby
and being threatened by the Union
forces, Scarlett retreats to Tara,
her home. Without food, her
mother dead, and the house totally
pillaged, Scarlett is forced to
become a breadwinner. She must
take care of herself and her family.
As a result of southern defeat, she
is faced with the problem of
providing food and shelter. Her
beloved Ashley can be of no help;
he is a defeated man without his
twelve oaks. Despite his honor and
virtue, he can only split logs, of-
fering no relief for Scarlett who
needs money for the tax bills. His
upstanding character will not let
him consider the idea of aban-
doning his family and going off to
Mexico with her. Ashley is too
proud and honorable to run away;
he could never comprehend the
passion that led Scarlett to even
suggest going to Mexico. Again,
this shows Scarlett's total
selfishness, and how she would let
her family suffer just for her
satisfaction. After Ashley's
refusal, she turns to Rhett, in jail
and playing poker with the Union
captains.
Scarlett puts on a show, playing
for Rhett's heart and romantic
inclinations. Her display almost
works except that she has to ask
for the money, which clues Rhett
in. Scarlett leaves without a cent.
Her marriage to Kennedy comes
out of pure necessity, again
illustrating the ruthlessness of
Scarlett. She sacrifices the love of
her own sister for financial
security. She totally manipulates
Kennedy into acting in any manner
she wants, Though directed in a
different manner, the selfish
energies of Scarlett are very much
at work. Except now, they are
turned towards making money and
mere exploitation. As a producer -
or businesswoman, her lack of
scruples still overshadows every
part of her personality. She offers
Ashley part of the business just to
keep him close to her; enforcing
the classic tragic pattern by
putting the landed gentleman
Ashley out of his place in the in-
dustrial world.
When Scarlett is attacked the
audience is supposed to believe
that the problem was Scarlett
pushing too far and too fast; that
she had no right being in a certain
place at a certain time. The reason
for her being attacked has very
little to do with that, despite what
the movie wants us to believe, the
force behind the two is the fact that
they must live in Shantytown,
exploited by the carpetbagging
south. They are outcasts bitter
against the system; so they attack
the living symbol of that system.
The raid afterwards re-enforces
the fact that they are totally
abused. The merchant Kennedy
and the noble Ashley joinforcesin
an attempt to protect themselves
from the threats to their ways of
life. Again, the movie attempts to
distort reality by trying to impose
on the viewer that these men are
going to fight for some degree of
decency and honor, avenging the
attack on Scarlett.
The third stage of Scarlett's
character begins with the death of
Kennedy. Even though she still has
the mill, her life has been devoid of
any real pleasure. Despite all her
wealth, she leads a miserable
existence. Rhett calls on her,
discovering that she has begun to
drink. Somewhat amused by that
fact, he goes with her into the salon
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fact that she had to conform to a
social norm; the movie, however,
definitely attempts to reduce the
personal and surrounding tragedy
into this ill-fated marriage.
At the end of the movie, the
greatest reduction is made. With
Rhett going off to Charleston and
Scarlett to Tara, the audience is
supposed to recognize that if they
would have never left their home,
the tragedy could have never taken
place. It is incredible that a movie
about the decline of the South can
ask its audience to accept such a
premise. The aftermath of the civil
war, the conversion of agrarian
interest into commercial, the
problem of the black men, the
structuring of the family, all these
problems would not have been
eliminated if Rhett and Scarlett
had returned to their place. The
movie wants us - as an audience -
to believe that the vast social
problems are secondary to the life
of Rhett and Scarlett. Even if the
movie would have attempted to
deal with these problems at the
end, some value could be found in
the suffering of the characters.
Yet, as the film ends, the viewer is
only left with a sense that all this
tragedy was the result of a group of
selfish people trying vainly to work
"An age-old American myth:
rich people are always miserable."
and admires her vivacity. He still
is taken by her courage as well as
her masculine ability to assert
herself and take the initiative.
Rhett proposes to her, making the
proposal sound very much like a
business offer, a contract, or some
land deal. Having no place to go
and quite impressed with Rhett's
wealth, Scarlett accepts. She
consents to leading the life of a
lady loaded with money, to build
big houses and wear all the latest
fashions.
The generosity and ex-
travagance Rhett displays does not
resolve her conflict; she still loves
Ashley. He can not buy her as he
did his life from the Union.
Whatever Rhett does seems to be
futile in getting Scarlett to love
him. The problem appears to be
the two of them are not made for
each other, as if they were in
places that they do not belong. The
deaths and misfortunes are sup-
posedly a result of Rhett and
Scarlett being a mismatch, two
people far away from where they
should be. This implies that the
marriage had something in-
trisically destructive about it.
The movie intends for th^
audience to believe that Rhett •-, in
trying to buy his way into gentility,
and Scarlett, in attempting love,
something she could never have,
set into play certain forces heyond
their control that brought tragedy
to this world. Their daughter
Bonnie dies while jumping
sidesaddle, a position in which she
just learned how to ride. She can
jump riding straddle, yet because
of the customs of society a lady
must sit sides saddle. Her death
cannot be reduced into one single
factor, the destructive forces
unleashed by the marriage or the
out their own obsessions.
On a final note, Gone With The
Wind re-enforces an age old
American 'myth', specifically that
rich people are always miserable.
The plot of the movie attempts to
create a world in which it seems
that wealth is a curse. Note tha t all
the benevolent characters are the
slaves or the mother-whore named
Bell. Even the noble Ashley and
Melanie are very much pathetic in
their own way. They are terribly
weak and unable to survive in the
selfish world ruled by Rhett and
Scarlett. The virtue of Twelve
Oaks is obsolete, and consequently
they cannot survive. Despite their
destruction, their goodness stands
out, implying that one should be
content with their station in society
and just be concerned with helping
others work through their
problems. Mammy, Big Sam,
Melanie, are all "good" people, not
caring about where the food is
going to come from, but about the
unhappy people in this world, - who
are the rich. Thus, the 'message'
turns into a call for the (pathetic)
poor to look after the rich. In a
movie made at the height of a
depression, it is no surprise that
the film .making industry would






Wednesday, January 29th, Gar-
many Hall, Austin Arts Center 10
P . M . ' • ; . - . . ;
T.W.O.AUTS
Folksinger Frani Bell, Jan. 31 in
Hamlin Hall at 8 P.M. Faculty
Dance Concert, Washington Room,
Feb. 4 at 1 P.M.
Free Music
Free Music #18: Robert Lights and
Geoffrey Law—Jazz and the Blues
.. . Thursday, January 30th, 9 P.M.
in the Cave.
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Stage Band to Perform
On Friday, January 31, Trinity's
new Stage Band will give its first
performance at the Goodwin
Auditorium in the Austin Arts
Center, Admission to the concert,
which begins at 10:00 p.m., is free.
A medley of contemporary rock
and jazz arrangements of Chicago,
Santaria, and Beatles fame, along
with a few popular songs from
Broadway musicals such as
Superstar and West Side Story are
photo by Dan Kelman
being performed. The seventeen
piece band, conducted by Mr.
Larry Allen, is comprised of five
saxophones, four trumpets, a
percussion section, a piano, tuba,
and base guitar.
McElroy to Give Recital
On Sunday, February 2, at 8:15
p.m. Catherine McElroy, visiting
artist at the University of
Delaware, will give an organ
recital in the Chapel.
Miss McElroy has been noted in
recent years as an innovator in
programming new forms of music,
especially American music, both in
the United States and abroad. She
studied in Italy under a grant from
the Italian government and a
Fulbright scholarship. She has
done graduate work at Oxford,
England, and made three concert
tours through Great Britain.
Miss McElroy has played at the
Washington Cathedral, the
National Shrine, and at St, Paul's
in Rome. At St. Martin-in the
Fields, London, she introduced the
Spiritual Set for Organ by the
young black composer Noel
DaCosta of New York City.
The program on Sunday will
include the following works:
Fanfare-John Cooke
Suite for Organ and Percussion
(l970)-Alan Stout-Toccata, Aria,
Chorale, Lament.
Toccata and Fugue in F Major-
J.S. Bach
INTERMISSION










Sheer Heart Attack is by no
means a complete sheer heart
attack. Although at first there may
be a massive coronary heave
during the brilliant "Brighten
Rock" (inspired by Graham
Greene?) written by guitarist
Brian May, fears of premature
demise are allayed by what seems
to take up most of the second side:
"In the Lap of the Gods",
"Lullaby", "Dear Friends", and
"(Stormtrooper in Stilletos").
Queen consists of Freddie
Mercury: lead vocals, piano;
Brian May: guitars (ex-
traordinaire), vocals, piano; John
Deacon: bass guitar, acoustic
guitars; and Roger Meadows-
Taylor: drums, vocals, (and
screams). Mercury has great
vocal range, preferring to remain
in a piercing falsetto on most hard
rockers, descending lower to
render the ballads and slower
tunes listenable. His voice is
distinct and unique, contributing to
Queen's status as a band with their
own "sound", although others may
argue he resembles Jon Anderson
of Yes* Brian May has to be one of
the best of Rock's new generation
of guitarists. He achieves a pure,
electronic sound from his gadget-
encrusted guitar (which he built
himself), and proceeds to batter
one's ears with waves of distortion,
suddenly winding down to
beautifully clean Elizabethan
melody. His forte is the quick
transition from loud to soft,
making his guitar sound like a
crazed hippopotamus crashing into
the Nile, the magically trans-
forming it into an antelope
leaping on the veldt. John Deacon,
like most other bass players, does
not indulge in phenomenal
displays. One is surprised to learn
that he plays all guitars on the song
he wrote ("all by himself!") called
"Misfire", a rather nice, but
mindless tune that makes it
•because Freddie Mercury and
Roger Meadows-Taylor are putting
all they have into it. Roger
Meadows-Taylor is the "bad boy",
and insists on going insane in the
middle of the slow songs, supplying
mad shrieks when they are least
needed (but wanted). Although he
wrote "Tenement Funster", which
is slow and heavy-metal,
Meadows-Taylor is at his best on
"Brighton Rock"" and "Flick of the
Wrist", a Mercury-written, high-
energy feature.
As a whole, the album is not quite
as excellent as the previous Queen
II, but Mercury's "Killer Queen",
May's. "Brighton Rock", and
Mercury's "Flick of the Wrist" are
equal to the earlier "Keep Yourself
Alive" and "Father to Son". Songs
which really hamper the LP are
"In the Lap of the Gods'1*
"(Stormtrooper in Stilletos.)" and
perhaps "Bring Back that Leroy
Brown". "In the Lap of the Gods"
is infused with weird, slowed-down
voices which annoy and irritate
rather than awe and transfix.
Beach Boy-type harmony wipes
out what could have been a good
Queen stunner, and all is lost.
"Stormtrooper" might be good to
listen to when you're really
trashed, but hearing an endless
three chords from a tired acoustic
guitar, accompanied by an also
endless "I love" from a sighing
Freddie Mercury may also be too
much to bear. "Bring back that
Leroy Brown" is a strange An-
drews Sisters arrangements that
could be kind of fun, but merely
winds up as a tribute to Jim Croce.
Sheer Heart Attack strikes one
as the product of limited time ana
hurried production. The cover is
not as nice as on the previous two
albums, and there are too many
mediocre songs. But the go*1
songs are excellent, and justify
Queen's position as a forerunner in
English rock. They will appear at
Waterbury's Palace Theatre on
Feb. 14. Tickets are still available
(hopefully) at Stiky Fingers w
Hartford. ("Nobody played syn-
thesizers...again".)
MOWSE
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More Student Election Statements
Studeni Activities Committee
(continued) Sheila Driscoil H. Conrad Meyer
widespread use of them. Finally, in working closely with Ivan
Backer/ I have strongly recommended to the SAC to make
available to any constituted student organization, a student-
purchased van which i had previously known nothing about.
Student organization chairpersons wil l , by next week, receive,
from me, explanations concerning the fact that now EVERY
student activity on campus may take advantage of the van
which we, the students, own. So for more action - less talk,




(vote for three; elect five)
Richard Chamberlain
I feel I am experienced in a nd concerned about Trinity's
. student government; last year I served on both the SEC and the
TCC. As a member of these committees, I was assistant editor
of the course evaluation, worked on the problems of the
women's sports program at Trinity, and conducted the student
evaluation of administrators. I had a 100% attendance rate for
both of these committees. This semester, I have oeen
appointededitoroftheSGAcourseevaluation. I believe Trinity
needs an active, open and representative student government
to insure that the students' voice is listened to in all decisions
and reforms concerning the college. If elected, I will take these
duties seriously.
Pat Heffernan
I have become interested in S.G.A. as a result of my
association with a number of my friends who are involved in
student government. Seeing a possible unique and different
experience, I am seeking a position in the Student Government
Association. I feel that I have plenty of time to devote to the
office and its responsibilities. I sincerely promise to do my
best, if I am elected.
The SGA provides a forum to discuss the interests and concerns
of the student body, tf elected, I feel that I could accurately
reflect the needs of Trinity students and press for the
satisfaction of student wishes. I approach this position with a
sincere wish to forward the Interests of Trinity students, and I
will always be available to discuss these interests with the
students.
William O'Brien
For a position in the Student Government Association
(SGA) stems mainly from a desire to participate. Having
experienced "college life" at Trinity over last semester, I
have observed and taken a great interest in a number of the
issues present on campus. But taking interest alone is not
enough, spending time and effort to deal with the issues is. I
feel that the opportunity to serve on Trinity's SGA would help
me in starting to do iust that. I am willing to work and, having
some past experience in student governments, think that I
wou Id be a ble to work in such a position.
My name is Richard Chamberlain. Although lust a freshman,
I am not a stranger to the Student Government Association. My
room-mate, James O'Donnell ("O.D."), has served as an
active member of the MH BOG and the SGA, Through him, I
have acquired a basic understanding of the responsibilities and
duties of a member of the Student Government Association.
Student govemmen works only when many of the students
become Involved. For responsive government at Trinity, I will
be easily accessible. If you have a suggestion or a complaint,
contact me at my room: Jones 115; over the telephone; 249-5981;
or through my post office box: 829. Your participation will be to
our advantage in that I will be a more effective representative
in the Student Government Association. Please vote for me,
Rick Chamberlain, in Tuesday's election so that we can work
together.
Barbara Husum
As a junior transfer student I feel that i am able-to Dring a
new perspective to the Student Government Association. AH
organizations benefit from new ideas and outlooks. These new
ideas and outlooks have a better chance of being listened to and
implemented if they don't always come from the accepted
leaders of the organization. I feel that I can be the catalyst for
many new ideas and policies. I have been involved with
student governmentsbefore and I now seek the opportunity to
help bring the SGA to Its most effective level as the represen-
tative body on Trinity's campus.
Mary Wertheim
The forthcoming expansion of Mather Hall reflects the im-
portance of the Student Government Association in tran-
smitting student opinion to the College administration. It is the
SGA's responsibility to see that students' ideas are not
overlooked in this or any similar situation. Being a member of
the SGA would afford the opportunity for "me to express a
segment of student opinion on important policy matters, and
help facilitate communication between the Governing Bodies









On Monday, Jan. 20, the Trinity
Concert Choir held a lottery and
grossed $1000. The funds will go
towards the choir's tentatively-
scheduled trip to England in 1976.
According to Peter Wolk, the
choir's trip to England last spring
was well received, and the choir
was asked to return. The choir
itself raised the necessary $25,000
to finance the three-week concert
tour which included a performance
at Canterbury Cathedral.
The planned return to England in
1976 will cost an estimated $30,000.




students funds to help finance
these trips and receives only
operating expenses from the
Student Activities Committee.
Proceeds from the sale of the
choir's Sounds of Trinity album,
available in the bookstore, will go
towards financing the 1976 trip.
Along with the record sales, the
choir hopes to make money by
performing a number of concerto
throughout the community.
At the end of March, the concert
choir expects to sing Benjamin
Britten's St. Nicholas on WSFB
TV.
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The Post Office is not equipped to
distribute your valentines.
Therefore, students are requested
to place cards in the boxes
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Students Study in V a r i o u s Environments
by Diane Schwartz
145 Trinity students are spending the
Trinity term away from campus. This figure
includes those students studying at Trinity
College/Rome Campus, other foreign-based
universities, schools on the 12-cofiege ex-
change, other domestic universities, as well
as students on open semester, including the
State Legislature Internship in Washington,
D.C.
The largest number of students are at-
tending TC/RC. Of the 50 students enrolled
there, 26 are from Trinity. They will be
leaving on Jan. 30 from Montreal in order to
take advantage of Canada's student-rate
airlines. Students have an open return-date
ticket, so they may fly back anytime within
one year. Although geared towards Italian
and Art History, the course offerings are not
highly specialized. Each students, however,
is required to take an Italian class.
Some students who are off-campus for the
term had to apply for an Academic Leave of
Absence in order to receive credit for their
studies. Some have enrolled directly in
foreign universities, and others are at-
tending American-sponsored schools
England is the most popular choice. Many of
these are run under the supervision of the
Institute of American Studies, a non-profit
educational organization. Among the
schools on the 12-college exchange program,
Wesleyan and Dartmouth attracted the
most students.
Robbins Winslow, Dean of Educational
Services, said there are several reasons for
the popularity of studying abroad or at other
domestic schools: 1) students want to take
advantage of courses that are not offered at
Trinity; 2) Trinity makes it reasonably easy
to receive credit towards graduation and
towards their major, for these other
programs 3) the modern language dept.
frequently recommends going abroad; 4)
many students have traveled abroad
already, and want to return to the countries
they have visited; 5) it adds a new dimen-
sion to a college education.
The following is a list of those who are off-
campus tor ttieTrinity term, and the schools
they are attending:
ALPERN, Steve P., 76-Community College of
Baltimore, Baltimore, Maryland. Mailing; Use
Home Address
BREWER, Philip V.S., '76-Tulane University,
New Orleans, Louisiana. Mailing: 807
Broadway, Apt. 2, New Orleans, Louisiana
70118
BREY, M. Cynthia, 76-University of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Mailing: Room 202, Harnwell House, 3820
Locust Walk, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
CECIL, Steven G., 76-Mass. Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
DODGE, Julia J., 76-New York University or
Barnard College, New York, New York 10003
GILMARTIN, Ralph B., '76-New York
University Jr. Yr. In N.Y., Washington Square
College, New York University Main Building,
New York, New York 10003
GROSS, Charles M., 76-Sarah Lawrence
University, Bronxville, New York 10708
HERZOG, Margaret L., 76-Tufts University,
Medford, Massachusetts 02155
IWANS, Teresa A., 75-St. Joseph Evening
College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151.
Mailing: 2120-34 N. 63rd Street, Apt. 205,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151
JOHNSON, Michael C, 76-Sarah Lawrence
University, Bronxville, New York 10708
KELLER, Mary A., '76-Pacific-Lutheran
University, Tacoma, Washington 98447
LAURENT, Holly C, 76-Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
MCGARRAH, Douglas M., 77-University of
Massachusets and Amherst College. Mailing;
Use Home Address
MCMANNUS, John P., 77-St. Mary's College,
Winona, Minnesota 55987
MEACHAM, Margaret, 75-Goucher College,
Towson, Maryland. Mailing: Old Court Road,
Brooklandville, Maryland 21022
MINTER, George I., '76-University of
California. Mailing: 1337 University Avenue,
Berkeley, California 94708
MORGAN, Mrs. Rebecca S., '75-University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19104
NATVIG, J. Martin, 75-Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. Mail ing: Use
Home Address
REESE, Daniel W., 75-Georgetown Univer-
sity, Washington, D.C. 20007. Mailing: 2349
King Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007
SCALA, Jody S., 76-Boston University Marine
Porgram, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
SCHWEIKERT, Richard W., 76-University of
Maine, Orono, Maine
STAHL, Janet S., 76-Pennsylvania State
University, Mailing: 236 Fraser St., Apt. B-6,
State College, Pennsylvania 16801
SUTRO, Margaret Z., 76-Amherst College,
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
THOMAS, Stephen J., 76-University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa 52242. Mailing: 900-1/2 No.
Dodge, Iowa City, Iowa 52240
AMORY, Dita G., 76—Sarah Lawrence in
Paris, c/o Madama Marguerite Baratin, 52
Rue Lhomond, Paris 5e, FRANCE
BENNINGHOFF, Daniel W., —Institute of
European Studies—London, German YMCA,
Lancaster Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace,
London W.2, ENGLAND
*BREDHOFF, Daniel W., 76
*BREDHOFF (see page 5)
BROWN, Anne G., 76—School of English &
American Studies, University of East Anglia,
Norwich NOR 88C, ENGLAND
BROWN, Laurie D., 76—Smith College in
Florence, Italy, Florence, ITALY: Mailing:
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10% Discount for Trinity Students
We deliver to Trinity students until 12 midnight
Vestergade 9, DK-1456 Copenhagen, DEN-
MARK
CAMERON, Mark M., '76—Institute of
European Studies—London, German YMCA,
Lancaster Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace,
London W.2, ENGLAND
**CARABALLO (See page 5)
CHERKAS, Linda J., 76—Hebrew University,
Jerusalem, ISRAEL
CHICK, Frances C, 76—Rollins College
Program, University of the Andes, Bogota,
COLOMBIA
COE, George G., 76—Sweet Briar Junior Year
in Paris, 4 rue de Chevreuse, 75006 Paris,
FRANCE
COFFIN, Judith G., 76—Wesleyan University
in Paris, Reid Hall, 4 rue de Chevreuse, Paris
He, FRANCE
COHEN, Jodi E., 76—Hebrew University,
Jerusalem, ISRAEL: Mailing: Shikunel ha
Elef 4-3-11, Givat Ram, Jerusalem, Israel
COOK, Mercy Lee, 75—Tufts in London
Program, c/o Reynolds Hotel, 40-42 Stanhope
Gardens, London S.W. 7, ENGLAND
CREA, Maryann B., 76—Beaver & Franklin
and Marshall Program, University of Lan-
caster, Lancaster, Lancashire, ENGLAND
d'AUTREMONT, Hugh, '75—Institute of
European Studies—Paris, 77, rue Daguerre,
75014 Paris, FRANCE
DAVIS, Elizabeth, V., '76—Institute of
European Studies—Madrid, Avenida de los
Reyes Catolicos, 4 Ciudad Universitaria,
Madrid 3, SPAIN < .
DUNN, Rebecca C, 76—Institute of European
Studies—London, German YMCA, Lancaster
Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace, London W.2,
ENGLAND
DURNFORD, Virginia L., 76—Institute of
European Studies—Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais
Kinsky, A1010 Viennal, AUSTRIA
ECKERT, Catherine, 76—School of English &
American Studies, University of East Anglia,
Norwich NOR 88C, ENGLAND
ENGELHARD, Sally A., 76—Institute of
European Studies—Paris, 77, rue Daguerre,
75014 Paris, FRANCE
GASCOIGNE, James S., 76—Institute of
European Studies—London, German YMCA,
Lancaster Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace,
London W.2, ENGLAND
GREELEY, Stephen P., 77—Institute of
European Studies—Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais







HANSEN, Peter H., 76—Institute of European
Studies—Durham, Hatfield College, University
of Durham, Old Shire Hall, County Durham
DHL 3HP, ENGLAND
HERGERT, Alan S., 76—London School of
Economics, LSE Hall of Residence, 90
Rosebery Avenue, London EC1, ENGLAND
HYDE, Leslie C, 76—Institute of European
Studies—Paris, 77, rue Daguerre, 75014 Paris,
FRANCE
KAEMPF, Clark A., '76—Institute for
American Universities, 23 Castle Street,
Canterbury, Kent, ENGLAND
KNAPP, Frederic H., '76—College Year
Abroad, 59 Deinokratous Street, Athens 140,
GREECE
KYLE, David R., 76—Marquette University in
Madrid, Madrid 3, SPAIN; Mailing: Calle
Arriaza 12, 2-0 escalera bajo #4, Madrid 8,
Spain
MANN, Lindsay, 76—Beaver & Franklin and
Marshall Program, Glen Eyre Hall, Glen Eyre
Drive, University of Southampton, Bassett,
Southampton S09 2QN, ENGLAND
McKAY, Bruce W., 76—Associated Colleges of
the Midwest, London, ENGLAND: Florence,
ITALY
MERWIN, Jay G., 76—Institute of European
Studies—London, German YMCA, Lancaster
Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace, London W.2,
ENGLAND
MOSER, Deborah E., 76— Beaver & Franklin
and Marshall Program, School of English &
American Studies, University of East Anglia,
Norwich NOR 88C, ENGLAND
MOTLEY, Nancy B., '76—Institute of
European Studies—Nantes, 7, rue des
Cadeniers, 44 Nantes, FRANCE
PACKER, Deborah, 76—Wesleyan Program in
Paris, Reid Hall, 4, rue de Chevreuse, Paris 6-
e, FRANCE
PELLETIER, Louise F., 76—Institute of
European Studies—Paris, 77, rue Daguerre,
75014 Paris, FRANCE
PURCELL, Robert B., 76—Beaver College
Program, University of Edinburgh, Fleming
House, 19 Warrender Park Terrace, Edin-
burgh, SCOTLAND
ROTH, Debbie-Ann—Syracuse University
Program in the Netherlands
RUIZ, Luz E., 77—University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 00931
SALKY, Steven M.( 76—London School of
Economics, LSE Hall of Residence/ 90
Rosebery Avenue, London EC1, ENGLAND
SCOTT, Deborah A., 76—Marquette
University in Madrid, Madrid, SPAIN;
Mailing: Centro de Estudios de Universidad de
Marquette, Facultad de Filosofia y Letras,
Universidad de Madrid, Ciudad Universitaria,
Madrid 3, Espana
SLUTSKY, JoAnn, '76—Tufts in London
Program, c/o Reynolds Hotel, 41-42 Stanhope
Gardens, London S.W. 7, ENGLAND
SOLOMON, Charles A., 76— Institute of
European Studies—Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais
Kinsky, A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
STUDWELL, Philip W., 77—Wagner College
Study Program, Gallosstrade 2, 6901 Bregenz,
AUSTRIA; Mailing: c/o Dr. Eugen Breier,
Schiebeugasse 3, A6900 Bregenz, Austria
SUTTON, Paul W., 76— Institute for English-
speaking Students, University of Stockholm,
Fiskartorpsvagen 160 E, Fack, 10405
Stockholm 50, SWEDEN' Mailing: For-
skabacken 4/233, 10405 Stockholm, Sweden
SWEENEY, Robert W., 76—Institute of
European Studies—Durham, University of
Durham, Old Shire Hall, County Durham DH1/
3HP, ENGLAND
TILLMANNS, Margaret, 76—Institute of
European Studies—Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais
Kinsky, A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA; Mailing:
Bei Frau Maria Ivady, Czartoryskigasse, 44
A1180 Wien, Austria
TRAVIS, Glennon, 76—Institute of European
Studies—Paris, 77, rue Daguerre, 75014 Paris,
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F R A N C E
WEISSELBERG, Susan E., 76—School Of
English & American Studies, University of
East Anglia, Norwich NOR 88C, ENGLAND
ZHEUTLIN,LeslieA.,76—School of English &
American Studies, University of East Anglia,
Norwich NOR 88C, ENGLAND




Clivo dei Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, ITALY
Telephone: 574-2000 > '
*8REDH0FF, Stacey A., 76—Dartmouth
College in MEXICO
•*CARABALLO, Mildred 76—University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 09931
AMHERST COLLEGE, Arnherst, Mass. 01002
FAULKNER, Sheila, 76 (110 Lord Jeff)-Full
Year
KANTER, Arlene S., 76-2nd Semester
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, Brunswick, Maine
04011
BLAIR, Laurie E., 77-2nd Semester
RAINES, Merilee, 77 (M.U. Box 480)-Full
Year
EUGENE O'NEILL MEMORIAL THEATRE
CENTER 805 Great Neck Rd., Waterford, Ct.
06385
ROVEZZI, Robert J., 77-2nd Semester
SECUNDA, Richard M., 76-2nd Semester
WARREN, Timothy S., 76-2nd Semester
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, Hanover, N.H.
03755 (W equals Jan.-March term; S equals
March-June term; X equals June-Aug. term; F
equals Sept.-Dec. term)
BAWDEN, Carol J., 76 (At Trinity Fall 74)-
2nd Semester (S/X)
BILSKI, David S., 76 (At Trinity Fall 74)-2nd
Semester (W/S/X)
BLOOM, Pamela S., 75 (Hinman Box 2933)-
Full Year (F/W/S)
BREDHOFF, Stacey A., 76-FuH Year (F/S)*
MANN. Ellen, '76 (At TC/RC Fall '74)-2nd
Semester (W/S/X)
ROSEN, Joy B., 76-2nd Semester (S/X)
ROUNTREE, David A,, 76{At Trinity Fall
74).2nd Semester (W/S/X)
SMITH, Emily R., 76 (At Trinity Fall 74)-2nd
Semester (W/S)
STELL, Laura G., 76 (At TC/RC Fall 74)-2nd
Semester (W/S/X)
*S. Bredhoff will be on the Dartmouth program
in Mexico for the Jan.-March 75 term,
SMITH COLLEGE, Northampton, Mass. 01040
BINGHAM, Geoffrey P., 76 (Sessions Annex)-
Full Year
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, Wellesley, Mass.
02181




BERNSTEIN, Bonnie, 76 (Box 42)-Full Year
FAIRBROTHER, Jeimes A., 77 (Box 52)-Full
Year
GINDELE, Edward B., 77 (Box58)-Full Year
KATSIN, Linda G., 77-2nd Semester
KIRBY, Malcolm A., 76-2nd Semester
KOCHANOWSKY, Douglas L,, 76-2nd
Semester , .
LANDERMAN, Pamela G., 77 (Box 65)-Full
Year
MARINER, Elizabeth A., 77 (Box 71)-Full
Year
MORRIS, Deborah L., 75-2nd Semester
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, Williamstown, Mass.
01267
KAYE, Alison M.,76-2nd Semester
PHIL'S 99 11 A.M.-2 P.M.
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Photography
If you missed the Photography
Club meeting last Tuesday yet
would like to join, come by the
Bowling Alley Tuesday night at
7:30 to find out what you missed. If
you aren't able to come then,
please contact Henry Riely at 246-
1375 or Box 1268.
TWO Art Show
HARTFORD, Conn.-The Trinity
Women's Organization of Trinity
College (TWO) is sponsoring the
College's first all-woman art show
in the Widener Gallery in ' the
Austin Arts Center. The show
opens on January 24 with a
reception at 5:00 p.m. and will run
through February 7. The public is
invited to attend.
Approximately 15 artists in-
cluding students, faculty wives and
members of the staff will be.
represented. The show will include
paintings, crafts, photographs and
graphics.
Pre-Med Meeting
A preliminary meeting will be
held on Wednesday, Jan. 29, at 4:30
p.m. in Wean Lounge to arrange
discussions of the dimensions of
the pre-med experience at Trinity.
There are many people here
passing through their pre-medical
education. Yetpre-meds rarely get
together with one another to
discuss and analyze their own
experience. We believe that by
meeting together, we can begin to
deal with our anxieties and make
pre-medical education a more
fulfilling experience.
Problems that pre-meds en-
counter range from personal fears
to a lack of information about
viable career alternatives in the
medical field.
Here are some things that we
might do:
1. Have people who are working
in various areas of the medical
profession come and talk with us.
2. Set up small discussion groups
to discuss in a personal way our
pre-medical education here at
Trinity.
We believe that pre-med
education can be better! For in-
formation, contact Rich Feinberg,
Eunice Belgum, Ray Barglow, Bill
Puka, or Gene Frankel.
French Tobie
FRENCH TABLE meets every
Wednesday in the Cave between
noon and 1 p.m. All welcome to
come and enjoy French con-
versation and joie de vivre.
Israel Musical
Wednesday night at the Bushnell
at 8 p.m. a group of Russian Jews
who now live in Israel are per-
forming a musical review called
"We Are Here". Student tickets
are available-contact Jeff Meltzer,
249-3377, for more info.
Hiile! Movie
This Thursday at 10 p.m. in
McCook Aud. Hillel presents "The
Condemned of Altona", a film by
Vrttorio DeSica (director of "The
Garden of the Finzi Continis"),
starring Sophia Loren and




meets every Thursday for lunch in
the Cave from 12:45 to 1:45.
Beginners welcome.
Shabbot
Openings Abroad: Contact Dean Winslow
Position
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. Roast Beef Grinders -
Phono 247*0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOU®
PIZZA WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU ARRIVE
Traditional Shabbat services will
be at 5 p.m. Friday in the Hillel
house, to be followed by a Shabbat
dinner at C p.m., and non-
traditional services at 7:30 p.m. All
welcome to attend services, din-
ner, or both. Dinner costs 50tf-
please RSVP by Thursday to ext.
464 so shoppers know how much
food to buy.
Backgammon
There will be a backgammon
tournament on Sunday, Feb. 2 at 1
p.m. in Hamlin Hall. There will be
prizes awarded. The entry
deadline is Friday, Jan. 31. A fee of
$1.00 per person will be charged,
For more information, contact Box
1587 or phone either 728-5998 or 246-
1071. The entire college is
welcome, but bring your own board
and booze. •
Alien Report
All aliens who have not yet filled
out alien address report forms
must do so before January 31 at the
nearest Immigration and
Naturalization Service office or
local post office.
12-Co liege
Students wishing to apply to
spend next year (or either term
next year) on the 12-College Ex-
change should obtain a Procedure
Sheet and an application blank (in
duplicate) from Mrs. Kidder in
Dean Winslow's office.
The deadline for submission of
the application is Monday, 3
February 1975.
East Anglid
Students wishing to be con-
sidered for this program in
England should consult with Dean
Winslow during January 1975.
Applications will be due on 7
February 1975 and places are




Any student interested in an
Open Semester project for the
period late June through early
November 1975 (replacing the
Christmas Term at Trinity
College) carrying out a research
project in the Philippines under the
auspices of our exchange program
there should consult Dean Winslow







Dr. and Mrs. Alan Wabrek






Any Massachusetts resident not
presently receiving financial aid
from the College, who plans 0
apply for aid in'75-'76 must apply
for the Mass. State Scholarship
Applications are available in tfe
Financial Aid Office, and must be
returned by Friday, Feb. 7. This
does not apply to students alreadv




The Clark University Committee
for Peace in the Middle East
(CUCPME) will present a
"Symposium on the Middle East"
under the auspices of the American
Professors for Peace in the Middle
East (APPME), on Sunday,
February 9, 1975 at Clark
U n i v e r s i t y , Worcester,
Massachusetts.
There will be a morning session,
entitled "The Political and
Military Implications of the Middle
East", and an afternoon session
dealing with "The Politics of Oil
and Money". A question and an-
swer period will follow each.
Following the morning session,
lunch will be provided and
Congressman Robert F. Drinan,
Massachusetts 4th Congressional
District will address the par-
ticipants on The U.S. Foreign
Policy in the Middle East.
The program will commence
with registration at 9:30 a.m., and
there will be a $1.00 registration
fee. Advance registration is
possible by sending name, address,




National Parks, Dude Ranches,
Guest Resorts, Private Camps,
and other tourist areas throughout
the nation are now seeking student
applications for summer jobs.
A free booklet on student job
assistance may be obtained by
sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Dr.,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
seekers are urged to1 apply early.
"Late Night
Talks1'
At 10 p.m. every other Wed-
nesday night in some dorm room,
or lounge, there will take place
intimate, personal, conscious-
raising, philosophical quasi-
therapy group discussions on
topics such as loneliness, love
relationships, personal develop-
ment vs. commitment to someone,
why am I here at college, what's it
all about, and so forth. Tne
rationale for these talks is that
thinking skills learned in college
can be used to help one better
understand and get a perspective
on one's personal problems ana
life-situation. Perhaps this is their
most valuable use though few, "
any, courses involve this use.
Moreover, many students,
especially males, have few op-
portunities, even with friends, to
share these concerns seriously.
A most valuable part of a college
education is group learning, i.e.
friends talking about important
issues in their lives, over a cup «
coffee late at night. "Late Night
Talks" seeks merely to extend
these opportunities while also
providing at least one faculty-
person to add perhaps an ad
ditionar perspective. Times,
places, and topics will be listed in
the Trinity Calendar. Those who
might benefit most from foesj
talks, of course, are those most
hesitant to come. Come anyway.
Cadets Win 7-3
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Squash Faces Guerilla Warfare
by Charles Stewart
On instructions of our President
the orders were clear-win!
We were soon on our way to West
Point-the time was 9.30 hours. We
arrived at the Washington Gate at
1200 sharp and met the cold nod of
an MP who gave us directions to
the gym and the mess hall.
Hundreds of cadets were running
in time out of their classrooms to
wash-up in the barracks and then
run to lunch. One would have
thought that a team coming from a
school where the practical joke of
the year is moving cannons from
one end of campus to another
without being caught by the
military police would have been
easily beaten. But, no. These men
are not to be underestimated. They
are the future Pattons and
generals of America. They are the
best at what they do and last
Wednesday I guess they were the
best.
Yale Nips Baby Squashers
by Trip Hansen
The freshman squash team
dropped from the unbeaten ranks
last Friday via a 7-2 defeat at the
hands of Yale's J.V. squad. The
match was decided by several
close contests which were all
captured by the Elis.
The only winners for the Baby
Bants were Doug Thorn and Rigg
Goss, playing 5 and 9 respectively,
who both blanked their foes by 3-0
counts. Thorn, a graduate of the
Kent School, extended his un-
beaten string to nine games over
three matches, the best on the
freshman squad. Goss replaced the
ever-present Ed Iichtig at the
number nine position and per-
formed well in his first taste of
intercollegiate competition.
Trinity's top player Charlie
Johnson, #2 Mike Muto, HI Trip
Hansen, and Bill Famming who
played in the #8 slot, all lost in close
tilts. Johnson was defeated 3-1,
losing three games by a total of
five points: After taking the first
two games of the match, Muto
suffered a sudden turn around and
lost the final three games and the
match for his first loss of the
season. Hansen lost the 5th game of
his match 17-15, while fanning was
beaten in the 4th and 5th games of
his match by twin 15-14 tallies. If
Trinity could have reversed the
scores of these matches, they
would still be unbeaten. They will
get another shot at the New Haven
racquetmen on February 5 when
Yale will travel to Trinity.
Coach George Sutherland and his
charges were obviously disap-
pointed , in losing such a close
match. Sutherland promised his
team that more emphasis would be
placed on conditioning and
periodic bed checks will be made in
an effort to bring them to a peak
for tomorrow's match at Amherst.
The next freshman squash home
match will be on Thursday,
January 30 when the team will face
Wesley an.
Results:
Charlie Johnson lost 15-13,15-14,11-
15,15-13; Mike Muto lost 9-15,10-15,
15-11,15-5,15-12; Fred Gardner lost
8-15,15-8,17-16,15-11; Ty Tregellas
lost 15-11, 15-7, 15-7; Doug Thorn
won 15-10, 15-11, 15-12; Andy
Vermilye lost 15-13, 15-6, 15-6; Trip
Hansen lost 15-13, 8-15, 15-7, 8-15,
17-15; Bill Fanning lost 15-10, 10-15,
5-15,15-14, 15-14; Rig Goss won 15-
13, 15-6, 15-9.
The woman's basketball began its 74-75 season in early
December under the direction of Coaches Robin Sheppard
and Drew Hi land. Co-captained by Lisa Poole and Dawn
Eberhard, this year's starting line-up also consists of Cilia
W'Hiams, Nancy McDermott and Liz George. Eight of the





TUES. NITES - 8 P.M.
Varsity squash lost 7-2 to Army
in an encounter where five out of
nine matches went all the way and
where out of those five we won one.
Now something has to be said
about something here.
Mai Owen, playing a fairly stone-
faced soldier, used conventional
tactics but lost a match that easily
could have gone his way on another
day. The score of the last game
was 18-16.
Charlie Stewart ran up against
guerrilla warfare and, having
forgotten his shoulder pads, had to
forfeit in the fifth game due to
extreme pain in the chromia
clavicula (Leo can give you the
Latin) resulting from a collision in
mid-court.
Tom Ricks and Carl Torrey had
very close matches but could not
summon the necessary points in
their fifth games.
Hobie Porter and Tim Cross
were attacked from the air and,
failing to hit with surface to air
squash balls surrendered at 3-1 and
3-0 respectively.
Blair Heppe and Bill Ferguson,
both using an attacking method
that Andre Jomini would have been
proud of, won their matches 3-2 and
3-1 to give Trinity its only victories.
John Gates, though reacquiring
his lightning-like backhand, was
ambushed at the pass and never
quite got his racquet out of the.
holster.
The latest challenge matches
have resulted in a new orderfor the
ladder-Owen, Stewart, Torrey,
Ricks, Heppe. Porter, Cross,
Ferguson and Gates. We will meet
Amherst (away) tomorrow and
Colby, Hobart, Bowdoin, and
Wesleyan in the round robin at
home starting Friday.
Tom Ricks drives a backhand down the line against Army.
Ricks was one of five Bantams to lose in five games to one of
the future generals of America.
Frosh B-Ball Tops Coast Guard, 83-62
by Bob Rosenfield
The report posted in the locker
room called them the Coast Guard
"sub-varsity". The name suggests
the kind of play you might expect
from the academy—a disciplined,
orderly offense and tough play all
around. And the Trinity freshman
certainly had plenty of tough play
against the Coast Guard Saturday
night, escaping with a hard-fought
victory, in one of those games
where the final score (83-62)
doesn't tell the whole story.
In fact, the Coast Guardmen
played the undefeated freshman
evenly for the first twelve minutes
of the game, until a mild rush put
Trin ahead by 9. Then it seemed
that Trinity was finally ready to
take command of the game-after
Art Blake hit on a driving three
point play, and Brent Cawelti
banked a 12-footer, Larry Moody
made a twisting drive down the
lane and boosted the score to 38-22.
Although many thought this to be
the start of another romp, Coast
Guard didn't agree. They hit three
quick jumpers to close it to 38-28 at
the half.
The Coast Guard squad was a
big; strong team, and play got very
physical at times in the first half.
At The Civic Center
Coast Guard went to the foul line
six times in the half and couldn't
make one, but Trinity hit on only
three of nine. The frosh had trouble
working against a zone defense-
the first they had seen in five
games. But even with a slow start,
they still had a ten point lead.
The second half started out much
the same way-the teams traded
baskets and it seemed that neither
team wanted to take control of the
game. Another three-pointer by
Blake put Trinity up by 14 with 15
minutes remaining, but they still
did not show the offensive
firepower that had allowed them to
dominate the first four games.
Until, that is, midway through the
second half, when the score was 53-
45. With Paul McBride having an
off night, Larry Moody entered the
ballgame. He started the team
doing what they do best-fast break.
This forced Coast Guard out of
their game plan, and made them
play Trinity's game.
The frosh hit three quick fast
break hoops, the last being the
result of a slick bit of passing from
Wells ta Moody to Cawelti to Blake
for an easy two. Coast Guard took a
time-out, but it didn't stop Trinity's
fast break attack, Moody found
Wayne Cooke open for an easy lay-
up, and then a steal resulted in a
breakaway hoop. In a 6:30 stretch,
the combination of Cooke, Cawelti,
Wells, Moody, and Blake played
solid defense and passed very well
and pulled out to a 76-56 lead. The
remaining time was what is
referred to as "garbage time".
The Trinity freshman now have a
record of 5-0, and will play
Williams at home on Wednesday.
Larry Wells leads the team with a
15 point scoring average. Paul
McBride and Art Blake each










































































Auto Show Comes To Hartford
The first car registered with the
Connecticut Motor Vehicle
Department 72 years ago will be
given a position of honor at the
Hartford Civic Center during
Frank Maratta's Auto Show which
opens for three days on January 24.,
The antiquated car, a 1902
Oldsmobile with tiller steering and
Kerosene headlights, will be shown
by its owner, Louis B. Biondi, well-
known Woodbury real estate
developer and antique car
collector.
Biondi's Oldsmobile is a con-
vertible runabout with back to
back seating, smooth rubber tires,
bulb horn and 14 karat gold leaf
trim. It is fully restored and looks
much the way it did when it
originally was registered May 23,.
1903, by its first owner, Judge
Woodruff of Litchfield. Biondi
declined to estimate the value of
the car but said it is priceless as a
museum piece. In addition to the
1902 Olds, Biondi owns 30 other
antiques, including a Stanley
Steamer which was featured in last
year's Frank Maratta Auto Show.
The three day autmotive spec-
tacular at the new Civic Center will
be sectioned by category for the
convenience of visitors. The
colorful display of antique cars will
be apart from such other show
vehicles as hot rods, dragsters,
classics, novelty machines and
customized cars .entered by
imaginative youths.
The antique car section will be
like taking a journey in restrospect
through the evolution of the
automobile. On display will be such
unusual cars as a 1914 Saxon, 1909
Ford, 1928 Ford Fire Truck,. 1933
Auburn, and 1922 Mack Truck AC
Bulldog.
The Auto Show will also feature a
massive array of automotive
exhibits, public service displays
and a glimpse into the car designs
of the future.
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Tough Williams Next
Coast Guard Dunks Basketball, 60-58
by Neil Theobald
After last Saturday night's -loss
to Coast Guard 60-58, the Trinity
record now'stands at 2-4, with
upcoming games against Williams
tomorrow night and Middlebury
Saturday night.
In last Saturday's contest, poor
shooting proved to be the downfall
of the Bantams, as they shot only
32 percent from the field compared
to 47 percent for the Cadets. Trinity
pulled to a 27-26 lead at halftime
after Coast Guard had led most of
the first half. In the second half of
the contest the Bants twice led by
five points and were ahead until
the Cadets took a 52-51 lead with
1:20 to play. Wayne Sokolosky
notted the game at 52-52 with a free
throw, but a three-point play by
Joel Hendrix put Coast Guard
ahead to stay.
Jim Sumler was the game's top
scorer with 16. Wayne Sokolosky
added 13 for the Bants, with Bill
Schullz and Sam Shriver coun-
tering with 14 apiece for the New
Londoners. Sokolosky and Sumler
also pace the team in scoring for
the year with 15.0 and 14.7
averages,
Tomorrow night in the last of a
string of six consecutive home
games, the Bants will play host to
the Ephmen of Williams, who
feature two of the premier small
college players in New England,
Harry Sheeny and Fred Ditman.
In looking towards this game,
Coach Robie Shults commented,
"Williams will be a tough team for
us to beat. They have two out-
standing senior players Harry
. Sheehy who averages about 25-30
points a game and Fred Ditman
who averages 20-25 points. In order
to beat Williams we're going to
have to handle Sheehy and Ditman
who both jump and rebound well.
We'll put Jim Sumler, our best
defensive player, on one of them
and Wayne Sokolosky will have to
give some height on the other one.''
Next Saturday night, Trinity
goes on the road for the first time
in E.lmost two months as they
travel to Vermont to take on
Middlebury. According to Coach
Shults, "Middlebury will be tough
for us to beat away from home.
They're not as good as Williams,
but they have one boy 6'7". Other
than that, though, they're not very
big, but they will be tough up
there."
After the Williams game
tomorrow night, the Bantams will
only have four games left on their
photo by Al Moore
Junior Bob Pickard lets fly a jump shot from fifteen feet-
against Coast Guard. .
Fairfield, UConn Victors
Skaters Lose A Pair
The hockey team dropped
decisions last week to Fairfield, 6-
1, and put on a respectable showing
while losing to UConn 11-8. The
season's record stands at 2-5.
Trinity played its worst game of
the season last Thursday in the
Fairfield contest. The first period
was close as goal tender Rudy
Monteglas carried over, his
brilliant performance from the
previous game, but Fairfield
scored first on a 2-on-l breakaway
from the slot with 1:19 left in the
period.
Fairfield scored again with 1:02.
gone in the second period as a
forward skated through the Trinity
defense and slapped a shot past
Monteglas in front of the net.
Sandy Weedon scored the lone
Trinity goal as Sam Gray stole the
puck from the Fairfield defense
and passed it to Weedon in front of
the net, who knocked it in.
Fairfield scored two more in the
second and two in the third to make
it final at 6-1. Monteglas has good
reflexes on shots in front of the net,
but has difficulty handling long
shots. The Bantams had trouble
-back-checking and used too much
cross-ice passing in the zone,
setting up scoring opportunities for
Fairfield. Trinity plays Fairfield
again next Saturday, and it should
be a closer contest if the Bantams
play as well as they did against
UConn last Saturday.
UConn was the toughest team
that Trinity has faced this season,
and the Bantams started things off
right. On the opening face-off, Sam
Gray stole the puck from the
UConn defense and took a shot
which Tom Lenahan deflected in
with only :1O gone in the period.
. Trinity took several bad
penalties hv the first period, and
UConn scored four straight off
goaltender Ted Judson. Trinity
played one of its best games of the
year against powerful UConn with
a lot of hitting in the second and
third periods. Tom Lenahan and
Doug Hamill scored twice for
Trinity, and Jim Lenahan, Richard
Huoppi, Chip LaLone and Alan
Plough each scored once.
The Bantams face Bryant
tomorrow night at Bryant. Trinity
was slaughtered earlier in the
season 8-0 by Bryant. Trinity faces
Assumption next Thursday at the
Glastonbury Arena at 7:30 p.m.
photo by Steve Roberts
P. K. Harris shows off his triple pump driving lay up against
Coast. Guard. The Bants lost 60-58 and their record now
stands at 2-4.
home schedule, as nine of their last
13 games are on the road. Their
ability to win on the road will
determine whether the Bants will
reach Coach Shults' pre-season
goal of a .500 season,
Grdpplers Bend Wesley en, 34-18
by Ken Feinswog
For the Trinity wrestling team,
this past week ended on a very
bright note, After losing a tough
match to Rhode Island College 31-
21 last Wednesday the Bantam
grapplers rebounded last Saturday
to overwhelm Wesleyan 34-18. In
the Rhode Island match, the
Trinity wrestlers ran up against a
team that was better than they
really had expected. Despite the
team's loss, wrestlefs Bob
Friedman and Dave Coratte both
put on very good showings while
they recorded victories.
In the match with Wesleyan, the
wrestling team came back to form.
Freshman Chip Meyers started off
the day by pinning his opponent in
just 3 minutes and 33 seconds.
Wrestling at 126, in his first match
of the year, sophomore Dave
Rosen did an outstanding job even
though he was decisioned by his
opponent.
After a Wesleyan pin, Nick
Benson, at 142, pinned his opponent
Kozlowski in just over three
minutes. Scott Goddln at 150,
followed up with a crushing 10-0
decision which gave Trinity a very
solid seven point lead.
After Dave Katzka was pinned
closing the lead to just one point
Bob Friedman and Mike O'Hare
both won their matches by default
thus giving Trinity an in-
surmountable lead. In the next
match at 190, Dave Coratte, who
was previously undefeated, was
decisioned 2-1 on a penalty point, a
very controversial and rare call by
the referee. In the heavweight
division, Brian O'Donahui. won by
default,
Coach Richard Taylor was ex-
tremely pleased to an established
wrestling school like Wesleyan. He
stated that the team had to work
exceedingly hard to win this match
against Trinity's arch-rival.
Taylor went on to cite Nick Benson
and Scott Goddin for providing the
clinching blows to Wesleyan's
hopes. He said that it was a very
rewarding victory ^because it was
the first time in his three years of
coaching the wrestling team to
defeat Wesleyan.
What lies ahead for the Bantam
wrestlers is a match tomorrow
against the Crusaders of Holy
Cross, The Crusaders possess a
measly 0-4 record and Coach
Taylor just hopes that the
wrestlers do not look past this
match for the upcoming home tri-
meet on Saturday.
On Saturday, February 1, Trinity
will take on both the University ol
Hartford and Amherst at the mam
gym at Ferris. Admission will fie
free so come out for your one ana
only chance to support the Trinity
wrestlers. The wrestling will be
excellent. Amherst is an extremely
strong team and Taylor stated mat
the Bantams will be hard pressed
to come out successful. U.Hart. is a
less experienced team t"a"
Amherst and if the Bantams wore
hard the prospects look to be very
bright.
Lineup of Saturday's matches:
1:00 Trinity vs. University «
Hartford2:30 University of Hartford vs.
Amherst"
3:30 Trinity vs. Amherst
